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ABSTRACT

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONAL 4D-CT CHEST IMAGES

Ahmed Soliman Naeem Soliman

November 15th, 2016

Medical imaging is an important emerging technology that has been intensively used in the last few decades for disease diagnosis and monitoring as well as for the assessment of treatment effectiveness. Medical images provide a very large amount of valuable information that is too huge to be exploited by radiologists and physicians. Therefore, the design of computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) system, which can be used as an assistive tool for the medical community, is of a great importance. This dissertation deals with the development of a complete CAD system for lung cancer patients, which remains the leading cause of cancer-related death in the USA. In 2014, there were approximately 224,210 new cases of lung cancer and 159,260 related deaths. The process begins with the detection of lung cancer which is detected through the diagnosis of lung nodules (a manifestation of lung cancer). These nodules are approximately spherical regions of primarily high density tissue that are visible in computed tomography (CT) images of the lung. The treatment of these lung cancer nodules is complex, nearly 70% of lung cancer patients require radiation therapy as part of their treatment. Radiation-induced lung injury is a limiting toxicity that may decrease cure rates and increase morbidity and mortality treatment. By finding ways to accurately detect, at early stage, and hence prevent lung injury, it will have significant positive consequences for lung cancer patients.
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to develop a clinically usable CAD system that can improve the sensitivity and specificity of early detection of radiation-induced lung injury based on the hypotheses that radiated lung tissues may get affected and suffer decrease of their functionality as a side effect of radiation therapy treatment. These hypotheses have been validated by demonstrating that automatic segmentation of the lung regions and registration of consecutive respiratory phases to estimate their elasticity, ventilation, and texture features to provide discriminatory descriptors that can be used for early detection of radiation-induced lung injury. The proposed methodologies will lead to novel indexes for distinguishing normal/healthy and injured lung tissues in clinical decision-making. To achieve this goal, a CAD system for accurate detection of radiation-induced lung injury that requires three basic components has been developed. These components are the lung fields segmentation, lung registration, and features extraction and tissue classification.

This dissertation starts with an exploration of the available medical imaging modalities to present the importance of medical imaging in today’s clinical applications. Secondly, the methodologies, challenges, and limitations of recent CAD systems for lung cancer detection are covered. This is followed by introducing an accurate segmentation methodology of the lung parenchyma with the focus of pathological lungs to extract the volume of interest (VOI) to be analyzed for potential existence of lung injuries stemmed from the radiation therapy. After the segmentation of the VOI, a lung registration framework is introduced to perform a crucial and important step that ensures the co-alignment of the intra-patient scans. This step eliminates the effects of orientation differences, motion, breathing, heart beats, and differences in scanning parameters to be able to accurately extracts the functionality features for the lung fields. The developed registration framework also helps in the evaluation and gated control of the radiotherapy through the motion estimation analysis before and after the therapy dose. Finally, the radiation-induced lung injury is introduced, which combines the previous two medical image processing and analysis steps with the
features estimation and classification step. This framework estimates and combines both texture and functional features. The texture features are modeled using the novel 7th-order Markov Gibbs random field (MGRF) model that has the ability to accurately models the texture of healthy and injured lung tissues through simultaneously accounting for both vertical and horizontal relative dependencies between voxel-wise signals. While the functionality features calculations are based on the calculated deformation fields, obtained from the 4D-CT lung registration, that maps lung voxels between successive CT scans in the respiratory cycle. These functionality features describe the ventilation, the air flow rate, of the lung tissues using the Jacobian of the deformation field and the tissues’ elasticity using the strain components calculated from the gradient of the deformation field. Finally, these features are combined in the classification model to detect the injured parts of the lung at an early stage and enables an earlier intervention.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging is a very important emerging technology in the last few decades. It is used intensively in diagnosis, disease monitoring, assessment of treatment effectiveness, taking therapeutic or surgical decisions, and guiding surgery operations. Recent advances in medical imaging modalities provide images with a plethora of sizes, structures, resolution, and degrees of contrast. Such available data represents a very large amount of valuable information that is too huge to be exploited by radiologists and physicians. Therefore, the design of Computer Aided Diagnostic (CAD) system is of a great importance as an assistive tool for the medical community. A two-dimensional (2D) image is a rectangular array of pixels (picture cells, or elements) containing measured visual signals (intensities or colors) that quantify properties of related spatial locations in a whole body or its part. The 2D image of a thin planar cross-section of a 3D object is usually called a slice. A collection of the successive slices forms a 3D image, being an array of voxels (volume elements).

Each imaging modality has advantages and limitations in providing structural and/or functional physiological information about every organ of interest. Figure 1 exemplifies most important and popular modalities, namely, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); computed tomography (CT); ultrasound imaging (US, or USI); positron emission tomography (PET), and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). The MRI and CT provide both the functional and structural information, whereas the USI, PET, and SPECT give the functional information. The structural MRI falls into three basic categories: the $T1$, $T2$, and PD (proton density)-weighted MRI. The functional MRI is classed into the fMRI; dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI); tagged MRI; perfusion-weighted MRI (PWI), and diffusion MRI. The latter includes the diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI),
FIGURE 1: Most popular types of medical images.

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI). The functional CT is separated into the contrast enhanced CT (CE-CT) and the CT angiography (CTA).

The following section will focus only on CT and nuclear medical imaging as they are the related modality explored through the dissertation.

A. **Computed tomography (CT)**

One of the most popular and useful medical imaging modalities that has been available since the mid-1970, the CT reconstructs internal object structures from multiple projections obtained by measuring transmission of X-ray radiation through the object. The X-ray source and the set of detectors are mounted on the rotating gantry of the CT device,
so that both the source and the detectors remain opposite to one another when revolving around, or scanning the patient’s body. While passing through the patient’s body, each individual X-ray beam is absorbed (attenuated) by muscles, fat, bones, and other tissues. The detector, being opposite to the X-ray source, measures the beam magnitude integrating all the attenuations due to absorption along the way from the source. The multiple projections, i.e., the integral absorptions by the patient’s body for multiple directions of the beams, allow for reconstructing point-wise X-ray attenuation coefficients for each location within the object. The coefficients are measured in integer Hounsfield units (HU), called CT numbers, which vary from $-1000$ (air) to $+1000$ (cortical bone), 0 corresponding to water. The attenuation coefficient of the matter, measured in integer Hounsfield units (called CT numbers), is the intensity value of the volumetric CT scan. The HU values vary from $\mu_{\text{air}} - 1000$ (air) to $\mu_{\text{bone}} = +1000$ (cortical bone), $\mu_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 0$ corresponding to water, and a general $\mu$ HU corresponds to a material with attenuation coefficient $\frac{\mu - \mu_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}}{\mu_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} - \mu_{\text{air}}} \times 1000$. The CT scans HU are independent of scanner manufacturer and imaging sequence which make them as a direct quantitative measurement. The reconstructed CT images are 2/3D maps of these coefficients.

1. Structural CT

Historically, the CT images were acquired in an axial or transverse plane, being orthogonal to the long axis of the body. Recent developments in spiral and multi-slice CT enabled acquiring the volumetric (3D) images in a single patient breath-hold. For exploring anatomical structures, the volumetric data is easily represented by various planar cross-sections. Figure 2 shows typical axial 2D CT images.

Today’s multi-detector CT scanners with 64 or more detectors obtain images with much finer details and in a shorter time. Continuous improvements in the scanning times and image resolution have dramatically increased the diagnostic accuracy. The structural CT allows radiologists to understand more in depth organs under examination and gain
FIGURE 2: Axial brain (a), lung (b), and heart (c) CT scans.

valuable information for diagnosis and treatment.

2. Contrast–enhanced CT (CE-CT)

Although the CT readily acquires structural (anatomical) information, its abilities to provide functional (physiological) information are limited. Administering contrast agents before a CT scan helps in acquiring finer image details. The resulting CE-CT has benefits in both disease diagnosis and pre-operative guidance and planning, due to better contrast of anatomical structures, increased sensitivity of detecting pathologic lesions, and higher accuracy of lesion characterization. These benefits assist physicians in their clinical management.

FIGURE 3: Abdominal DCE-CT scans before (a); 90 sec after, and 180 sec after administering the contrast agent.

Functional CT, called also dynamic CE-CT (DCE-CT), takes a sequence of CT scans at the same location to study changes of the contrast agent distributions in time (fig-
The administration of contrast agents prior to the CT scan increases the image contrast and, therefore, helps to visualize finer details of tissues, organs, and physiological processes. Several types of non-iodinated (barium sulphate) and iodinated contrast agents are routinely used for both the traditional X-ray imaging (where these agents are often called radiocontrast ones) and the CT scans.

Generally, signal intensities in the X-ray imaging are proportional to electron densities. Since the early years of the X-ray radiography, a number of substances containing heavy elements with large atomic numbers, i.e., large numbers of electrons, were employed to achieve the better contrast. Depending on application, barium and iodine are the most common radiocontrast agents. The iodinated agents are either ionic (high-osmolar), or non-ionic (low-osmolar organic) compounds, the former having more side effects, than the latter.

The medical DCE-CT scanning generally uses an insoluble barium sulphate powder to block the X-rays passage, so that organs filled with it become white on an X-ray image. This universal contrast agent helps in the X-ray diagnosis of problems in the upper gastrointestinal areas, e.g., the oesophagus, stomach, and/or small intestine. Clear soluble iodine agents are generally harmless and usually injected as liquids into the body parts to be imaged. Most of the intravenous contrast dyes are iodine-based, so that the iodine-containing agents are used for imaging the gallbladder, urinary tract, blood vessels, spleen, liver, bile duct and other soft tissues.

3. CT angiography (CTA)

CTA is a non-invasive examination that used to visualize blood flow in the vessels throughout the body, e.g. in arterial vessels through the body, abdomen, lungs, kidneys, after an intravenous contrast agent was injected (figure 4).

The image recording during CTA examination takes only seconds, while most of the time is spent in setting up the requirements. In comparison with other imaging techniques,
it provides a lower cost at a faster scan time compared to other imaging modalities, and
detecting aneurysms (enlarged blood vessels) and narrowing or damages of vessels early in
time for determining appropriate therapies.

4. Microtomography (Micro-CT)

The micro-CT ($\mu$CT) is a high-resolution CT for imaging small-scale internal struc-
tures. While spatial resolution of a typical medical CT scanner is about 1 $mm$, the micro-CT
systems can acquire 3D images with voxel spacing of less than 0.1 $mm$ and perform 3D mi-
croscopy of internal structures by getting about 2,600 2D cross-sections in a single scan.
These technical advances have made the micro-CT practical for both in vivo and in vitro
studies that need high-resolution images, e.g. for biomedical research.
5. Dynamic CT imaging (4D-CT)

For some clinic applications, such as radiation therapy planning, or identifying abnormal parathyroid, a time series of 3D lung CT scans is acquired during the breathing/respiratory cycle. These series are called 4D-CT or dynamic CT lung scans. It is used for the assessment of motion during breathing/respiratory cycle to improve the margins of the delivered radiation. The series of 3D-CT scans (4D-CT) are acquired during the free breathing with a scanner connected to respiration-monitoring system that used in the reconstruction of the temporal 3D volumes to a 4D-CT one.

6. CT imaging: Pros and cons

At present, the CT is faster and more widely available than other imaging modalities, results in low per-scan costs. Also, it is less likely to require sedating or anaesthetizing the patient, and it provides good spatial resolution with the ability to image bone, soft tissue and blood vessels all at the same time, compared with the MRI, i.e., the CT allows for separating two inner structures at smaller distances from each other. Also, it is less sensitive to patient movement and no radiation remains in the body after the examination.

The main concern of the CT is the use of ionizing X-ray radiation, which may be harmful to patients and can be accumulated by successive scans and cause DNA damage or induce cancer. Recent CT technologies use low radiation doses in order to reduce the radiation effects. However, the lower the dose, the lesser the image quality.

B. Nuclear medical imaging (nuclide imaging)

This modality visualizes spatial distribution of a radioactive decaying isotope (radionuclide), which has been administered into the body. Emitted gamma-rays or positrons are acquired by an appropriate radiation detector, e.g., a gamma-camera (figure 5). The resulting functional images are of low resolution, noisy, and without anatomic or structural
details, but demonstrate metabolic or biochemical activities in the body, specific disease processes, or damaged areas. However, this imaging, like the CT, may be harmful to patients due to ionizing radiation.

FIGURE 5: Nuclear medical imaging.

The emitted isotope radiation is quantified by measuring its half life (the time required for radioactivity to drop to half of its starting value), half-value layer, and energy. For imaging, the half life time should be short enough to reduce the patient radiation dose, but still sufficiently large to produce the image with radiation, which was not totally absorbed within the body. The half-value layer is the tissue thickness that absorbs half of the radioactivity produced. The layer of several centimeters indicates that most of the radiation is absorbed within the body, so that the required patient’s radiation dose has to be too high. The radiation energy is usually measured in KeV, the typical gamma-radiation energies in
the nuclear medical imaging being between 100 and 200 KeV. Gamma-rays of the lower energies cannot leave the body to reduce images, while the higher energies cause image distortions due to scattered and unwanted radiation penetrating the gamma-camera. Table 1 shows the half lives and energies of radionuclides, being commonly used in the nuclear medical imaging. In particular, Thallium-20 emitting $X$-rays with energies between 69–82 KeV and photons of 135 and 167 KeV is widely used for nuclear cardiac stress tests due to good imaging characteristics and reasonably small patient radiation doses. Iodine-123 and indium-111 isotopes have similar characteristics.

TABLE 1: Typical radionuclides for nuclear medical imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radionuclide</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Half-life</th>
<th>Emission type:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma (KeV)</td>
<td>Positron (KeV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krypton-81m</td>
<td>$^{81m}$Kr</td>
<td>13.1 sec</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubidium-82</td>
<td>$^{82}$Rb</td>
<td>1.3 min</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen-13</td>
<td>$^{13}$N</td>
<td>10.0 min</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorine-18</td>
<td>$^{18}$F</td>
<td>1.8 h</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technetium-99m</td>
<td>$^{99m}$Tc</td>
<td>6.0 h</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodine-123</td>
<td>$^{123}$I</td>
<td>13.0 h</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium-111</td>
<td>$^{111}$In</td>
<td>2.8 days</td>
<td>171, 245</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium-201</td>
<td>$^{201}$Tl</td>
<td>3.0 days</td>
<td>69–82 (X-ray)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallium-67</td>
<td>$^{67}$Ga</td>
<td>3.2 days</td>
<td>93, 185, 300, 394</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenon-133</td>
<td>$^{133}$Xe</td>
<td>5.3 days</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodine-131</td>
<td>$^{131}$I</td>
<td>8.0 days</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typical nuclear medical images are produced by either a gamma-ray (rarely, $X$-ray) emission: a planar scintigraphy and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), – or a positron emission tomography (PET), which can also be combined with the CT or MRI, e.g., the PET/CT, SPECT/CT, and SPECT/MRI. A positron is an elec-
tron’s antiparticle with opposite charge. Other types of radioactivity, such as, e.g., alpha-, beta-, or gamma-rays, are used only for therapeutic applications, where a radionuclide is targeting tumor locations in order to destroy diseased tissues. The gamma- and beta-rays are not used for imaging due to their too high energies and too small half-value layers. For positron emission, a radiopharmaceutical is synthesized in a cyclotron. Typical examples: carbon-11, oxygen-15, fluorine-18, and nitrogen-13, – are introduced into the body with biologically active molecules, in which one or more atoms have been replaced by their radioactive counterparts. The most common radiopharmaceutical in the clinical PET scanning is a sugar fluorodeoxyglucose, containing fluorine-18 and carbon-11 palmitate. A positron emitted by an radioisotope travels in the tissue for a short distance (typically, less than 1 mm depending on the isotope). Then it annihilates with an electron in the tissue, forming two gamma-rays that produce better image quality, than other radioactive decay mechanisms.

The planar scintigraphy visualizes a 2D distribution of a radioactive (radiopharma-ceutical) material within the human body. Typically, the material is taken internally, and its emitted radiation is captured by a gamma camera. Clinically, these scintigraphic images are beneficial for obtaining information and making diagnostic conclusions about the size and normal/abnormal behavior of inner organs. Also, certain abnormalities, e.g., lesions or tumors, which are difficult to find with other imaging modalities, can be visually detected in these images as brighter or darker than normal areas of higher or lower concentration of radiation, respectively.

The planar scintigraphy is widely used for detecting bone fractures as areas of the increased radiation; thyroid metastases and functionality (using Iodine-131 or Technetium-99m) or parathyroid adenomas; and a heart stress (usually, using Thallium-201) due to a coronary steal and ischemic coronary artery disease. It can also diagnose pulmonary embolism with a two-phase ventilation / perfusion scan; obstruction of the bile ducts by a gallstone or a tumor, and gallbladder diseases, e.g. bile leaks of biliary fistulas. In the
brain imaging, the planar scintigraphy helps usually to detect tumors, indicated by higher radiation uptakes, since the blood flow is often higher in the tumor than other tissues, or confirm the brain death (dead brain functionally) if the visualized carotid arteries are cut off at the base of the skull.

The SPECT imaging exploits the same principles as the planar scintigraphy and a similar imaging procedure, but reconstructs, like the conventional CT, a 3D tomographic image from a set of 2D nuclear medical images taken from different views. A radiopharmaceutical is injected into the patient, e.g., through blood; multiple scintigraphic images are acquired from the different angles, and a 3D distribution of the radiation energy is reconstructed from these 2D images considered the tomographic projections.

The SPECT images are clinically beneficial for measuring blood perfusion in the brain to indicate strokes or the Alzheimer’s disease, and myocardial perfusion and blood flow patterns in the heart to detect the coronary artery disease and myocardial infarct. Like the planar scintigraphy, these images can also be used for bone scanning and detecting tumors. Other applications include detecting liver diseases, e.g., cirrhosis; assessing the kidneys functionality, e.g., to reveal renal artery stenosis or renal infarction, and studying the lung perfusion to indicate bronchitis, asthma, or pulmonary edema.

The PET produces a 3D image that provides functional information about specific processes in the body. Contrary to the SPECT, the PET’s gamma-camera detects pairs of gamma-rays, following the annihilation of an emitted positron. Detecting the pairs, rather than single gamma-rays, as in the planar scintigraphy and SPECT, allows the PET to produce images of better quality and resolution. However, the cost of the PET imaging is higher, and a cyclotron to provide the positron-emitting radionuclides, having typically very short half life times, must be available just on-site.

The PET has been used in many medical applications. In particular, the PET with the fluorodeoxyglucose radiopharmaceutical (FDG-PET) was widely used in exploring possibilities of cancer metastases to spread to other sites. Other positron-emitting radionu-
clides are often used in the PET, too. For instance, the regional blood flow in the brain is measured with the radioactive oxygen-15, because its concentration is proportional to the brain perfusion and allows for detecting brain diseases associated with local areas of the increased or decreased uptake. In neurology, the PET is used in brain tumor evaluation and early identification of recurring degenerative disorders such as the Alzheimer’s disease in order to plan assessment and surgical treatment of seizure disorders. The cardiac PET helps in measuring the blood flow and metabolism inside the heart; assessing myocardial fatty acid metabolism and infarction, and determining the need for a heart transplant or a bypass surgery.

The combined, or hybrid PET/CT, SPECT/CT, and PET/MRI add precise anatomic localizations and/or soft tissue images to functional nuclear imaging data. Both types of the images are captured sequentially, in the same session, and fused into a single superposed (co-registered) image. The PET/CT is typically used in lung cancer applications for diagnosing pulmonary nodules, surgical planning, radiation therapy, and cancer staging. The combined PET and CT images improve delineating lung nodule contours and estimating their volumes. The SPECT/CT helps in locating ectopic parathyroid adenomas, which may not be in their usual locations in the thyroid gland.

C. Computed tomography Applications in different diseases

Basics of the CT, including the attenuation corrections, CT numbers, windowing, back projection, and reconstruction are detailed in [4–6]. This imaging modality has been extensively used in clinical determination of a trauma’s extent [7], tumor localization [8], detection of lung diseases [9–12], heart disease diagnosis [13], diagnosis of kidney diseases [14], study of dental problems [15] etc.

The DCE-CT has gained considerable attention for capturing parameters of physiological functioning and disease in the human body and has many clinical applications in brain and neck tumor diagnosis [16], lung nodule evaluation [17], prostate cancer exami-
nation [18], and therapy monitoring [19].

The CTA is widely used in clinical applications, in particular, for diagnosing the coronary artery disease of the heart [20], evaluating patients with acute ischemic stroke [21], diagnosing renal artery stenosis [22], and detecting acute pulmonary embolism [23].

Practical applications of the micro-CT, include investigation of small specimens and animals [24, 25], evaluations of mineralized tissues, such as insect exoskeletons [26] and skeletal tissues [27], quantification of pulmonary fibrosis and investigation of airway microstructures of animals lungs [28], assessment of bone and soft tissue disease and therapeutic response of small animals [29], and assessment of induced cardiac stress [30].

D. Dissertation organization

The dissertation consists of six chapters. The following are summaries for the scope of each chapter:

- Chapter I presents some of the basic concepts about medical images and CT images. The chapter covers different types of CT images including structural CT, contrast-enhanced CT (CE-CT), CT angiography (CTA), microtomography (Micro-CT), dynamic CT imaging (4D-CT), and discusses the advantages and disadvantages as well.

- Chapter II introduces a survey of the methodologies, challenges, and limitations of recent computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems for lung cancer. It covers the four main components of designing any CAD system which are: (i) segmentation of lung tissues, (ii) detection of the nodules which are inside the lung parenchyma, (iii) segmentation of detected lung nodules, and (iv) classifications of the nodules as benign or malignant. It goes through each component and explores all related recent work. Also, the limitations of the existing techniques have been reported and how to overcome these limitations.

- Chapter III introduces the first and most important step in developing any CAD sys-
tem for lung cancer, which is the lung segmentation. It introduces an accurate lung parenchyma segmentation methodology with the focus of pathological lungs to extract the volume of interest (VOI) to be analyzed for potential existence of injured lung tissues.

- Chapter IV introduces the second crucial step in developing any CAD system for lung cancer, which is the lung registration. It ensures voxel on voxel matching between different 3D lung volumes by deforming each voxel of the source object over a set of nested, equi-spaced surfaces (i.e., iso-surfaces) to closely match the target object. The developed non-rigid registration exploits the geometric features in addition to image intensities to avoid problems associated with nonlinear intensity variations in medical images.

- Chapter V presents the general framework of the lung injury detection through the estimation of features for lung tissues and its classification as normal or injured.

- Chapter VI concludes the work and outlines the future directions.
CHAPTER II
COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS SYSTEMS FOR LUNG CANCER: A SURVEY

This chapter overviews one of the most important, interesting, and challenging problems in oncology, which is the problem of lung cancer diagnosis. Developing an efficient computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system for lung cancer is of great clinical importance and can increase the patient’s chance of survival. For this reason, developing CAD systems for lung cancer has been investigated in a huge number of research studies. A typical CAD system for lung cancer diagnosis is composed of four main processing steps: segmentation of the lung fields, detection of the nodules inside the lungs, segmentation of the detected nodule, and diagnosing the nodules as benign or malignant. This chapter overviews the state-of-the-art techniques that are developed to implement each of these CAD processing steps. For each technique involved in this chapter, various aspects of technical issues, implemented methodologies, training and testing data, validation methods, as well as the achieved performance are described. In addition, the chapter addresses the several challenges that face the researchers in each implementation step and outlines the strengths and drawbacks of the exciting approaches for lung cancer CAD systems.

A. Introduction

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the US. In 2014, there were approximately 224,210 new cases of lung cancer, 116,000 Male and 108,210 Female, and 159,260 related deaths, 86,930 Male and 72,330 Female, [31]. Early diagnosis can improve the effectiveness of treatment and increase the patient’s chance of survival. computed tomography (CT), low dose computed tomography (LDCT), contrast-
enhanced computed tomography (CE-CT) and Positron emission tomography (PET) are most common non-invasive imaging modalities for detecting lung nodules and diagnosing the detected ones. PET scans are used to discriminate between malignant and benign lung nodules. Early detection of the nodules can be based on CT and LDCT scans that allow for reconstructing the anatomy of and detecting any anatomic change in the chest. The CE-CT allows for reconstructing the anatomy of the chest and assessing the diagnostics of the detected nodules.

A wealth of known publications have investigated the development of CAD systems for lung cancer from a host of different image modalities. The success of a particular CAD system can be measured in terms of accuracy, processing time, and automation level. The goal of this chapter is to overview the different CAD systems for lung cancer, proposed in the literature.

![Diagram of a typical computer-aided diagnosis for lung cancer](image)

**FIGURE 6:** A typical computer-aided diagnosis for lung cancer. The input of the CAD system is the medical images obtained using the appropriate modality. A lung segmentation step is used to reduce the search space for lung nodules. Nodule detection is used to identify the lung nodules. The detected nodules is segmented. Then, a candidate set of features, such as volume, shape, and/or appearance features, are extracted and used for diagnosis.

A schematic diagram of a typical CAD system is shown in Figure 6. The segmentation of lung tissues on chest images is a pre-processing step in developing the CAD system in order to reduce the search space for lung nodules. Next, the detection and segmentation of the lung nodules from the available search space are mandatory steps. Finally, the clas-
sification of the detected nodules into benign and malignant is the final step. Classification of the detected nodules is a major component in CAD schemes for detection and diagnosis of lung nodules in CT. In CAD schemes for detection (often abbreviated as CADe), a classification component classifies the nodule candidates identified in the previous step into nodules or non-nodules (i.e., normal anatomic structures), whereas a CAD scheme for diagnosis (often abbreviated as CADx) classifies detected nodules (either by a computer or a radiologist) into benign or malignant nodules. Below, we will address each processing step in developing CAD systems, i.e., the lung segmentation, the nodule detection, the nodule segmentation, and nodule diagnostics.

B. Lung Segmentation

The segmentation of lungs from chest images is a crucial step in any computer aided diagnosis system that can lead to the early diagnosis of lung cancer, as well as other pulmonary diseases. The segmentation of lungs is a very challenging problem due to the natural signal inhomogeneities over the lung region, very close signals of pulmonary structures such as arteries, veins, bronchi and bronchioles, and the different scanners and scanning protocols. A wealth of known publications has addressed the segmentation of lung regions from CT images and chest radiographs. The success of a particular technique can be measured in terms of accuracy, processing time, and automation level. Most of the existing techniques for healthy/moderate pathology lung segmentation can be classified into four categories based on signal thresholding, deformable boundaries, shape models, or edges.

Healthy lung tissues form darker regions in CT images compared to other parts of the chest such as heart and liver. This fact has encouraged many researchers to search for an optimum threshold that separates the lungs from all other tissues. Hu et al. [32] compute iteratively such a threshold to get an initial lung region. Then the initial segmentation is refined by opening and closing morphological operations. This method was further used by Ukil et al. [33] and van Rikxoort [34] to automatically segment the lung
as a pre-processing step for the lung lobe segmentation. Ross et al. [35] used a similar method to the Hu et al. approach [32], but used Otsu’s method [36] for thresholding, instead of the iterative thresholding, in order to segment the lung fields as a step of lung lobe extraction. Yim et al. [37] extract the lung fields by region growing followed by connected component analysis. Armato III et al. [38, 39] used gray-level thresholds to segment first the thorax from the background, and then the lungs from the thorax. A rolling ball filter was further applied to the segmented lung borders to avoid the loss of juxtapleural nodules. The identified lung fields were used to limit the search space for their lung nodule detection framework. In [40], the threshold is selected automatically as described by Armato III et al. [38]. A threshold-based region filling methodology is then used to segment the lung fields as a first step for a pulmonary fissure segmentation framework. Pu et al. [41] set a threshold to initially segment the lung regions. To refine the segmentation and include juxtapleural nodules, a border marching algorithm is used to march along the the lung borders with an adaptive marching step and refine convex tracks. Gao et al. [42] proposed another threshold-based segmentation approach consisting of four processing steps: (i) removing the large airway from the lung region by an isotropic diffusion to smooth edges followed by region growing; (ii) finding an optimal threshold to remove pulmonary vessels; (iii) separating the left and the right lungs by detection of anterior and posterior junctions using the largest threshold, and (iv) morphological smoothing of the lung boundary along the mediastinum and lung wall based on the structure of the airway tree. To identify lung fields in a lung lobe segmentation framework, Wei et al. [43] selected a threshold to segment the lung regions using histogram analysis. The segmented lungs are then refined using connect-component labeling and circular morphology closing. Ye et al. [44] used a 3D adaptive fuzzy thresholding to segment the lung region from CT data. The segmentation is followed by smoothing the segmented lung contour, represented as chain code [45], by 1D Guassian smoothing. They further applied a methodology to detect the lung nodules in the segmented lung fields. The main problem of the threshold-based segmentation is that its
accuracy is affected by many factors, including an image acquisition protocol and a scanner type (e.g., GE, Siemens, etc.). Moreover, radiodensities (in the Hounsfield units) of some pulmonary system’s structures, such as arteries, veins, bronchi, and bronchioles, are very close to radiodensity of the chest tissues. As a result, the threshold-based segmentation cannot be accurate for the whole lung region and needs further intensive post-processing steps to overcome the natural signal inhomogeneity over the lung region.

Lung segmentation techniques of the second category use deformable boundary models, such as active contours (snakes), level sets, or geodesic active contours. A snake starts from some initial position and shape and evolves under specific internal and external guiding forces to fit the shape of one or more desired objects. Snakes can extract a region of interest (ROI) or locate an object boundary. Itai et al. [46] extract the lung region with a 2D parametric deformable model using the lung borders as an external force. The deformable model started from an initial segmentation obtained by a threshold estimated from CT data. The segmentation results were used as a pre-processing step to classify abnormal areas within each lung filed. Silveira et al. [47] used a 2D geometric active contour (level set) being initialized at the boundary of the chest region. Then it is automatically split into two regions representing the left and right lungs. Main drawbacks of the deformable model-based segmentation are the excessive sensitivity to initialization and the inability of traditional external forces (e.g., based on edges, gray levels, etc.) to capture natural inhomogeneity in the lung regions. As a result, it is hard to provide an adequate guidance to the deformable model to achieve the accurate segmentation.

To improve the segmentation accuracy, the shape-based techniques add prior information about the lung shape to image signals. To use the shape prior, it should be aligned with the initial CT data before starting the segmentation. Annangi et al. [48] integrated a prior shape term, calculated as described in [49], with a term describing edge feature points, and term representing region-based data statistics [50] in a variational energy framework for lung segmentation. The formulated energy is used to guide a level-set deformable model
in order to segment the lung fields from posterior-anterior (PA) chest x-ray images. Shi et al. [51] used an adaptive shape prior to guide a deformable model used to segment the lung fields from time-series data. The initial shape is trained from manually marked lung field contours from the population using the principle component analysis (PCA) method and is used to segment the initial time-point images of each subject. To address the shape variability for each subject, the shape is adapted for the segmentation of further time-point images with the previously segmented images from the same subject. Van Ginneken et al. [52] optimized the active shape model (ASM) developed by Tsai et al. [53] to segment the lung fields. They compared the segmentation with an active appearance model (AAM)-based segmentation and multi-scale resolution pixel classification, concluding that the latter gives the best results. Hardie et al. [54] invoked the optimized ASM shape model of van Ginneken et al. [52] to segment the lungs field in a CAD system developed to identify lung nodules on CT images. Sun et al. [55] segmented the lungs in two main processing steps. First, a 3D ASM matching method is used to get a rough initial segmentation of the lung borders. Second, a global optimal surface finding method, developed by Li et al. [56], is used to find a refined smoothed segmentation of the lungs. Sluimer et al. [57, 58] proposed to segment a pathological lung by using the shape model of a normal lung. Sofka et al. [59] aligned a shape model using a set of automatically detected anatomical landmarks and refined the shape model through an iterative surface deformation approach in order to segment lungs that involve pathologies. The main limitation of the shape-based segmentation techniques is that their accuracy depends strongly on how accurately the prior shape model is registered with respect to the CT image. Instead of using a shape prior, Kockelkorn et al. [60] used a user-interactive framework for lung segmentation in CT scans with severe abnormalities, where a user corrects the results obtained by a $k$-nearest-neighbor (KNN) classifier trained on prior data.

Besbes et al. [61] used a graph-based shape model with image cues based on boosted features to segment the lung fields from chest radiographs. Hua et al. [62] presents an au-
tomatic method to segment pathological lung fields using graph-based search of a cost function that incorporates the intensity, gradient, boundary smoothness, and the rib information. El-Baz et al. [63, 64] proposed an iterative Markov random field (MRF)-based segmentation framework to segment the lung fields from LDCT images. A linear combination of discrete Gaussian (LCDG) model with positive and negative components is used to approximate the empirical distribution of the LDCT signals of the lung fields and their background, describing the 1st-order visual appearance model of the LCDG image. An initial segmentation of the lung fields is obtained by voxel-wise Bayesian maximum A posteriori (MAP) classification of a given image, based on its LCDG approximation of the signals of the lung fields and their background. The segmentation of the lung fields is iteratively refined by the iterative conditional mode (ICM) relaxation that maximizes a MRF energy that account for the 1st-order visual appearance model and the spatial interaction between the image voxels.

The edge-model-based lung segmentation is performed using spatial edge-detector filters, or wavelet transforms. Campadelli et al. [65] detect an initial outline of lung borders by using the first derivative of Gaussian filters taken at four different orientations. Then, an edge tracking procedure using the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator at three different scales is used to find a continuous external lung contour, which is further integrated with the initial outline to produce the final lung segmentation from PA chest radiographs. Mendonça et al. [66] selected automatically the regions-of-interest from PA chest radiographs as rectangular areas that surrounds as close as possible each lung field through an iterative procedure. Edge points (i.e., the mediastinal, costal, top, and bottom edge points) are detected using spatial edge-detector filters and combined to define a closed contour for the lung borders.

A review of the current methodologies for lung fields segmentation is presented in Table 2. To efficiently reduce the search space for lung nodules, some technical issues should have further investigated to provide accurate segmentation of the lung fields.
These technical issues include the automation level of the technique, the sensitivity of the method to the scanning parameters, the efficiency of an algorithm to work with different image modalities (e.g. CT, LDCT, or CE-CT), and the ability of the algorithm to provide a proper lung segmentation in cases with severe pathologies that are associated with inhomogeneities in the pathological lungs.

TABLE 2: Review of current lung segmentation approaches ordered by their publication year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Data Description &amp; AL</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Validation and Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hu et al. [32]   | 24 datasets from 8 subjects  
|                  | 512 x 512, 3mm thin  
|                  | A                    | 3D                   
|                  |                      | Iterative threshold  
|                  |                      | dynamic programming  
|                  |                      | morphological operations | 2-3 min on a 300 MHz processor, 512 MB RAM (512x512x120) | 229 Manual traced images  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | RMSD = 0.54mm (0.8 pixel) |
| Mendonça et al. [66] | 47 image radiographs  
|                  | A                    | 2D                   
|                  |                      | Spatial edge detector | --                                                   | 47 Manual traced data  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | SEN = 0.9225, PPV = 0.968 |
| Yim et al. [37]  | 10 subjects  
|                  | 512 x 512, 0.75–2 mm thin  
|                  | A                    | 3D                   
|                  |                      | Region growing       
|                  |                      | Connected component  | 42.3 sec on a 2.5 GHz processor, 2.0 GB RAM (512 x 512 x 352) | 10 Manual traced data  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | RMSD = 1.2pixel |
| Sluimer et al. [58] | 26 scans  
|                  | 512 x 512, 0.75–2.0 mm thin  
|                  | A                    | 3D                   
|                  |                      | Shape-based          | 3 hr on a 2.8 GHz processor, 2.0 GB RAM (512 x 512 x 400) | 10 Manual trace data, each 4 slice  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | OM = 0.8165, AD = 1.48mm, HD = 13.45mm |
| Campadelli et al. [65] | 487 image radiographs  
|                  | 256 x 256            | A                    | 2D                   
|                  |                      | Spatial edge detector | --                                                   | 487 Manual traced data  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | SEN = 0.9174, SPE = 0.9584, PPV = 0.9197, ACC = 0.9437 |
| Korfiatis et al. [67] | 23 scans  
|                  | 512 x 512, 0.625 mm   | A                    | 3D                   
|                  |                      | Wavelet edge detector | 3 min on a 2.8 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM (512 x 512 x 50) | 22 Manual traced data  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | OM = 0.983, AD = 0.77mm, RMSD = 0.52mm |
| Gao et al. [42]  | 8 subjects  
|                  | 512 x 512 x 240      | A                    | 2D                   
|                  |                      | Thresholding         | 15-20 min on a 3.0 GHz processor, 1 GB RAM (512 x 512 x 240) | 8 Manual traced datasets  
|                  |                      |                      |                                                      | DSC = 0.9946 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Data Description &amp; AL</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Validation and Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silveira et al. [47]</td>
<td>• 1 subject</td>
<td>• 2D</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 512 x 512, 1mm thin</td>
<td>• Deformable model</td>
<td></td>
<td>Qualitative assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu et al. [41]</td>
<td>• 20 datasets</td>
<td>• 2D</td>
<td>1 min on a 2.11 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM (512 x 512)</td>
<td>20 manual traced datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 512 x 512, 1.25 mm thin</td>
<td>• Thresholding</td>
<td></td>
<td>FP/GT=0.43%, FN/GT=1.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi et al. [51]</td>
<td>• 247 image radiographs</td>
<td>• 2D</td>
<td>75 sec per image on a 3 GHz processor, 1 GB RAM (512 x 512)</td>
<td>247 Manual traced images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 256 x 256</td>
<td>• Shape-based deformable model</td>
<td></td>
<td>OM = 0.92, AD = 1.78pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Baz et al. [63, 64]</td>
<td>• 10 image datasets</td>
<td>• 3D</td>
<td>1.65 sec per image on a 3.2 GHz processor, 16 GB RAM</td>
<td>1820 Manual traced images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 512 x 512 x 182, 2.5 mm thin</td>
<td>• Statistical MRF model</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC = 0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annangi et al. [48]</td>
<td>• 1130 image radiographs</td>
<td>• 2D</td>
<td>7 sec per image on a 2.4 GHz processor</td>
<td>Manual traced data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 128 x 128 &amp; 256 x 256</td>
<td>• Shape-based deformable model</td>
<td></td>
<td>DSC = 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kockelkorn et al. [60]</td>
<td>• 22 scans</td>
<td>• 3D</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>12 Manual traced data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 0.9–1.0 mm thickness</td>
<td>• Prior training</td>
<td></td>
<td>OM = 0.96, AD = 1.68mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• UI</td>
<td>• statistical classifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besbes et al. [61]</td>
<td>• 247 image radiographs</td>
<td>• 2D</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>123 Manual traced data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 256 x 256, 1mm thin</td>
<td>• Shape-based</td>
<td></td>
<td>OM = 0.9474, AD = 1.39pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofka et al. [59]</td>
<td>• 260 scans</td>
<td>• 3D</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>68 Manual traced data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 0.5-5.0 mm thickness</td>
<td>• Shape-based</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCD = 1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hua et al. [62]</td>
<td>• 15 scans</td>
<td>• 3D</td>
<td>6 min on a 2.0 GHz processor, 32 GB RAM</td>
<td>12 Semi-automated traced data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 0.3-0.9 mm thickness</td>
<td>• Graph-search</td>
<td></td>
<td>HD = 13.3pixel, SEN = 0.986, SPE = 0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. [55]</td>
<td>• 30 scans</td>
<td>• 3D</td>
<td>6 min per dataset on a NVIDIA Tesla C1060 processor (240 thread), 4 GB RAM</td>
<td>Manual traced images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 512 x512 x 424–642, 0.6–0.7 mm thin</td>
<td>• Shape-based</td>
<td></td>
<td>DSC = 0.975, AD = 0.84mm, SPD=0.59mm, HD = 20.13mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AL: denotes Automation Level (A: Automatic, UI: User Interactive)
DIM: denotes the approach dimension (2D or 3D)
DSC: denotes the Dice similarity coefficient: $DSC = \frac{2 \times TP}{2 \times TP + FP + FN}$, where TP: true positive, FP: false positive, and FN: False negative

continued on the next page
C. Detection of lung nodules

After the definition of the search space for the nodules (e.g., the segmented lung fields), nodule detection is the next step in lung cancer CAD systems. Early detection of lung tumors (visible on chest film as nodules) may increase the patients chance of survival [68], but the nodule detection problem is a complicated task; see, e.g., [69, 70]. Nodules show up as relatively low-contrast white circular objects within the lung fields. The difficulty for CAD schemes is to distinguish true nodules from (overlapping) shadows, vessels and ribs. At present, spiral LDCT is of prime interest for screening (high risk) groups for early detection of lung cancer [71–73]. The LDCT provides chest scans with very high spatial, temporal, and contrast resolution of anatomic structures and is able to gather a complete 3D volume of a human thorax in a single breath-hold [69]. Hence, for these reasons, recently most lung cancer screening programs are being investigated in the United States [73–77] and Japan [70, 72, 78, 79] with helical LDCT as the screening modality of choice.

The CAD schemes for detection of lung nodules in thoracic CT (i.e., CADe) generally consists of two major stages: (1) initial candidate nodules are selected (i.e, identification of nodule candidates) and then (2) the false positive nodules (FPNs), are partially

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Data Description &amp; AL</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Validation and Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>denotes overlap measure: $OM = \frac{TP}{TP + FP + FN}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEN:</td>
<td>denotes the sensitivity: $SEN = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPE:</td>
<td>denotes the specificity: $SPE = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV:</td>
<td>denotes the positive predictive value: $PPV = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC:</td>
<td>denotes the accuracy: $ACC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + FN + TN}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>denotes the root mean square difference of the distance between the segmentation and the ground truth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD:</td>
<td>denotes the mean absolute surface distance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD:</td>
<td>denotes the Hausdorff distance: the mean maximum distance of a set to nearest point in the other set.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD:</td>
<td>denotes the mean signed border positioning error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD:</td>
<td>denotes symmetrical point-to-mesh comparisons error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
eliminated while preserving the true ones (TPNs) (i.e., classification of the identified nodule candidates into nodules or non-nodules (i.e., normal anatomic structures)). At the first stage, conformal nodule filtering [80] or unsharp masking [81] can enhance nodules and suppress other structures to separate the candidates from the background by simple thresholding (to improve the separation, background trend is corrected in [82–85] within image regions of interest) or multiple gray-level thresholding technique [38, 86, 87]. A series of 3D cylindrical and spherical filters are used to detect small lung nodules from high resolution CT images [88–92]. Circular and semicircular nodule candidates can be detected by template matching [81, 93, 94]. However, these spherical, cylindrical, or circular assumptions are not adequate for describing general geometry of the lesions. This is because their shape can be irregular due to the spiculation or the attachments to the pleural surface (i.e., juxtapleural and peripheral) and vessels (i.e., vascularized) [95]. In [96–99], they used morphological operators to detect lung nodules. The drawbacks to these approaches are the difficulties in detecting lung wall nodules. Also, there are other pattern recognition techniques used in detection of lung nodules such as clustering [100–103], linear discriminate functions [104], rule-based classification [105], Hough transform [106], connected component analysis of thresholded CT slices [107, 108], gray level distance transform [102], and patient-specific a priori model [109]. The FPNs are excluded at the second stage by nodule classification [82, 83, 106, 110–112].

The most popular way to do classification is to use a feature-based classifier. First, the nodule candidates identified in the first step are segmented, and features are extracted from the segmented nodule candidates. Features may include morphologic (or shape-based) features (e.g., size, circularity [83], curvature [112], etc.), gray-level-based features (including histogram-based features), and texture features. The task of the classifier is to determine “optimal” boundaries for separating classes (i.e., nodules or non-nodules) in the multi-dimensional feature space which is formed by the input features [113]. Feature-based classifiers include linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [114], rule-based or linear clas-
sifier [38, 85, 86, 88, 90, 100, 103, 115]; template matching [109]; nearest cluster [97, 99]; Markov random field [116], quadratic discriminant analysis [114], multilayer perceptron (often called just an artificial neural network; ANN) [96, 111, 117–119], and a support vector machine (SVM) [120, 121]. A classifier is trained with sets of input features and correct class labels. A class label of 1 is assigned to the corresponding output unit when a training sample belongs to that class, and 0 is assigned to the other output units. After training, the class of the unit with the maximum value is determined to be the corresponding class to which an unknown sample belongs.

Recently, as available computational power increased dramatically, pixel/voxel-based machine learning (PML) [122] emerged in medical image analysis which uses pixel/voxel values in images directly instead of features calculated from segmented regions as input information; thus, feature calculation or segmentation is not required. Because the PML can avoid errors caused by inaccurate feature calculation and segmentation which often occur for subtle or complex lesions, the performance of the PML can potentially be higher for such lesions than that of common feature-based classifiers. PML includes neural filters [123, 124], convolution neural networks (NNs) [125–129](including shift-invariant NNs [130–132]), and massive-training ANNs (MTANNs) [133–136] (including multiple MTANNs [133, 137–139], a mixture of expert MTANNs [140, 141], a Laplacian eigenfunction MTANN (LAP-MTANN) [142], and a massive-training support vector regression (MTSVR) [143]). Convolution NNs have been applied for classification tasks such as false-positive (FP) reduction in CADe schemes for detection of lung nodules in chest radiographs [125–127], FP reduction in CADe schemes for detection of microcalcifications [128] and masses [129] in mammography. MTANNs have been used for classification, such as FP reduction in CADe schemes for detection of lung nodules in chest radiographs [137] and thoracic CT [133, 138, 144], distinction between benign and malignant nodules in thoracic CT [139], and FP reduction in a CADe scheme for polyp detection in CT colonography [134, 140–143].
Technical development of the classification step in CADe schemes for detection of lung nodules in CT is summarized in Table 3. Giger et al. [145] developed a CADe scheme for detection of lung nodules in CT. In their CADe scheme, classification was performed by geometric feature analysis in conjunction with a comparison of suspected regions in each slice with suspected regions in adjacent slices. Armato et al. [38, 146] extended the method to include 3D feature analysis, a rule-based scheme, and LDA for classification. Gurcan et al. [100] employed a similar approach, i.e., a rule-based scheme based on 2D and 3D features followed by LDA for classification. Lee et al. [93] employed a simpler approach which is a rule-based scheme based on 13 features for classification. Ko et al. [86] differentiated between normal structures (vessels and bronchi) and nodules by the analysis of the candidates location and shape using a rule based classifier. Their method was able to detect nodules with diameter larger than 3 mm and missed those with diameter less than 3 mm or contacted the lung border. Kanazawa et al. [103] segmented the nodule candidates (normal structures (vessels and bronchi) and nodules) within the lung fields using a fuzzy clustering method [147]. For each candidate, they extracted a shape, a gray-level, and a position features. Then, a rule based filter was used to combine these features in order to detect the lung nodules. Brown et al. [109] build semantic network priori models to describe the lung nodules and other structures. In the training phase, a set of features, composed of the X-ray attenuation range, the relative location, the volume, and a sphericity sphericity shape parameter, were used in the semantic network nodes to describe the expectation models for the lung nodules as well as other structures. For each test candidate, a fuzzy logic was used to score the match between the extracted candidate features and the priori estimated models to define its belonging to either nodule or other structures. Wiemker et al. [94] evaluated the compactness, thickness of connecting vessels, average Hounsfield (HU) value, and HU distribution within the nodule candidate to detect nodules using 1 mm high resolution (HR) CT slices. On 12 HRCT exams with 203 nodules, their method achieved a sensitivity of 0.86% and 4.4 FPs per case for nodules with diameter $\geq 1\text{mm}$. Mekada et al. [85] discrim-
inated between nodule regions and normal structures (e.g., vessels) using the maximum distance inside connected components (MDCC) in 3D X-ray CT images. The number of false positive nodules was reduced by applying a minimum directional difference filter for the nodule candidates that has size smaller than a given threshold value. Their method achieved a sensitivity of 71% with an average number of 7.4 false positive per case in a study composed of 242 CT medical exams. Awai et al. [96] identified the initial potential nodules using a sieve filter that selected the intrapulmonary structures larger than a predefined size as lung nodule candidates. Then, an ANN classifier was used to determine if the lesion is true nodule or not based on a set of extracted candidate features, including the volume, roundness, average diameter, maximum diameter and the diameter perpendicular to it, and distance between potential nodule and thoracic. The sensitivity of this method was 80% and 0.87 FPs nodule per section on a test group composed of 82 CT exams (3556 sections) containing 78 nodules. Paik et al. [91] used a method, called the surface normal overlap method (SNO), to detect the lung nodules and colon polyps. The normal overlap method (SNO) describes the shape and geometry of a potential nodule and assigns a score for each shape. A threshold score was used to discriminate between the lesions and other structures. Their method was tested on eight lung datasets, achieving a varying sensitivity based on the allowed false positive per sets. At 1.3 FPs per dataset, a sensitivity of 80% was achieved; at 5.6 FPs per dataset a sensitivity of 90% was achieved, and at 165 FPs per dataset; and a sensitivity of 100% was achieved. Mendonça et al. [92] used a filter for highlighting the nodule-like structures (ROI) in CT images. For every voxel in the ROI, the eigenvalues of a curvature tensor were computed and thresholds derived from anatomical models (i.e, a geometric and an intensity models) were used to label each voxel as spherical (e.g., nodules), cylindrical (e.g., vessels), or neither. Suzuki et al. [133] developed an MTANN for reduction of a single source of FPs and a multiple MTANN scheme for reduction of multiple sources of FPs that had not been removed by LDA. This MTANN approach did not require a large number of training cases: the MTANN was able to be
trained with 10 positive and 10 negative cases [148–150], whereas feature-based classifiers generally require 400-800 training cases [148–150]. Arimura et al. [138] employed a rule-based scheme followed by LDA or the MTANN [133] for classification. Farag et al. [151] developed a template modeling approach using level sets for classification. Ge et al. [152] incorporated 3D gradient field descriptors and ellipsoid features in LDA for classification. Matsumoto et al. [153] employed LDA with 8 features for classification. Yuan et al. [154] tested a commercially available CADE system (ImageChecker CT, LN-1000, by R2 Technology, Sunnyvale, CA; Hologic now). Pu et al. [155] developed a scoring method based on the similarity distance of medial axis-like shapes obtained through a progressive clustering strategy combined with a marching cube algorithm from a sphere based shape. Retico et al. [156] used the MTANN approach (they call it in their paper) for classification. Ye et al. [44] used a rule-based scheme followed by a weighted SVM for classification. Golosio et al. [157] used a fixed-topology ANN for classification and they evaluated their CADE scheme with a publicly available database from the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) [158]. Murphy et al. [159] used a k-nearest-neighbor classifier for classification. Tan et al. [160] developed a feature-selective classifier based on a genetic algorithm and ANNs for classification. Messay et al. [161] developed a sequential forward selection process for selecting the optimum features for LDA and quadratic discriminant analysis. Riccard et al. [162] used a heuristic approach based on geometric features followed by an SVM for classification. Thus, various approaches have been proposed for the classification component in CADE schemes.

This overview shows that some important factors should have further investigation in designing any CADE system for detecting the lung nodule including the automation level, the speed, the ability of the detection scheme to detect nodules of different shapes, e.g., irregular shape nodules not only the spherical ones, and the ability of the CADE system to detect cavity nodules, nodules contacted to the lung borders, and small nodules (e.g., less than 3 mm).
TABLE 3: Classification component in CADe schemes. Studies are ordered by their publication year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Feature/Input</th>
<th>Classifier/Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giger et al. [145]</td>
<td>Geometric features</td>
<td>Comparison of geometric features</td>
<td>Thick-slice diagnostic CT scans of 8 patients with 47 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 94% with 1.25 FPs per case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanazawa et al. [103]</td>
<td>8 features</td>
<td>Rule based scheme</td>
<td>Helical CT scans from 450 patients with 230 nodules (a total of 15,750 image sections)</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armato et al. [38, 146]</td>
<td>Nine 2D and 3D features</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme and LDA</td>
<td>Thick-slice (10 mm) diagnostic CT scans of 43 patients with 171 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 70% with 42.2 FPs per case in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [93]</td>
<td>13 features</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme and LDA</td>
<td>Thick-slice (10 mm) diagnostic CT scans of 20 patients with 98 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 72% with 30.6 FPs per case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko et al. [86]</td>
<td>Location and 2 shape features (circularity and roundness)</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme</td>
<td>Helical CT scans of 16 studies (8 initial and 8 follow-up) obtained from 8 patients with 370 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown et al. [109]</td>
<td>Prior models based on 4 features</td>
<td>Fuzzy matching</td>
<td>Thick slice (5-10 mm) CT scans of 17 patients with 36 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 86% and 11 FPs per case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiemker et al. [94]</td>
<td>4 shape and intensity features</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Thin-slice (1mm) HRCT scans of 50 subjects (A total of more than 20,000 image sections), 12 scans were reviewed by radiologist with 203 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 86% with 4.9 FPs per case for nodules with diameter ≥ 1mm and sensitivity of 95% with 4.4 FPs per case with diameters ≥ 2mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurcan et al. [100]</td>
<td>Six 2D and 3D features</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme and LDA</td>
<td>Thick-slice (2.5-5 mm, mostly 5 mm) diagnostic CT scans of 34 patients with 63 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 84% with 74.4 FPs per case in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzuki et al. [133]</td>
<td>Pixel values in a 9x9 subregion</td>
<td>Multiple MTANNs</td>
<td>Thick-slice (10 mm) screening LDCT scans of 63 patients with 71 nodules with solid, part-solid and non-solid patterns, including 66 cancers</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 80.3% with 4.8 FPs per case in a validation test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mekada et al. [85]</td>
<td>Minimum directional difference filter</td>
<td>Rule based scheme</td>
<td>CT scans of 7 subjects (6 patients and 1 normal subject) with 361 nodules (160-350 sections per case)</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 71% and 7.4 FPs per case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on the next page...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Feature/Input</th>
<th>Classifier/Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arimura et al. [138]</td>
<td>Pixel values in a 9x9 subregion for MTANNs (Selected features for LDA)</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme followed by multiple MTANNs (or LDA with Wilks’ lambda stepwise feature selection)</td>
<td>106 thick-slice (10 mm) screening LDCT scans of 73 patients with 109 cancers with solid, part-solid and non-solid patterns</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 83% with 5.8 FPs per case in a validation test (or a leave-one-patient-out test for LDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awai et al. [96]</td>
<td>6 geometric features</td>
<td>Artificial neural network classifier</td>
<td>CT scans of 82 patients with 78 nodules (a total of 3,556 image sections)</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 80% with 0.87 FPs per section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paik et al. [91]</td>
<td>Surface normal overlap (SNO) method that describes the shape and geometry</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme</td>
<td>CT scans of 8 patients</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 90% with 5.6 FPs per case in a cross validation test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farag et al. [151]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Template modeling approach using level sets</td>
<td>Thin-slice (2.5 mm) screening LDCT scans of 16 patients with 119 nodules and 34 normal patients</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 93% with XX FPs per case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge et al. [152]</td>
<td>44 features including 3D gradient field descriptors and ellipsoid features</td>
<td>LDA with Wilks’ lambda stepwise feature selection</td>
<td>82 thin-slice (1.0-2.5 mm) CT scans of 56 patients with 116 solid nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 80% with 14.7 FPs per case in a leave-one-patient-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendonça et al. [92]</td>
<td>Geometric and intensity models combined with eigen curvature analysis</td>
<td>Rule based scheme</td>
<td>Thin slice (1.25 and 2.5 mm) CT scans of 242 exams from two institutions: 50 CT scans with 109 nodule and 192 CT scans with 210 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 67.5% and 9.3 FPs per case for data from the first 50 CT scans and sensitivity of 62.9% and 10.3 FPs per case for the second 192 CT scans in a leave-one-patient-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsumoto et al. [153]</td>
<td>8 features</td>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Thick-slice (5 or 7 mm) diagnostic CT scans of 5 patients (4 of which used contrast media) with 50 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 90% with 64.1 FPs per case in a leave-one-patient-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan et al. [154]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ImageChecker CT LN-1000 by R2 Technology</td>
<td>Thin-slice (1.25 mm) CT scans of 150 patients with 628 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 73% with 3.2 FPs per case in an independent test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### TABLE 3 – continued from the previous page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Feature/Input</th>
<th>Classifier/Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pu et al. [155]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Deconing method based on the similarity distance combined with a marching cube algorithm</td>
<td>Thin-slice (2.5 mm) screening CT scans of 52 patients with 184 nodules including 16 non-solid nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 81.5% with 6.5 FPs per case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retico et al. [156]</td>
<td>Pixel values in a subvolume</td>
<td>Voxel-based neural approach (MTANN)</td>
<td>Thin-slice (1 mm) screening CT scans of 39 patients with 102 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivities of 80-85% with 10-13 FPs per case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye et al. [44]</td>
<td>15 features</td>
<td>Rule-based scheme followed by a weighted SVM</td>
<td>Thin-slice (1 mm) screening CT scans of 54 patients with 118 nodules including 17 non-solid nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 90.2% with 8.2 FPs per case in an independent test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golosio et al. [157]</td>
<td>42 features from multi-threshold ROI</td>
<td>Fixed-topology ANN</td>
<td>Thin-slice (1.5-3.0 mm) CT scans of 83 patients with 148 nodules that one radiologist detected from LIDC database</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 79% with 4 FPs per case in an independent test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy et al. [159]</td>
<td>Features selected from 135 features</td>
<td>k-nearest-neighbor classifier</td>
<td>Thin-slice screening CT scans of 813 patients with 1,525 nodules</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 80% with 4.2 FPs per case in an independent test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messay et al. [161]</td>
<td>Features selected from 245 features</td>
<td>LDA and quadratic discriminant analysis with feature selection</td>
<td>Thin-slice CT scans of 84 patients with 143 nodules from LIDC database</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 83% with 3 FPs per case in a 7-fold cross-validation test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan et al. [160]</td>
<td>45 initial features</td>
<td>Feature-selective classifier based on a genetic algorithm and ANNs</td>
<td>Thin-slice CT scans of 125 patients with 80 nodules that 4 radiologists agreed from LIDC database</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 87.5% with 4 FPs per case in an independent test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riccard et al. [162]</td>
<td>Maximum intensity projection data from volume of interest</td>
<td>Heuristic approach (rule-based scheme) and SVM</td>
<td>Thin-slice CT scans of 154 patients with 117 nodules that 4 radiologists agreed from LIDC database</td>
<td>Sensitivity of 71% with 6.5 FPs per case in a 2-fold cross-validation test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANN: denotes artificial neural network  
CT: denotes computed tomography  
FP: denotes false positive  
HRCT: denotes high resolution computed tomography  
LDA: denotes linear discriminant analysis  
LDCT: denotes low dose computed tomography  
LIDC: denotes lung image database consortium  
MTANN: denotes massive-training artificial neural network  
NA: denotes not applicable  
ROI: denotes region-of-interest  
SNO: denotes surface normal overlap  
SVM: denotes support vector machine
D. Lung Nodule Segmentation

Lung nodule segmentation refers to a task of delineating the spatial extent of focal nodular lesions appearing in chest CT scans, providing a critical foundation of CAD systems for lung cancers [163–165]. The nodule segmentation is a very important and crucial step in many lung cancer applications. In this section, the clinical applications of lung nodule segmentation are outlined. Then, a review of the state-of-the-art segmentation techniques of the lung nodules from CT images as well as from PET images is provided. Finally, various aspects of challenges that face the techniques developed for the nodule segmentation problem will be addressed.

1. Clinical Applications

Accurate nodule segmentation is a crucial prerequisite for various diagnostic and treatment procedures for lung cancer [166], such as diagnosing tumor growth in follow-up CTs [167, 168], monitoring tumor response to therapy [169, 170], computer-aided lung cancer screening for early detection [93, 109, 171], and computer-aided diagnosis of tumor malignancy [137, 172]. In this application context, segmentation accuracy directly influences important clinical factors, such as the minimum size of measurable lesions and the shortest time duration for repeat CT in follow-up studies. Another interesting approach is to derive the standard RECIST/WHO 2D measures of lesions from the results of their volumetric 3D segmentation in order to improve their accuracy and reproducibility [173, 174].

The segmentation also defines a local image area, from which image features can be extracted for further computational analyses. For example, lung cancer screening by CADe [93, 109, 171] often enhances the overall detection accuracy by segmenting detected nodules as a post-analysis to remove false-positive cases [175]. Malignancy classification of lung nodules in CADx [172] will also rely on accurate segmentation for extracting image appearance features whose quality dictates the overall classification performance [176].
Thus improving accuracy of nodule segmentation has a direct impact to these clinical tasks. While segmentation of large solitary nodule can be straightforward, there exists types of nodules, such as small or part-solid nodules, which pose difficulty in accurate segmentation. Because these difficult cases are also of clinical importance (e.g., early detection of lung cancer with small nodules [177]; part-solid nodule with high likelihood of being malignant [178–180]), nodule segmentation plays a critical role in successfully administering these clinical tasks.

2. CT Nodules Segmentation Techniques

Due to the increasing clinical significance described above, the number of papers reported in the literature of pulmonary nodule segmentation has been increasing rapidly. The advent of high-resolution thin-slice and multi-detector CT technologies in early 2000’s has shifted trends in nodule segmentation research from early thresholding-based 2D methods to more sophisticated flexible 3D/volumetric segmentations. Prior to the advent of CT in routine medical practices, automatic detection, segmentation and analysis of nodules in 2D chest radiography were actively investigated [181, 182]. Segmentation algorithms proposed in this context were intrinsically 2D-based. During the early phase of CT applications, images are often made with a large slice thickness. Some early methods in the literature [183, 184] have also adopted this 2D approach for this reason. This section summarizes the advances in nodule segmentation focusing on the recent volumetric approaches.

Technical approaches previously reported for volumetric lung nodule segmentation can be roughly classified into the following eleven categories: 1) thresholding [167, 168, 183–187], 2) mathematical morphology [95, 98, 188–191], 3) region growing [174, 189, 190, 192–194], 4) deformable model [195–201], 5) dynamic programming [202–204], 6) spherical/ellipsoidal model fitting [205–209] 7) probabilistic classification [119, 210–215], 8) discriminative classification [216, 217], 9) mean shift [207, 218, 219], 10) graph-cuts [220, 221], and 11) watersheds [222]. Next, an overview of the technical approaches
for lung nodule segmentation is given.

a. **Thresholding (TH)** is one of the most ubiquitous and straightforward methods for solving general segmentation problem. It yields a binary (foreground/background) segmentation of volume of interest (VOI) by labeling each voxel by testing whether its intensity value surpasses a specific threshold value or not [45]. This approach was adapted by early methods proposed by Zhao et al. [183, 185] and Yankelevitz et al. [167, 184, 186]. Automatic data-driven methods to determine threshold values have been proposed by using K-mean clustering [167, 184] and average gradient magnitudes and boundary compactness [183, 185].

b. **Mathematical morphology (MM)** is another popular technique in lung nodule segmentation especially for handling special cases that attached to non-target structures such as vessels (juxtavascular) and parenchymal wall or diaphragm (juxtapleural). MM is a set theoretic technique for processing geometric structures in binary and grayscale images [45]. It offers various *morphological operations* (MO) with four basic operators (erosion, dilation, opening and closing) with a task-specific structuring element. Commonly, a sequence of iterative MOs are used to remove non-target structures juxtaposed to the target nodule in an initial binary segmentation result. Kostis et al. [95, 188] and Kuhnigk et al. [189, 190] have proposed effective iterative approaches for binary morphological filtering with various combinations of these basic operators. Okada et al. [191] presented a data-driven method to determine the ellipsoidal structuring element from anisotropic Gaussian fitting. Grayscale MOs have also been successfully applied to nodule segmentation. Fetita et al. [98] proposed an approach with SMDC connection cost for handling the juxtaposed cases.

c. **Region growing (RG)** is another classical image segmentation method that has been successfully adapted to the lung nodule segmentation problem. It identifies a connected-component region that surrounds a seeded pixel by iteratively adding neighboring pixels which satisfies a logical predicate defining pixel intensity proximity [45].
RG has been popular among recent methods as their base component to produce initial rough segmentation to be improved on further, replacing the simpler TH adopted by earlier methods in the same context [167, 183–186]. In the MM-based approach by Kuhnigk et al. [189, 190], RG was adopted in this manner. There are more recent studies [174, 192–194] that have extended this approach as the main component of their overall segmentation algorithms. Dehmeshki et al. [192] proposed an adaptive shericity-oriented contrast-based RG on the fuzzy connectivity map computed from the results of local adaptive thresholding segmentation. Diciotti et al. [193] presented a RG method with a fusion-segregation criteria using geodesic distances. Finally, Kubota et al. [174, 194] proposed a RG on an Euclidean distance map that are adjusted to handle juxtaposed structure more effectively.

d. **Deformable model** (DM) represents a class of segmentation methods based on iterative evolution of contour curves that models the boundary of target object, such as classic energy minimization-based active contour (AC) [223], edge-based geodesic AC [224], and region-based variational level-set (LS) [50]. One of the earliest work on volumetric lung nodule segmentation reported in literature was by Kawata et al. [195, 196] which adopted the geodesic AC approach by [225]. El Baz and Farag et al. [197, 198] have adopted the energy minimization approach by Kass et al. [223] with a prior appearance model by Markov random field (MRF) and a current appearance model by a bi-modal linear combination of discrete Gaussians. Farag et al. [201] proposed a variational LS solution with adaptive prior probability term for nodule segmentation. Yoo et al. [200] adopted the multiphase LS framework by Vese and Chan [226] to present an asymmetric 3-phase LS segmentation method for part-solid nodules. These approaches are adopted to evolve 3D surface boundary directly. In Way et al. [199], an approach to derive volumetric segmentation by 2D ACs applied to successive axial slices with 3D gradient, 3D curvature and mask energy terms in order to facilitate continuity along slice depths.

e. **Dynamic programming** (DP) here refers to a variational energy minimization approach for detecting optimal contours in images [227]. It guarantees to find non-
iteratively the energy’s global minimum among all possible contours, assuring its optimality [227, 228]. This global optimality is an attractive property of this approach leading to better reproducibility. DP has been successfully applied to detection, tracking, and matching the boundary of general objects in 2D images [228]. Xu et al. [202] also applied this to 2D nodule boundary detection with lesion contour discontinuity detection by transforming an image from the Cartesian to polar coordinate system. An inherent issue to this approach is that its generalization to higher dimensional space is not straightforward. Several methods to extend this 2D approach to 3D surface detection for volumetric nodule segmentation have been reported. In Wang et al. [204], a sequence of 2D DPs are applied to successive slices with constraints for lesion center and radius from neighboring slices along the third dimension. This is repeated to the three orthogonal directions and the results are then fused. Wang et al. [203] proposed a method to transform a 3D VOI to a 2D image by transforming the 3D spherical to the 2D polar coordinate system along the points on the unit-sphere sampled in the order of a spiral from north to south pole. After this spiral scanning transformation, the standard 2D DP was applied to detect 3D lesion boundary.

f. Spherical/ellipsoidal model fitting exploits the proximity of CT lung nodule appearance to the standard Gaussian intensity model. Such an approximation model with isotropic Gaussian has been used in an early work for computer-aided detection of nodules [93]. For segmentation, both ellipsoidal (anisotropic Gaussian) and spherical (Laplacian of Gaussian) models have been exploited to approximately segment and estimate the size of nodule lesions. Okada et al. [205–207] proposed a robust estimation method for fitting the anisotropic Gaussian intensity model (RAGF: robust anisotropic Gaussian fitting) by posing the problem as the scale selection over an anisotropic scale-space [206]. At each scale, the Gaussian model is fit to a nodule image by using the mean shift algorithm [229]. Then the most stable scale that minimizes Jensen-Shannon divergence [230] computed over the varying scales determines the final outcome. In Diciotti et al. [209], the nodule size was estimated by using the multi-scale Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) fil-
tering [231]. The characteristic scale defined over the LoG scale-space was adopted as the lesion’s size estimate and as an initialization of their RG-based segmentation method [193]. Jirapatnakul et al. [208] also studied this method as their nodule size measurement.

g. **Probabilistic classification** (PC) is another popular approach where each voxel is probabilistically classified as the nodule or the other structures. Probability distributions such as class-conditional likelihoods and prior distributions for each class must first be estimated from data. At each voxel, the classification decision is then casted as the standard estimation framework, such as *maximum a posteriori* (MAP), *maximum likelihood* (ML), and *likelihood ratio test* (LRT) [113]. Zhang et al. [119, 210] proposed a MAP approach by using the MRF as the prior and *Gaussian mixture model* (GMM) as the class-conditional model estimated by offline training [119] or online for each image [210]. Okada et al. [211] proposed an approach based on LRT where foreground and background likelihoods were estimated online over a joint spatio-intensity domain from the results of the RAGF [207]. In Zhou et al. [212, 213], likelihood distributions were estimated by non-parametric *kernel density estimator* (KDE) then Bhattacharya distance was used as their classification criterion. Browder et al. [214] also proposed a ML approach for three classes (solid nodule, nonsolid nodule, and parenchymal tissue), where a Gaussian model is used to define each distribution. In Tao et al. [215], likelihoods are derived by GMMs over a subspace found by linear discriminant analysis of various intensity features, yielding probability maps. Final segmentation is given by thresholding the map with a shape-prior.

**h. Discriminative classification** (DC) casts the segmentation problem as a voxel-wise classification similar to PC, however the classifiers are built by using generic supervised *machine learning* (ML) algorithms without explicitly estimating probability distributions [113]. Numerous methods exist for supervised discriminative classifiers in the ML literature. For nodule segmentation, only a few approaches have been adopted. Van Ginneken [216] proposed a soft-segmentation method where a function is learned to map various input intensity-based features computed at a voxel to a probability of the voxel
being a part of a nodule. The output probability values for the training set were collected from multiple ground-truth segmentations. The k-nearest neighbor regression was used to establish this function. Zinoveva et al. [217] proposed a similar soft segmentation method by using a decision tree classifier with CART algorithm [232].

i. **Mean shift (MS)** is a segmentation approach based on an iterative feature space analysis [229]. MS algorithm performs a clustering of feature data points by iteratively seeking from each data point a mode of non-parametric distributions estimated by KDE [229]. Unlike the standard gradient descent algorithm [113], MS is provably convergent without requiring to tune the learning parameter thus can be implemented efficiently. Several works have adopted MS for the purpose of lung nodule segmentation. Okada et al. [218] proposed a robust nodule segmentation method that applied MS in the 4D joint spatio-intensity domain to refine the RAGF results, characterizing a nodule by an anisotropic Gaussian. Nie et al. [219] proposed a MS-based 2D nodule segmentation method over a feature space that combines the convergence index to the 3D joint spatio-intensity domain. Finally, RAGF method proposed by Okada et al. [205, 207] extended the MS algorithm to Gaussian scale-space [231] and applied it to estimate the covariance for robustly fitting a Gaussian to data.

j. **Graph-cuts (GCs) and Watersheds (WSs)**, GCs [233] and WSs [45] are the other well-known techniques of standard image segmentation that have been adopted to the nodule segmentation problem. Zheng et al. [220, 221] applied GC to derive their initial 2D nodule segmentation in their coupled segmentation-registration method with B-spline non-rigid registration [234]. Goodman et al. [222] utilized WC in their volumetry study. Each nodule was first segmented by using WS semi-automatically then a model-based shape analysis was performed to determine anatomical characteristics of various nodule types.

These techniques have been adopted to a number of commercially available semi-automatic software package and put into the clinical practice today. Many reproducibility studies for lung nodule volumetry have investigated performance of such software pack-
De Hoop et al. [241] compared six packages (Advantage ALA, GE, v7.4.63; Extended Brilliance Workspace, Philips, EBW v3.0; Lungcare I, Siemens, Somaris 5 VB 10A-W; Lungcare II, Siemens, Somaris 5 VE31H; OncoTreat, MEVIS v1.6; Vitrea, Vital images v3.8.1) and found that substantial variations in segmentation performance exist among current lung nodule software packages. A summary of the previously reported methods for lung nodule segmentation is given in Table 4.

TABLE 4: Studies on volumetric nodule segmentation reported from 1998 to 2011. Studies are ordered by their publication year. The purpose, type, and basic idea of each reported segmentation method are briefly described. Data and method used for validation of proposed methods are also described. CCL: connected component labeling; DP: dynamic programming; ECLAP: early lung cancer action program; EM: expectation-maximization; GGO: ground-glass opacity (non-solid and part-solid) nodules; GMM: Gaussian mixture model; GT: ground-truth; kNN: k-nearest neighbor; LDA: linear discriminant analysis; LS: level-sets; MAP: maximum a priori; MO: morphological operations; MRF: Markov random fields; RMS: root mean square; SMDC: selective marking and depth constrained;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Nodule Type(s)</th>
<th>Method(s)</th>
<th>Data and validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kawata et al. [195, 196]</td>
<td>solitary, solid</td>
<td>Deformable model: geometric deformation flow of 3D LS surface proposed by Caselles et al. [225]</td>
<td>62 nodules (47 malignant 15 benign) between 6 to 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankelevitz et al. [167, 184]</td>
<td>small, solitary, solid</td>
<td>Threshold-based (2D [184]/ 3D [167]) k-means segmentation for automatic threshold estimation</td>
<td>Phantom: (3.20 and 3.96 mm); in-vivo: 13-15 nodules in repeat CTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. [183, 185], Wiemker &amp; Zwartkruis [186]</td>
<td>small, juxtavascular</td>
<td>Threshold-based (2D [183]/ 3D [185]): multi-criterion automatic threshold estimation with average gradients along lesion contour and with boundary shape compactness, lesion segmentation by CCL and MOs; efficient average gradient computation [186]</td>
<td>9 nodules (&lt;10 mm) with manual GT (2D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Nodule Type(s)</th>
<th>Method(s)</th>
<th>Data and validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Xu et al. [202] | juxtavascular, juxta-pleural, calcification | • Dynamic programming: 2D contour optimization by DP  
• Calcification removal by EM classification of air, soft and calcified tissues  
• Semi-automatic contour correction by observers | 4 nodules  
Qualitative discussion only |
| Fetita et al. [98] | juxtavascular, juxta-pleural | • Automatic, mathematical morphology: gray-level MO with SMDC-connection cost  
• Juxtavascular cases by morphological dilation and juxtapleural cases by global lung segmentation | ca. 300 nodules with 2-20mm diameters of 10 patients  
Detection performance: 98% sensitivity and 97% specificity for isolated and juxtavascular nodules; 90% sensitivity and 87% specificity for juxtapleural nodules |
| Ko et al. [168] | small, solid/GGO | • Threshold-based: two-value thresholding with partial volume correction based on CT intensity values | Phantom: 40 synthetic nodules (<5mm, 20 solid and 20 GGO)  
Average error in volume measurement: 2.1mm³ |
| Kostis et al. [95, 188] | small, juxta-pleural, juxtavascular | • Mathematical morphology: isotropic resampling for partial volume effect; binary segmentation by thresholding and CCL followed by vascular subtraction and pleural surface removal with iterative MOs | 105 small nodules (<10mm) of two time-points  
Success rate: 80% for 21 juxtavascular cases; reproducibility study in measuring the percentage volume changes [188] |
| Okada et al. [205–207, 218] | small, juxtavascular, GGO | • Robust anisotropic Gaussian fitting & mean shift: robust anisotropic Gaussian intensity model fitting with mean shift segmentation in 4D spatio-intensity domain | 77 nodules of 3-25mm diameters of 14 patients  
Success rate: 89.6%; consistency: 1.12 voxel mean error for lesion center estimate when perturbing initialization |
| Kuhnigk et al. [189, 190] | small, juxtavascular, juxtapleural | • Automatic, region growing & mathematical morphology: region growing and CCL for initial segmentation  
• Juxtapleural and juxtavascular cases by convex hull and MOs  
• Volume estimation with partial volume effect handling | Phantom: 31 nodules of various types; In-vivo: 105 nodules with diameter larger than 4.6mm of 16 patients  
Success rate: 91.4%; inter-observer variability: 0.1% median error and 7.1% error at 95% limit; inter-scan variability: 4.7% median error and 26.9% error at 95% limit; volumetry median error with phantom: -3.1% for vascularized cases; -10.2% for juxtapleural cases |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Nodule Type(s)</th>
<th>Method(s)</th>
<th>Data and validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mullally et al. [187]</td>
<td>solitary, solid</td>
<td>Automatic, threshold-based: automating the selection of VOI for thresholding-based segmentation methods by Zhao et al. [183, 185] &amp; Ko et al. [168]</td>
<td>Phantom: 40 nodules (2.4 and 4.9 mm); in-vivo: 29 nodules in repeat CTs; manual GTs by a radiologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Volume accuracy: 43% error for phantoms; 50% error for in vivo nodules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen et al. [242]</td>
<td>juxtapleural</td>
<td>Surface analysis: lung surface removal for juxtapleural nodule segmentation by local surface smoothing</td>
<td>20 juxtapleural nodules of a patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Average RMS deviation from median by various click points: &lt; 2% except for one case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Volumetry consistency: 60% of all varying click points leads to the same volume measure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [119, 210]</td>
<td>GGO, juxtavascular</td>
<td>Probabilistic classification: MAP segmentation with a conditional distribution by a two-class GMM and with a prior by MRF</td>
<td>23 GGO nodules of 8 patients; manual GTs by two radiologists [210]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• MAP optimization solved by iterated conditional modes</td>
<td>Success rate: 91.3%; consistency with 3 different clicks: 0.96±0.02 overlaps for all 21 successfully segmented cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• juxtavascular cases by vessel segmentation</td>
<td>Average overlap with GTs: 0.69±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• conditional distribution adapted to each nodule to account for intensity offsets [210]</td>
<td>Inter-observer consistency: 0.73±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okada et al. [211]</td>
<td>small, juxtavascular, GGO, juxtapleural</td>
<td>Probabilistic classification [211] &amp; mathematical morphology [191, 243]</td>
<td>1312 nodules of 39 patients; 123 true-negative cases included 108 juxtapleural cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okada et al. [191, 243]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• likelihood ratio test in spatio-intensity joint domain after robust anisotropic Gaussian fitting by [207]</td>
<td>Success rate: 83.5% [211]; 94.8% [191, 243] overall; 71.5% for the juxtapleural/tru-negative cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• juxtapleural cases by morphological opening and by prior-constrained mean shift for rib bone suppression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Baz et al. [197]</td>
<td>general, cavity</td>
<td>Deformable model: lesion boundary optimization by fitting a prior model with MRF and an appearance model with a bi-modal linear combination of discrete Gaussians</td>
<td>350 nodules with 3 to 30 mm of 29 patients (manual GTs by a radiologist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farag et al. [198]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Segmentation error: min 0.4%, max 2.25%, mean 0.96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>continued on the next page . . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Nodule Type(s)</td>
<td>Method(s)</td>
<td>Data and validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| van Ginneken [216]    | general             | • Discriminative classification: soft segmentation by supervised classifier  
  • kNN regression of voxel-wise nodule probability with intensity features (gradient magnitude, Hessian eigenvalues etc over Gaussian scale-space) | • LIDC1 dataset: 23 nodules with manual GTs  
  • Average soft-overlap: 0.66±0.18 (0.52±0.25 by [95])  
  • Average percentage volume error: 23.7%±124.5% (by 510.8%±1577.7% [95]). |
| Way et al. [199, 244] | general             | • Deformable model: successive 2D active contour with 3D gradient, 3D curvature and mask energy terms with greedy optimization | • LIDC1 dataset: 23 nodules with manual GTs  
  • Average overlap: ranging between 0.07 to 0.63 across varying probabilistic GTs  
  • Median percentage volume error: ca 40% |
| Goodman et al. [222]  | juxtavascular       | • Watersheds segmentation followed by a model-based shape analysis to handle juxtapositions | • 50 nodules of 25 patients (<20mm) with 17 irregular/spiculated margins, 16 juxtapleural, 10 juxtavascular, and 2 GGO cases  
  • Success rate: 97% over 450 measures (3 time-points by 3 observers) |
| Zhou et al. [212, 213]| GGO, juxtavascular | • Probabilistic classification: voxel-wise classification by comparing a non-parametric kernel density estimate of GGO intensity model with that of each local neighborhood by Bhattacharya distance  
  • Juxtavascular cases by eigen analysis of Hessian | • 10 GGO nodules  
  • Only qualitative assessment |
| Yoo et al. [200]      | GGO, juxtavascular  | • 3D deformable model: asymmetric 3-phase deformable model of two level-set functions | • 3 nodules  
  • Only qualitative assessment |
| Wang et al. [203]     | general             | • 3D dynamic programming: transformation of 3D image to 2D polar-coordinate image by spiral scanning followed by 2D contour optimization by DP | • LIDC1 dataset: 23 nodules with 4.0 to 33.6mm diameter; LIDC2 dataset: 73 nodules with 3.8 to 30.2mm diameter  
  • Average overlap (LIDC1): 0.66 in [0.47,0.89]; average overlap (LIDC2): 0.64 in [0.39,0.87] |
| Nie et al. [219]      | general             | • 2D mean shift clustering on a feature domain of convergence index by [245] | • 39 nodules with manual GTs  
  • Average overlap: 0.83 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Nodule Type(s)</th>
<th>Method(s)</th>
<th>Data and validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. [220]</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>• Graph-cut: 2D graph-cut segmentation coupled with B-spline non-rigid lung registration [220]</td>
<td>• 12 nodules with manual GTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. [221]</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Spatially coherent segmentation by solving MRF with graph-cut [221]</td>
<td>• Mean percentage of the nodule volume variation: 0.8±0.6 in [220]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browder et al. [214]</td>
<td>GGO, small, juxtavascular</td>
<td>• Probabilistic classification: 3-class (solid, non-solid, parenchyma) voxel-wise probabilistic classification with Gaussian intensity model</td>
<td>• ELCAP dataset: 75 cases with 5.6–17.5mm in diameter; manual GTs by radiologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Bilateral filter by Tomasi used for noise removal</td>
<td>• Median growth consistency by geometric closeness metric: 1.87 (3.12 by radiologists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Juxtavascular cases by vessel removal filtering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehmeshki et al. [192]</td>
<td>juxtavascular, juxtapleural</td>
<td>• Region growing: sphericity-oriented contrast-based region growing from an optimum seed point within a fuzzy connectivity map</td>
<td>• 815 nodules with 5-30mm in diameter, 98 juxtapleural or juxtavascular cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Success rate: 85-83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diciotti et al. [193]</td>
<td>small, juxtavascular,</td>
<td>• Semi-automatic, region growing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Target detection by Laplacian of Gaussian filtering followed by user selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 3D region growing segmentation using a fusion-segregation criteria with geodesic distance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phantom: 60 solid, juxtavascular, non-solid cases with 5.3-11mm in diameter; ITALUNG dataset: 98 nodules; LIDC1 dataset: 23 nodules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Success rate: 86.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(ITALUNG: 79.7% for juxtavascular); 83.3% (LIDC1: 75% for juxtavascular); volume-try RMS error: 1.0-6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kubota et al. [174, 194]</td>
<td>small, juxtapleural, juxtavascular, solid, GGO</td>
<td>• Region growing: segmentation and nodule extraction by region growing followed by convex hull</td>
<td>• LIDC1: 23 nodules; LIDC2: 82 nodules; 820 nodules with manual diameter GTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nodule enhancement by coupled competition-diffusion filtering</td>
<td>• Average overlap (LIDC1): 0.69±0.18 (0.67±0.22 by [190], 0.57±0.20 by [95], 0.52±0.25 by [211]); average overlap (LIDC2): 0.59±0.19 (0.56±0.18 by [190], 0.45±0.21 by [211])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nodule core estimated as the maximum component of Euclidean distance map</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• juxtapleural cases by estimating region core with centricity map</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. [246]</td>
<td>GGO</td>
<td>• 2D opacity map estimation: thresholding opacity map estimated by solving a linear equations system constructed with the graph Laplacian</td>
<td>• 40 slices of 11 patients; manual GTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• average shortest distance along contours: 4.2±4.9 pixels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on the next page . . .
3. PET Segmentation Techniques

Positron emission tomography (PET) with the glucose analog, 18F-2fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG), has been widely used in oncology applications such as lung cancer detection and nodule segmentation. Using CT alone, target volume delineation of lung cancer is prone to inter-observer variability, with variations in the gross tumor volume (GTV) def-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Nodule Type(s)</th>
<th>Method(s)</th>
<th>Data and validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [204]</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>• 3D dynamic programming: multi-direction segmentation fusion by sequential dynamic 2D contouring ([202, 203]) applied to three orthogonal directions of a volume</td>
<td>• LIDC1: 23 nodules for training and LIDC2: 64 nodules for testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• LIDC1: Mean overlap: 0.66, true-positive rate (TPR): 75%, false-positive rate (FPR): 15%; LIDC2: Mean overlap 0.58, true-positive rate (TPR): 71%, false-positive rate (FPR): 22%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tao et al. [215]</td>
<td>GGO</td>
<td>• Probabilistic classification</td>
<td>• 1100 nodules with 100 GGO nodules; 60 cases with manual GTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• GGO nodule class-conditional probability map derived by an iterative LDA with GMMs of various intensity features</td>
<td>• Average overlap: 0.68; voxel-wise classification success rate: 92.28% overall; 89.87% GGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nodule segmentation by applying shape-prior probability mask</td>
<td>• ELCAP database: 397 nodules of 50 patients, 115 juxtapleural cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Success rate: 70% for juxtapleural cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farag et al. [201]</td>
<td>juxtapleural</td>
<td>• 3D Deformable model: variational level-set segmentation with narrow band implementation.</td>
<td>• ELCAP database: 397 nodules of 50 patients, 115 juxtapleural cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Success rate: 70% for juxtapleural cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinoveva et al. [217]</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>• Discriminative classification</td>
<td>• LIDC2 dataset: 39 nodules with 3-30mm in diameter; manual GTs by 4 radiologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Soft segmentation</td>
<td>• Median soft-overlap: 0.49 and 0.52 with VI trimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• CART decision tree classifier trained with texture and intensity features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• VI trimming post-processing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jirapatnakul et al. [247]</td>
<td>juxtapleural</td>
<td>• Surface analysis: robust estimation of pleural surface, surface removal by change detection over the estimated surface.</td>
<td>• 150 solid juxtapleural nodules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Success rate: 98.0% (81.3% by [248])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diciotti et al. [249]</td>
<td>juxtapascular</td>
<td>• Shape analysis: refine an initial rough segmentation based on a local shape analysis on 3-D geodesic distance map representations</td>
<td>• ITALUNG dataset: 256 small nodules; LIDC12 datasets: 157 small nodules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Success rate: 84.8% (ITALUNG) and 88.5% (LIDC12) for automatic; 91.0% (ITALUNG) and 91.7% (LIDC12) for interactive mode.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
inition being as high as 700% in lung tissue [250]. However, incorporating PET enhances the result of tumor outlining, diagnostic evaluation of pulmonary nodules, and staging the mediastinum. The widely used quantifier in PET imaging is the standardized uptake value (SUV) that estimates the intensity of the lesion on PET. The SUV is calculated either pixel-wise or over a region of interest (ROI) for each image at time $t$, as the ratio of tissue radioactivity concentration, $c(t)$, and injected dose at the time of injection divided by body weight:

$$SUV = \frac{c(t)}{\text{injected dose}(t_0) / \text{body weight}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

To define the tumor region, the most straightforward technique is to apply a thresholding based method. Automatic thresholding-based methods used the SUV parameter to estimate the optimal threshold that defines the tumor region. Paulino-et-al [251] used an SUV value of 2.5 to auto-contour the derived GTV. Other fixed thresholding-based methods define the tumor region by an arbitrary threshold value such as 40%, 42%, or 50% of the maximum SUV [252–257]. In addition to the fixed thresholding-based techniques, there are other adaptive thresholding-based approaches that incorporate tumor volume, background activity, and source-to-background (S/B) ratios [258–263]. Nestle et al. [258] compared different GTVs obtained from different methods to look for the optimal threshold value. Four different GTV’s are obtained using four different methods: (1) GTV$_{vis}$ obtained by visual interpretation; (2) GTV$_{40}$ obtained by applying a threshold of 40% of the SUV$_{max}$; (3) GTV$_{2.5}$ obtained by applying a threshold equal to SUV = 2.5; and (4) GTV$_{bg}$ obtained by using phantom studies as the best fit obtained based on the tumor and background intensities. GTV$_{vis}$, GTV$_{2.5}$, and GTV$_{bg}$ showed a strong correlation with the CT-derived GTV, whereas the GTV$_{40}$ was shown to be unsuitable. Nestle et al. concluded that the variability of the differences was due to the inhomogeneity in the nodules appearance and the difference in their sizes.

The main limitations of thresholding-based techniques are that they are user- and system-dependent and do not consider some important factors in the tumor delineation such
as target motion due to respiration and cardiac activity. In addition, a single threshold model lacks the incorporation of other factors such as tumor size and non-uniform distribution of FDG-activity [258]. In many cases, due to conditions such as necrosis and hypoxia in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), a single threshold model cannot be obtained since these conditions create non-uniform uptake value. Experimental measurements of radioactive spheres in a phantom using thresholding-based methods show that the thresholding-based methods are unreliable in the clinical studies [258, 264–266].

To provide more reliable tumor delineation, statistical segmentation techniques cast the tumor segmentation within a statistical framework as an unsupervised classification problem. For a given data set composed of a set of items, a statistical classification framework attempts to label each item to with some level of certainty, like in [267]. For examples, FLAB [268] and 3-FLAB [269] are locally adaptive Bayesian segmentation approaches that are combined with a fuzzy measure. Each voxel will be assigned to its appropriate class based on its value and the values of its neighbors and also the noise model’s parameters. In 3-FLAB which is an improvement of FLAB, three hard classes and three fuzzy transitions are incorporated and the model is evaluated on heterogeneous tumors as well as homogeneous ones. Based on unsupervised estimation and noise modeling, the Fuzzy C-Means clustering method (FCM) [270] and the Fuzzy Hidden Markov Chain (FHMC) [271] similarly attempt to find large groupings within the intensity distributions obtained from the PET image. The segmentation results of these fuzzy based methods show better tumor delineation with respect to the thresholding-based methods. However, they usually require an estimation of the initial class and they consider only the PET modality in their implementations.

More complex segmentation methodologies have been proposed to solve the lung tumor delineation problem [268, 271–279]. For example, Li et al. [278] used an adaptive region growing method that extracts the tumor boundaries using deformable models in PET. Avazpour et al. [280] used a region growing approach that is employed on co-registered
PET/CT for exclusion of collapsed lung. Mohamed et al. [281] and Woods et al. [282] incorporate textural and structural features in their segmentation methods. To summarize the approaches presented for the segmentation of lung nodules from PET images, Table 5 briefly describes the number of the patients enrolled in each study and the type of the nodule delineation approach with respect to the methodology, the approach dimension, and the approach automation level.

TABLE 5: Summary of lung nodule segmentation approaches from PET images. For each study, the table summarizes the number of the patients enrolled in the study and the type of the nodule delineation approach with respect to the methodology, the approach dimension, and the automation level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Delineation Approach</th>
<th>Dim</th>
<th>AL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiffer et al. [283]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Co-registration</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munley et al. [284]</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Manual registration</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestle et al. [286]</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>visual</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mah et al. [252]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Thresholding</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdi et al. [255]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Thresholding</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley et al. [253]</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Thresholding</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deniaud et al. [257]</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Der Wel et al. [285]</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashamalla et al. [265]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Thresholding</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatt et al. [271]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fuzzy hidden markov chain</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatt et al. [268]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fuzzy classification</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazpour et al. [280]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Region growing</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatt et al. [269]</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Fuzzy classification</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dim denotes the approach dimension (2D, 3D, or 4D), AL denotes Automation Level (A: Automatic, UI: User Interactive), NA denotes Non-Applicable.

As PET acquisition takes several minutes, it is influenced by the patient’s breathing and motion. These respiratory movements and cardiac actions result in the target motion which creates significant image blur that affects the accuracy of GTV estimation. On the other hand, using CT only implies a large uncertainty in the result of target volume delin-
ation, specially in NSCLC [286, 287]. Reported cases, in which the GTV delineated based on CT, include abnormalities that appear totally devoid of FDG activity and can safely be removed from the GTV. Thus, the combination of PET and CT information has been studied in order to improve the target volume definition especially in NSCL and cases with atelectasis. In this regard, the recent studies have shown that the integration of PET information in the treatment planning has significantly reduced the inter-observer contouring variability [286, 287].

To combine PET and CT information, a fusion technique should be applied to integrate the PET and CT images. The fusion techniques can be classified into one of three categories: (1) visual fusion in which both imaging modalities are simply considered side by side, (2) software fusion, and (3) hardware fusion. Using visual vision, Kiffer et al. [283] showed that by using PET information the outlined volume has changed in 26.7% of the cases. They conclude that the variability on the volume estimation is due to the detection of abnormal mediastinal nodes on PET which cannot be detected on CT. Nestle et al. [256] and Munley et al. [284] used software fusion techniques that reported a significant change in the target volume extraction when compared to CT-defined volume. Nestle et al. [256] has documented that in 6 out of 17 patients with dystelectasis or atelectasis, the size of the delineated target was reduced with a median change of 19.3%. Munley et al. [284] reported an increase in the GTV in 34% of the cases when compared to CT. Erdi et al. [255] performed a study on patients who received CT and PET scanning using the same device. GTV, PTV, and normal tissues were initially contoured on the CT and then CT and PET were registered in a treatment-planning system. There was an average increase of 19% in the PTV volume in 7 out of 11 patients and an average decrease of 18% in the PTV in the other four patients. Van Der Wel et al. [285] showed that the GTV decreased significantly when shifting from the CT-only to the fused PET/CT in 21 patients, thus allowing dose escalation. Further studies on the rate of recurrence when PET is used showed that only 1 out of 44 patients developed the tumor recurrence [288]. Steenbakkers et al. [286] and
Fox et al. [287] used software fusion methods and analyzed the observer variation in two phases, one with CT only and another one with fused PET/CT. The two studies addressed the issue of inter-observer variation reduction using matched PET and CT and concluded that the PET/CT software fusion is superior to visual fusion.

Table 6 summarizes the published studies on the effect of PET on GTV as a complementary to CT. For each study, the number of patients, the PET/CT fusion method, and the increase and decrease in the GTV as a percentage of the total number of the study cases are reported. These studies reported that the PET/CT fusion has improved the GTV estimation and thus is preferable for the treatment optimization in NSCLC. However, some well-known technical issues such as the resolution of PET, the exact tumor edge definition, and the mis-registration between PET and CT images need further investigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>PET/CT Fusion Method</th>
<th>GTV increase</th>
<th>GTV decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiffer et al. [283]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Graphical Co-registration</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munley et al. [284]</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestle et al. [256]</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Visual (side-by-side)</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mah et al. [252]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdi et al. [255]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley et al. [253]</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deniaud et al. [257]</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashamalla et al. [265]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Der Wel et al. [285]</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazpour et al. [280]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Nodule Segmentation Challenges

Several challenges and aspects have been facing lung nodule segmentation techniques such as the ability of a technique to segment the challenging types of nodule, the automation level of the technique and its robustness. This section will briefly address each of these challenges.

a. Nodule Types

CT values for parenchymal tissues differ significantly from those for soft tissues. Therefore, segmentation of solitary and large solid nodules is technically straightforward. Problems arise when targeting 1) small nodules, 2) nodules attached to vessels (juxtavascular cases), 3) nodules attached to parenchymal wall and diaphragm (juxtapleural cases), and 4) ground-glass opacity nodules. The following outlines the nature of each issue and current approaches handling them.

Small nodules segmentation plays an important role for early detection of lung cancers [177]. The advent of high-resolution thin-slice CT has enabled to visualize small nodules with less than 5 mm in diameter which could not be made visible by previous generation CT technologies. Accurate segmentation of such small nodules is needed to assess malignancy of the lesions by measuring their growth rate as will be discussed in Section II.E.1. Partial volume effect (PVE) is the main technical concern when handling small nodules. Due to spatial discretization used for the CT imaging, a single voxel may represent more than one tissue type, resulting in averaging of their intensity values. This causes PVE, image blur especially at lesion boundaries, making their segmentation difficult. PVE becomes more pronounced when handling smaller lesions because the percentage of errors over the lesion volume would increase in such a case. This makes accurate area/volume measurement for small nodules more challenging. A number of approaches have been proposed to handle PVE in small nodule segmentation [95, 168, 190, 207]. Ko et al. [168] presented partial-volume method (PVM) for estimating nodule volume based on the consistency of the average attenuation amounts. Their phantom study demonstrated that PVM yields higher accuracy in volumetry than various thresholding methods. Kuhnigk et
al. [190] proposed segmentation-based partial volume analysis (SPVA) that extended the PVM approach to incorporate segmentation of VOI into nodule core, parenchyma area, and partial volume region. A histogram sampled from the partial volume region was used to estimate the nodule’s volume near its boundary. Kostis et al. [95] proposed isotropic resampling of volumetric images to mitigate PVE and also presented an upper-bound for the PVE error of a perfect circle. Finally, RAGF proposed by Okada et al. [207] yields an ellipsoidal approximation of lesion boundary. When segmenting a small nodule, volume measure derived directly from a fitted ellipsoid may be more accurate than voxel-wise segmentation results due to PVE.

Lung nodules are frequently attached to other pulmonary structures such as airways, blood vessels, parenchymal walls, and diaphragm. Because the CT values of nodules and these non-target structures are often very similar, accurate delineations of the extent of nodules from these structures become a difficult technical challenge.

**Juxtavascular** nodules refer to nodules that are attached to blood vessels. There are many studies that have addressed a solution for handling such juxtavascular cases [95, 98, 119, 174, 185, 190, 192, 193, 200, 202, 207, 212–214, 222, 248, 249]. One common approach for this purpose is morphological filtering [95, 98, 119, 185, 190, 248]. Because the portion of nodules that attaches to vessels/airways is typically small with respect to the total extent of the 3D nodule surface, basic MOs, such as erosion, dilation, and opening, are often effective for most juxtavascular cases [98, 185]. More complex morphological filtering based on iterative [95, 248] and successive [190] combinations of these basic operators, convex hull operations [174, 190], and 3D moment analysis [214] have also been adopted as a post segmentation refinement method. Geometric/shape-constrained segmentation is another popular approach in this context [192, 193, 207, 222, 249]. This approach integrates shape-based prior information within the segmentation process in order to bias the results toward a spherical/nodular shape and suppress elongated non-target structures attached to the target. Gaussian model fitting [207], eigen analysis of the Hessian ma-
trix [212, 213], sphericity oriented region growing [192], geodesics distance constraints between connected-components [249], and a steepest-ascent test [174] are some examples of this type of geometric-constraint approaches.

*Juxtapleural* nodules refer to cases that are attached to parenchymal wall or diaphragm. A number of studies have addressed a solution for handling such juxtapleural cases [95, 98, 174, 190–192, 201, 202, 207, 242, 247, 248]. *Pleural surface removal* (PSR) is the most common approach [95, 98, 190, 191, 242, 247, 248]. PSR can be addressed either globally or locally. The global methods first segment the entire lung from a CT image then use the result as a negative mask to avoid the non-target wall regions to be included in the nodule segmentation results. Morphological filtering was the common approach similar to juxtavascular cases [98, 190, 242]. In order to accurately segment lung walls, juxtapleural nodules must be discounted. Local surface smoothing [242] and convex hull operation [190] have specifically been adopted for this purpose. The local PSR methods perform the same task of removing pleural surface within a VOI [95, 191, 247, 248]. Morphological filtering is also a popular approach in this context [95, 191, 248]. A local patch of pleural surface can be approximated as a 3D plane. Kostis et al. [95] used a morphological filtering with a disk-shape kernel and Reeves et al. [248] presented an iterative clipping plane adjustment, exploiting this planar assumption. Beyond the planar model, a polynomial surface can be fit to VOI to improve the accuracy [247]. Another approach is to robustly detect the center of juxtapleural nodules because many reported general-purpose methods fail to do this. Prior-constraint mean shift [191, 243], robust nodule core detection by centricity transformation [174], and maximum curvature point [201] are the examples of robust methods addressing this task.

*Ground glass opacity* (GGO) nodule refers to a type of nodules with subsolid CT values that are significantly lower than those of typical solid nodules. Based on whether any solid components are present or not, they are categorized into two types: *non-solid/pure* and *part-solid/mixed*. Segmentation of GGO nodules poses a technical challenge because
it is hard to delineate their subtle boundaries and to model their irregular appearances. In clinical practice, the increased image resolution by the recent CT technologies have made it possible to study these small GGO nodules that were previously undetectable. Their growth are often very slow [180], however such GGO nodules, especially the mixed ones, have been found to have a high chance of being malignant [178]. Recent clinical studies have confirmed that they represent the histologic spectrum of peripheral adenocarcinomas, including the premalignant atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) and the malignant bronchioloalveolar carcinoma (BAC) [179]. A small non-solid GGO representing AAH or BAC can slowly evolve into an invasive lung adenocarcinoma over the period of 10 years [180]. Due to the clinical interests and technical challenge, many attempts have recently been made to propose segmentation solutions for this nodule subtype [119, 168, 174, 194, 200, 210–215, 218, 246]. Most common approach among them was the voxel-wise probabilistic classification in order to handle the subtle and irregular lesion appearances [119, 210–215]. In this approach, segmentation is performed by assigning each voxel with a nodule/background label according to its probabilistic decision rule derived from training data. MAP segmentation with a MRF prior [119, 210], LRT segmentation in the joint spatio-intensity domain [211], classification by Bhattacharyya distance with a non-parametric KDE-based intensity likelihood [212, 213], 3-class ML segmentation [214], and classification by Otsu thresholding with class-conditional probability map derived by an iterative linear discriminant analysis and shape-prior mask [215] are examples of various classification and modeling methods explored in the literature. Other interesting approaches for GGO nodule segmentation include RAGF approach [207], asymmetric 3-phase level-set segmentation [200], robust region growing [194], and graph Laplacian-based opacity map estimation [246].

Overall, above-cited studies have agreed that the juxtapleural and part-solid GGO nodules are the most difficult types of nodules to segment accurately. Developing type-specific and general nodule segmentation that can handle these difficult cases remains an
unresolved challenge.

b. Automation In a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system, lung nodule segmentation serves as a sub-component of the overall system. Beyond the obvious accuracy requirement, the usability of the segmentation methods play a significant role in assessing effectiveness of the overall system. In this sense, to reduce labor burden of users is one of the critical goals of the segmentation methods since an accurate but labor-intensive method that requires a large amount of precise manual user-interactions would be less preferred. In this application context, previously proposed segmentation methods are classified into two types: automatic and semi-automatic.

The automatic approach takes a CT image as an input then simultaneously segments all nodules present in the image without their locations specified by users [98, 187, 212, 213, 215]. Early methods with gray-scale MM filtering by Fetita et al. [98] and with automatic locally adaptive thresholding by Mullally et al. [187] have addressed this simultaneous segmentation of all nodules in volume. More recently, the probabilistic approach, targeting GGO nodule segmentation, have been exploited to address a couple of automatic segmentation methods. Zhou et al. [212, 213] used Bhattacharya distance-based classification with a GGO intensity distribution modeled by the non-parametric KDE. Tao et al. [215] employed a class-conditional probability map modeled by a GMM over a subspace of various intensity features, such as gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), local binary pattern (LBP), 3D Harr wavelet, derived by an iterative linear discriminant analysis. In both methods, the automation is realized by deriving a probabilistic model of general nodule appearance.

On the other hand, the semi-automatic approach assumes that the location of target nodules is known. In this assumption, a segmentation methods takes a VOI as an input and assumes that the VOI contains the entire extent of a single nodule. Many segmentation algorithms fall into this category since their iterative process requires initializations or seeds. The amount of seeds required ranges from a single user click with robust model fit-
ting [207] and region growing [174, 192, 194, 207] to an entire 3D contour with deformable models [195–199, 201]. Note that these semi-automatic methods can also be automated by using it together with a CADe nodule detection system which automatically provides the seeds to one of these semi-automatic segmentations.

Error correction is another important usability aspect of nodule segmentation systems. As described in the previous section, there are methods for refining/correcting segmentation results for specific types of nodules that are difficult to segment, exploiting the nature of the specific nodule types. In order to improve their usability, such error correction process can be automated with an automatic detection of nodule types or of segmentation failures. Such nodule type-specific automatic error correction has been presented for juxtavascular [249] and juxtapleural cases [191]. Semi-automatic error correction is of interest in its clinical context. Such an approach can provide users stricter control on details of segmentation outcomes in order to better exploit the domain knowledge of expert observers during its clinical workflow. Some segmentation algorithms allow users to interactively constrain segmentation results by specifying certain voxels to be a part of the results. For example, the optimization process used in the DP algorithm can take an arbitrary number of voxels as its hard constraints such that they are fixed to be a part of the final lesion contour. Xu et al. [202] exploited this pixel-wise hard constraints in their semi-automatic segmentation refinement by letting users to specify correct contour voxels with mouth-clicks.

c. **Robustness**  The semi-automatic procedure used in many segmentation methods involves user-determined seed points to indicate a target nodule to be segmented as described in the previous section. Different observers, or a single observer studying the same scan more than once, may produce different seed points, causing the intra- and inter-observer variances with different segmentation results of the same nodule. As will be described in Section II.E.1, reduction of such variance plays a key role to realize repeatable and reproducible volumetry. For example, in percentage error of estimated volume, this
inter-observer variance can be as high as 20% [170]. A number of robust approaches have been studied to design a reliable and robust segmentation solution against such variabilities [174, 190, 192, 194, 207, 247].

One of the common approaches in this context is to robustly estimate nodule’s center/core from a user-specified seed in order to reduce the intra- and inter-observer variance of the semi-automatic methods. The result of this process can be treated as the optimal seed that refines the user-specified seed to be robust against the perturbations due to user interactions. RAGF proposed by Okada et al. [207] estimated a nodule center by majority-voting of convergences of mean shift procedures initialized by voxels randomly sampled around the initial seed. Kuhnigk et al. [190] detected the optimal seed as the convergence of an iterative local maximum search of 3D distance map around the initial seed. Dehmeshki et al. [192] chose the optimal seed as the voxel of the highest intensity value among the maximum distance voxels in a 3D distance map. Finally, in Kubota et al. [174, 194], the optimal seed was estimated by the voxels with maximum centricity values computed over a 3D distance map.

Some common robust estimation techniques have also been adopted to the nodule segmentation problem. A model fitting process can be made robust by ignoring outlier samples and only considering inlier samples. This standard principle has been applied in the RAGF method by fitting an anisotropic Gaussian only with samples within a basin of attraction defined by the mean shift [207], and in the robust lung surface modeling by fitting a polynomial surface to lung wall only with samples that lie on the pleural surface but not on the nodule [247]. A perturbation-based stability analysis was adopted in the RAGF method by Okada et al. [207] in order to determine the most stable scale for a Gaussian scale-space by minimizing the Jensen-Shannon divergence computed with a set of the Gaussians estimated with perturbed scales.

As discussed in Section II.D.4.a, variability among various types of nodules poses significant challenge for accurate nodule segmentation. Some robust approaches to han-
dle these various nodule types have been proposed yielding general-purpose segmentation methods. The RAGF method [207] imposes the ellipsoidal constraints for handling juxtaposed cases. A similar approach with Laplacian of Gaussian filtering, imposing the spherical constraints of various sizes, has also been applied to detection and rough segmentation of nodules [208, 209]. Recently, Kubota et al. [174, 194] have proposed a robust region growing method that successfully handles all types of nodules.

\(d.\) Validation  Validation refers to experimental procedures to measure the accuracy of segmentation methods to be evaluated. It is important not only for choosing the best performing method for a particular application but also deriving some critical clinical parameters, such as the minimum size of measurable lesions and the shortest time duration for repeat CT in follow-up studies [170, 248]. Designing the effective validation procedure is a major challenge in the lung nodule segmentation research. This is because manual lesion contouring by observers used to prepare the ground-truth (GT) segmentations is labor-intensive, making it difficult to create large GT datasets. Another reason is the intra- and inter-observer variability for nodule segmentation, indicating that even the manual GTs prepared by expert radiologists can vary significantly [289].

The most accurate gold standard for validation currently available is chest phantom scans, where an artificial device simulating nodules and other parenchymal structures of known sizes is imaged by a standard CT scanner. Many studies have utilized various phantom scans for tuning parameters and bench-marking their best possible performance in vivo [167, 168, 184, 187, 190, 193, 244, 290–293].

Experimental validation of nodule segmentation methods with actual patient scans poses difficulty as described above. One common approach is based on subjective judgment of segmentation results by visual inspection of expert observers. In this approach, the observer(s) classifies each case as success or failure, then the rate of successfully segmentation is reported [95, 119, 190, 192, 193, 201, 207, 218, 222, 247, 249].

Some authors prepare and use GT datasets of 2D segmentation [183] and of 3D
segmentation for solid nodule [174, 187, 197, 220] and for GGO nodules [174, 210, 214, 215, 246]. With such GTs, various segmentation methods have been validated by a number of quantitative accuracy and error measures, such as 1) overlap ratio (a fraction of cardinality of the intersection and the union of voxel sets for a lesion’s segmentation and its GT) [174, 199, 203, 204, 210, 215–217, 219], 2) percentage voxel error rate (percentage of voxels mis-segmented with respect to the total number of voxels in a nodule) [197, 199, 204, 220], and 3) percentage volume error rate (percentage of error in volume measurement with respect to the GT’s volume) [187, 193, 216]. The mean, standard deviation, and the root-mean-square statistics are often reported for these accuracy/error measures computed for a set of test cases.

Publicly available nodule CT datasets with GT segmentations are an important way to facilitate better validation, especially for cross-algorithm comparisons. In 2003, the Early Lung Cancer Action Program (ELCAP) [177] made a dataset of chest CT scans exhibiting lung nodules available to the public [294]. This dataset has only been used in a few recent studies [201, 214]. It was the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) that made the most significant efforts to make such nodule CT datasets with GTs publicly available [158, 295]. Currently two datasets covering many type of nodules with multiple GT segmentations for each case are available through their website [296], which have already been used by many studies since 2005 [174, 193, 199, 203, 204, 216, 217, 249]. More recently, Italung dataset from a lung cancer screening program in Italy [297, 298] has been used in the studies by Diciotti et al. [193, 249]. Despite the increased availability of these public datasets, comprehensive comparison of various methods proposed previously have not yet been thoroughly investigated. Kubota et al. [174] have reported a comparison of five leading methods with the LIDC datasets in their recent report, however more comprehensive comparative studies are necessary for establishing the state-of-the-art in this active research field.
E. Diagnosis of Lung Nodules

Once the lung nodules are detected and segmented from the corresponding chest images, the next task is to determine whether the detected nodules are malignant or benign. A number of researchers developed CADx schemes for this task, which distinguish malignant nodules from benign nodules automatically and/or determine the likelihood of malignancy for the detected nodules based on the geometrical size, shape, and appearance of nodules. The performance of schemes were generally evaluated by using the receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) analysis [299], because this task is two-class classification. Area under the ROC curve (AUC; \( A_z \)) [300] was often used as a performance index. Since that the malignancy of lung nodule correlates highly with the geometrical size, shape, and appearance descriptors of the nodules, below, we will review the diagnostic systems that are based on each of these descriptors.

1. Diagnosis of lung nodules based on growth rate

Growth of small pulmonary nodules measured in 2D area [184] and 3D volume [167] has been shown to predict the malignancy in early clinical studies [167, 184] and monitoring the tumor response to therapy [169]. More recent clinical lung cancer screening study [301] has demonstrated effectiveness of doubling time measured with commercial nodule segmentation software in diagnosing adenocarcinoma and bronchioloalveolar carcinoma. In oncology, there exists standard clinical protocols for measuring tumor size, such as RECIST and WHO [169]. However, these measures are based on crude linear (sum of 2D maximal diameters) or bilinear (product of 2D maximal diameter and the largest perpendicular length) approximation of 2D nodule areas, developed prior to the advent of the high-resolution CT technologies. Approximation errors of these 2D measures limits the minimum size of measurable lesions (e.g., 10mm in RECIST) because of the well-known volume averaging effect in that growth of smaller nodules cannot be determined...
with accuracy by them [169]. Addressing this shortcoming, segmentation-based volumetric measures have recently been reported in the clinical literature and actively investigated as alternative to these traditional 2D measures for more accurate size measurement. Accurate volumetric measures as results enable lesion’s volumetry: objective quantification of lesion’s growth in terms of growth rate (i.e., differentiating nodule’s volume measured at different time-points) and/or doubling time (i.e., time that takes to double the volume of a lesion) [170, 248].

Aforementioned RECIST and WHO measures involve observer’s subjective judgment of 2D lesion boundary and manual measurement of lesion’s diameters with a ruler or electronic calipers by oncologists/radiologists [169]. Exercising the same approach to the volumetry would necessitate manual contouring of lesion boundary by the trained observers, which significantly increases their labor burden. Furthermore, the subjective nature of such manual measurements inevitably causes significant intra- and inter-observer variance. In a study comparing various lesion size metrics derived from manually segmented lesion boundaries [289], all 1D, 2D, and 3D/volumetric metrics, included in this study, resulted in high inter-observer variations, mitigating reproducibility of the measures. Reduction of such intra- and inter-observer variance and observer’s burden are major motivations for adapting automatic methods for lesion segmentation in order to facilitate objectivity in the volumetry [222, 248].

A large volume of recent studies have addressed reproducibility/repeatability of lung nodule volumetry by characterizing its bias and variance with respect to a number of variational factors relevant to current clinical practice and workflows. Factors considered in these studies include nodule characteristics such as size [188, 236, 290, 292, 302, 303], shape [236, 303], and appearance types of solidness [240]; pulmonary deformation due to cardiovascular motion [304] and inspiration [236]; CT reconstruction parameters such as slice thickness [244, 290, 293, 302, 303, 305], slice intervals [244, 290, 293, 305], field of views [244, 290, 293, 305] algorithm types [168, 244, 305] kernel types [240, 293],
tube current time [168, 244], and dosage settings [238]; CT scanner vendors [292]; segmentation performance due to choices of threshold parameters in a segmentation algorithm [176, 290], segmentation algorithms [168, 176, 291, 306], segmentation algorithms in the same segmentation software package [239], segmentation software packages [241], and versions of a segmentation software package [237]; intra- and inter-observer variations by using a commercial software package for semi-automatic nodule segmentation and volumetry [222, 235, 236]; levels of observer’s experience and training [291].

Results of these studies have revealed considerable variability of the current volumetric measures when above-listed factors are altered during the volumetric measurement process over time. These variations directly limit the shortest time-interval of CT follow-up studies to be some large values, reducing its clinical usability [188]. Note that a fixed-value bias in segmentation error is canceled out when measuring volumetry so that even an inaccurate segmentation algorithm can be a good choice for volumetry as long as it is reproducible and robust [187]. Thus robust segmentation algorithm that produces more consistent results than existing accurate but less robust solutions can be a better choice in this application context [169, 207].

a. Technical Approaches Volume measurement precision and accuracy depend on a number of factors, including the inter-scan variability, slice selection artifacts, differences in degree of inspiration and scan angles, and performance of nodule segmentation algorithms, which can make comparing serial scans unreliable. Below, we provide an overview of the existing work on measuring the growth rate of the detected lung nodules.

Generally, the growth rate of pulmonary nodules is determined by a size-based comparison of different temporal CT scans. Earlier 2D techniques exploited changes in the maximal transverse diameter of the nodule to estimate the growth rate between the CT scans [145, 183, 184, 307, 308]. Unfortunately, these techniques met with problems; for example, possible asymmetric growth results not only in minimal changes in the maximal diameter, but also in an increase of the overall lesion volume [309]. Hence, alternative 3D
approaches were published for the measurement of the growth rate of small nodules. These volumetric measurements [167, 168, 170, 188, 220, 235, 248, 290, 310–318] have overcome the former 2D limitations.

Yankelevitz et al. [167] used high-resolution CT scans to assess the growth rate of small pulmonary nodules. The region of interest (ROI) containing the nodule was identified in each image manually by a radiologist. Then it was re-sampled to obtain an isotropic space using a 3D linear interpolation, thresholded, and segmented using a 3D technique to reconstruct the 3D image volume. The number of voxels contained in the resulting volume was counted, and the doubling times were estimated using a simple exponential growth model. This 3D method offered an advantage over the 2D counterpart that measured the cross-sectional area, but it did not take into account the global motions of the patients due to their movements and the local motions of the whole lung tissues due to breathing and heart beating.

Reeves et al. [248] presented a method for measuring the change in the nodule size from two CT images obtained close in time where the ROI of each CT scan was selected by hand and re-sampled to an isotropic space. To make an accurate assessment and facilitate the comparison of the selected regions, a registration process using the 3D rigid-body transformation was performed such that both nodules would have the same position and orientation in the image space. Following the registration stage, an adaptive thresholding technique for segmenting the nodule was applied. A rule-based segmentation adjustment was applied to both nodule segmentations. By comparing the nodule segmentations and the thresholded regions, this rule-based system achieved a more consistent measurement of the nodule volumes by discarding missegmented nodule voxels. The main limitation of this work is that only the global motion of the patient, but not the local motion due to breathing and heart beating was taken into account. This strongly affects the estimated growth rate, especially for small detected nodules (less than 5 mm in diameter).

Taking into account the difference in inspiration levels, Zhao et al. [183] presented
an adaptive doubling time (ADT) measure of the growth rate of the detected lung nodules. The ADT calculation was obtained through non-rigid lung registration that took into account expanding or shrinking of the nodule. This was accomplished by weighting matching costs of each voxel based on a proposed nodule detection process and a powerful segmentation refinement process. The main limitation of this framework is that the non-rigid registration is applied directly to the segmented nodules. This affects the growth rate estimation because after segmentation of the lung nodules, we can no longer discriminate between the changes due to the true growth rate of the lung nodules and the changes in their shapes that come from breathing and heart beating.

Kawata et al. [311] co-registered the pulmonary nodules by using rigid-body registration and affine registration at two different stages. The nodules were segmented using a 3D deformable surface model, and curvature features were calculated to track the temporal evolution of the nodule. The same research group presented an extension of [311] by adding a 3D non-rigid deformable registration stage, and the analysis was performed using a displacement field to quantify areas of the nodule growth over time [312]. Zheng et al. [220] proposed a simultaneous segmentation and registration of the lung to measure the growth rate from serial CT data. They used a non-rigid transformation for lung deformation and rigid structure for the tumor in order to preserve the volume and the shape of the tumor during the registration. Segmentation of the 3D lung and tumor was based on a 2D graph-cut algorithm, and a B-spline-based non-rigid registration was used. Both these works have the same limitation as the above-mentioned work of Zhao et al. [183].

Jirapatnakul et al. [313] presented a nodule growth measurement method, called growth analysis from density (GAD). They applied a Gaussian weighting function to the region around the nodule to reduce the influence of structures lying far from the nodule center. Also, some researchers used a number of commercial packages that have been released by the CT vendors for measuring the volume of pulmonary nodules, and a number of studies have evaluated the accuracy and limitations of these software packages. Since the
actual volumes of real pulmonary nodules are unknown, such evaluations usually involve either radiologists/experts as the “gold standard” [235, 314–317] or synthetic phantoms for which the volumes of the nodules are known [168, 290, 318]. A general limitation of the majority of the volumetric measurement algorithms is that they are only capable of segmenting solid nodules. Moreover, the results from these packages show that the volumetric error depends on the performance of the segmentation algorithms, particularly in the presence of the nodules vascular and pleural attachments [170].

Table 7 briefly overviews the different growth rate techniques. In summary, several aspects of growth rate techniques should have further investigations. One of these aspects is to consider the global motion of the patients due to their movements and the local motions of the whole lung tissues due to breathing and heart beating in volumetric measurements of growth rate. Another aspect is that the application of global and local registration directly to the segmented nodule lead to inability to discriminate between the changes due to the true growth of the lung nodules and the changes in the nodule shape which come from breathing and heart beating. Finally, special types of lung nodules such as cavities and ground-glass nodules can not be diagnosed using the current growth-rate techniques, so further methods and nodule descriptors are needed.

**TABLE 7: Growth rate based methodologies for following up pulmonary nodules.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankelevitz et al. [184]</td>
<td>To assess using early CT repeat to determine nodule growth rate</td>
<td>2D growth rate technique by measuring the maximal diameter of nodule</td>
<td>Repeat CT for 15 patients (15 nodules: 9 malignant, 6 benign (5-20 mm)) + spherical phantoms of known diameters</td>
<td>A single repeat after 30 days detect as small as 5mm malignant nodule; all the 15 nodules are correctly classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*continued on the next page...*
| Study               | Purpose                                                                 | Method                                | Database                | Observations                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
|---------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eve                                                                                                                                         |
| Yankelevitz et al. [167] | To determine the accuracy of CT volumetric measurements of small pulmonary nodules to assess growth and malignancy status. | Exponential growth model to estimate the doubling time | 13 patients (nodule<10mm) (5 malignant and 8 benign) + synthetic phantoms of spherical, deformable, and different shape and sizes | (a) The synthetic nodule studies revealed that the volume could be measured accurately to within 3%. (b) All five malignant nodules grew, and all had doubling times less than 177 days. (c) All eight benign nodules had doubling times of 396 days or greater or showed a decrease in volume. |
| Winer-Muram et al. [315] | To determine the range of growth rates of stage I lung cancers prior to treatment. | Volumetric measurement               | 50 patients, 50 tumor | Comparison of tumor volumes at serial CT examinations reveals a very wide range of growth rates. Some tumors grow so slowly that biopsy is required to prove they are malignant. |
| Borghesi et al. [309] | To evaluate the accuracy of software-calculated growth rate of small nodules in detecting malignancy | Volume doubling time was calculated on Aquarius Workstation (TeraRecon, Inc.) with the segmentation analysis and tracking (SAT) module. | 29 patients (40 nodules (solid or noncalcified), 4-15 mm, glass opacities nodules were discarded); 4 of the nodules are given their diagnosis (3 benign and 1 malignant). | 4 nodules are correctly classified. |
| Wormanns et al. [235] | To assess the measurement precision of a software tool for volumetric analysis of nodules from two consecutive low-dose CT scans. | Volumetric measurement               | 10 subject, 151 nodules | Taking into account all 151 nodules, 95% limits of agreement were -20.4 to 21.9% (standard error 1.5%). |
| Revel et al. [314] | To evaluate software designed to calculate pulmonary nodule volume in 3D. | Volumetric measurement               | 54 nodules, 22 diagnosed: 13 benign, 9 malignant | Software measurement error of 6.38% of the previous volume measurement. |

continued on the next page . . .
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kostis et al. [188]</td>
<td>To determine the reproducibility of volume measurements of small pulmonary nodules on CT scans and to estimate critical time to follow-up CT.</td>
<td>Percentage volume change (PVC) and monthly volumetric growth index (MVGI) were computed for each nodule pair.</td>
<td>115 nodule</td>
<td>Factors that affect reproducibility of nodule volume measurements and critical time to follow-up CT include nodule size at detection, type of scan (baseline or repeat) on which the nodule is detected, and presence of patient-induced artifacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goo et al. [290]</td>
<td>To evaluate the effect of CT parameters and nodule segmentation thresholds on accuracy of volumetric measurement of synthetic lung nodules.</td>
<td>Volumetric measurement</td>
<td>4 types of Lung phantoms</td>
<td>For accurate measurement of lung nodule volume, it is critical to select a section thickness and/or segmentation threshold appropriate for the size of a nodule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves et al. [248]</td>
<td>To develop a method for measuring the change in nodule size from 2 CT image scans recorded at different times to establish the growth rate.</td>
<td>Registration, adaptive thresholding, and knowledge-based shape matching</td>
<td>50 benign or 2YNC nodule</td>
<td>The variance in percent volume change was reduced from 11.54% to 9.35% through the use of registration, adaptive thresholding, and knowledge-based shape matching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennings et al. [316]</td>
<td>To retrospectively determine the distribution of stage I lung cancer growth rates with serial volumetric CT</td>
<td>Volumetric measurement</td>
<td>149 patients</td>
<td>At serial volumetric CT measurements, there was wide variability in growth rates. Some biopsy-proved cancers decreased in volume between examinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. [220]</td>
<td>To simultaneously segment and register lung and tumor in serial CT data.</td>
<td>Nonrigid transformation on lung deformation and rigid structure on the tumor.</td>
<td>6 volume of 3 patients, 83 nodule</td>
<td>The mean error of boundary distances between automatic segmented boundaries of lung tumors and manual segmentation is 3.50 pixels. The mean and variance of percentages of the nodule volume variations caused by errors in segmentation, are 0.8 and 0.6.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on the next page …
2. Diagnosis of lung nodules based on shape and appearance

A great deal of work has been published regarding the usefulness of morphologic features to distinguish between malignant and benign pulmonary nodules on computed tomography (CT) and, to a lesser extent, chest radiographs. Several studies have shown a correlation between different nodule shape characteristics and their underlying pathology. For example, Furuya et al. [319] analyzed the margin characteristics of 193 pulmonary nodules on high-resolution CT scans and subjectively classified them as one of several types, including round, lobulated, densely spiculated, ragged, and halo. They found a high level of malignancy among the lobulated (82%), spiculated (97%), ragged (93%), and halo nodules (100%), while 66% of the round nodules proved to be benign.

Automatically extracted features have also been shown to correlate with underlying malignancy. Kawata et al. [172, 195] quantified the surface curvature and degree of surrounding radiating patterns in biopsy-proven benign and malignant nodules when com-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jirapatnakul et al. [313]</td>
<td>To measure the nodule growth without explicit segmentation</td>
<td>Growth analysis from density (GAD) method to measure the growth rate</td>
<td>20 cases each with single nodule with scans several minutes apart (expected zero volume change), 38 cases with a stable nodule, 19 cases with a malignant nodule, and 4 malignant nodules with a complex appearance</td>
<td>Accuracy achieved was (37/38 for the stable benign nodules), (18/19 for the malignant nodules), and (4/4 for the complex malignant nodules)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marchianò et al. [317]</td>
<td>To assess in vivo volumetric repeatability of an automated algorithm for volume estimation.</td>
<td>Semiautomatic volumetric measurement</td>
<td>101 subject, 233 nodules</td>
<td>The 95% confidence interval for difference in measured volumes was in the range of ±27%. About 70% of measurements had a relative difference in nodule volume of less than 10%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pared with the resulting feature maps. Their results showed good separation of the feature maps between the two categories. Their further work [320] extended the curvature analysis method to include internal nodule features, and using this method, which is described in more detail below, they attained similar results. Similarly, fractal analysis has been used to quantify the nodule margin characteristics of benign and malignant nodules. The same research group [321] designed an automated retrieval system to obtain diagnosis and prognosis information by searching similar images in a 3D CT image database of pulmonary nodules (248 nodule, 179 malignant and 69 benign) for which diagnosis is known. A region of interest (ROI) is selected to include the nodule region and its surrounding. Each voxel in the ROI is represented using its CT density and a curvature shape index. The CT density and shape index are characterized using joint histograms for analysis. For each input nodule, a similarity measure between the input nodule and the database is estimated using the correlation coefficient of the joint histograms of the nodules. The results for queering the 3D database for similar nodules show a reasonably set of similar nodules sorted from highest to lowest similarity with the queried nodule. Kido et al. [322] used 2D and 3D fractal dimensions to analyze the lung-nodule interface in a series of 117 peripheral pulmonary nodules with various underlying pathology, including benign hamartomas, tuberculomas, and pneumonias, as well as malignant diagnoses including bronchogenic carcinomas. They noted statistically significant differences between the 2D fractal dimensions of hamartomas and all other nodules, as well as differences between the 3D fractal dimensions of pneumonias and tuberculomas and bronchogenic carcinomas. Although none of these studies directly assessed the accuracy of their methods for diagnosis prediction, they supported the notion that the nodule shape can potentially be used by automated systems to distinguish between benign and malignant nodules.

Several groups have designed Computer Aided Diagnostic (CAD) systems with the goal of predicting a diagnosis based on features extracted from CT scans or chest radiographs. In general, these systems share the following common schema: first extracting
features from the images, then designing and using an automatic classifier to categorize nodules based on these features, and lastly, evaluating the performance of the system with Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis. The CAD systems differ in the specific extracted features and the type of classifier used, with Linear Discriminant Classifiers (LDC) and neural networks (NN) being the most common. Below, systems based on LDC classifiers will be discussed followed by systems based on NN and other types of classifiers.

Kawata and colleagues [323] designed a CT-based CAD system that classified pulmonary nodules based on a combination of curvature index and the relationship of the nodules to their surrounding features. The curvature index of a nodule is calculated from a combination of shape indices, which describe the surface type (i.e. ridge, saddle, pit, etc), and curvedness, which describes the degree of curvature. The area surrounding the nodules was assessed for degree of vascular convergence and pleural retraction using vector field analysis. Using an LDC classifier based on these features to evaluate a series of 248 nodules (179 malignant and 69 benign), they found the combination of curvature-based and surrounding features to be most accurate (area under ROC curve \( A_z = 0.94 \)), followed by curvature-based alone \( A_z = 0.88 \), and surrounding characteristics alone \( A_z = 0.69 \).

Mori et al. [324] also designed a CAD system using curvedness index in combination with dynamic contrast-enhanced CT in order to evaluate temporal change as a possible discriminating feature of benign and malignant nodules. Shape index, curvedness values, and attenuation were calculated at 0, 2, and 4 minutes after contrast administration, and using these values, a score was generated by an LDC. Attenuation had an \( A_z \) value of 0.69 at 2 minutes post-contrast, the highest of the three time points. Curvedness yielded a maximum \( A_z \) of 0.83 at 2 minutes, and shape index had an \( A_z \) value of 0.90 at 0 and 2 minutes. The combination of all three features had an \( A_z \) value of 1.00 at 4 minutes.

The CAD system developed by McNitt-Gray et al. [308] used a pattern classification approach to determine the malignancy of pulmonary nodules on HRCT in a series of 31 cases (17 malignant, 14 benign). They identified solitary nodules using a semi-automated
contouring technique, and extracted quantitative measures of the resulting contour related to shape, size, attenuation, distribution of attenuation and texture. Using a stepwise discriminant analysis, they selected features that were best able to predict malignancy and used these to design a LDC to characterize the nodules. The selected features predicted malignancy with an accuracy of 90.3% (28/31), however no $A_z$ value was reported.

Shahet al. [325] designed a CAD system that extracted features from two separate contours, one including only the solid portion of the nodule and one including any ground-glass components. For each contour, 75 features were calculated to measured nodule attenuation, shape, and texture. These features were then input into a feature selection step, and four different classifiers were used to determine if the diagnosis could be predicted from the feature vector. Training and testing was conducted using both re-substitution and leave-one-out methods. With leave-one-out testing methodology with a database composed of 19 malignant and 16 benign nodules, the classifiers resulted with an $A_z$ ranging from 0.68 to 0.92. When evaluating with re-substitution, the $A_z$ ranged from 0.93 to 1.00. The same research group [326] employed different classifiers such as logistic regression and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) with features selected from 31 features by using stepwise feature selection based on Akaike information criterion. Their scheme with logistic regression achieved an AUC value of 0.92 in distinction between 19 malignant and 16 benign nodules in thin-slice CE-CT.

Other LDC based CAD systems include those developed by Way and colleagues [199]. They designed a system based on morphologic and texture features of pulmonary nodules on CT images, using a series of 96 lung nodules, with 44 biopsy or PET scan proven malignant nodules and 52 nodules that proved to be benign on biopsy or follow-up CT. The nodules were segmented using 3D active contours that were guided by a combination of 2D and 3D energies. Next, they extracted several morphologic and texture based features from the segmented nodules. Morphologic features include volume, surface area, perimeter, maximum diameter, and maximum and minimum CT value inside the nodule. Using a
stepwise method, they selected the most predictive features for use in the LDC. The classifier was trained and tested using a leave-one-out method, and the system achieved an $A_z$ of 0.83. More recently, the same group [327] designed a system using the morphologic features described above in combination with new measurements of the surface characteristics that quantified the smoothness and shape irregularity of the nodules. They calculated ROC statistics for LDCs designed with and without the new surface features, and found a significant ($p < 0.05$) improvement in performance with the $A_z$ increasing from 0.821 to 0.857 in classification of 124 malignant and 132 benign nodules in 152 patients. Aoyama et al. [328] used LDC for distinction between malignant and benign nodules in thick-slice screening LDCT. They achieved an AUC value of 0.846 for a database of 73 patients with 76 primary cancers and 342 patients with 413 benign nodules.

One of the early neural network based CAD systems was developed by Gurney and Swensen [329]. They compared two systems, one using a neural network based classifier and one using a Bayesian classifier. Both systems used a combination of subjectively evaluated clinical and radiologic characteristics including border smoothness, speculation, and lobulation. The Bayesian system showed a significantly ($p < 0.05$) higher level of performance ($A_z = 0.894$) than the neural network based system ($A_z = 0.871$). Another neural network based system using subjectively extracted features was developed by Matsuki et al. [330]. Radiologic features included shape-based parameters such as border definition, spiculation, and concavity as well as other associated features such as blood vessel involvement, lymphadenopathy, and emphysematous changes. From a series of 155 nodules found on HRCT (99 malignant, 56 benign), features were extracted by attending radiologists using subjective rating scales and used to train the neural network. The neural network alone showed a high level of performance ($A_z = 0.951$), and significantly increased the radiologists’ performance, increasing the $A_z$ value from 0.831 to 0.959.

Other CAD systems have been designed to automatically define and extract features as well as classify nodules. For example, Henschke et al. [331] adapted the S-MODALS
neural network, originally designed for tactical and strategic reconnaissance, to the task of nodule classification. Features were automatically selected from the example image using a NN clustering technique with operator-defined selection parameters including spatial separation of features and the degrees of similarity and dissimilarity that grouped features into clusters. The system was tested on a series of 28 biopsy-proven nodules (14 malignant, 14 benign), and all but 3 benign nodules were correctly classified. Another neural network using automatically extracted features was designed by Lo et al. [332], and used a combination of radiographic parameters including vascularity, CT density distribution, and shape indices including aspect ratio, circularity, irregularity, extent, compactness, and convexity. Nodules were segmented using an automatic thresholding method, and the resulting 3D volumes were automatically smoothed and pruned of vasculature. The vascular index was calculated during this smoothing process, and shape indices were calculated from the resulting volume. Using a leave-one-out method, they trained the neural network on a series of 48 nodules (24 malignant, 24 benign). The results yielded an A_z value of 0.89, and they found that the most predictive features were the vascular index, size, compactness, and difference entropy of the CT density.

Suzuki et al. [139] developed a multiple MTANN scheme for the classification task based on training the MTANN classifier with a set of benign and malignant nodules. They achieved an AUC value of 0.88 for thick-slice screening low-dose (LD) CT scans of 73 patients with 76 primary cancers and 342 patients with 413 benign nodules. Chen et al. [333] employed ANN ensemble to classify 19 malignant and 13 benign nodules, and they achieved an AUC value of 0.915.

Nakamura et al. [334] compared the performance of two separate networks, one trained on 8 subjective features rated by radiologists (i.e., nodule size, shape (round-to-elongated), marginal irregularity, spiculation, border definition, lobulation, nodule density (contrast)) and the other trained on 12 matched features automatically extracted from chest radiographs (i.e., effective diameter, degree of circularity, degree of ellipticity, magnitude
and coarseness of irregular edge patterns, mean gradient, radial gradient index, tangen-
tial gradient index, mean pixel, line enhancement index). Both sets included shape-based
features including margin irregularity, spiculation, lobulation, and nodule shape as well
measures of homogeneity and CT density. The network based on objective features demon-
strated the highest level of performance ($A_z = 0.854$), and was followed by the subjective
feature network ($A_z = 0.761$), and then the radiologists ($A_z = 0.752$).

Iwano et al. [335] developed a system to automatically classify pulmonary nodules
detected on HRCT into different shape categories, and compared the performance to radiol-
ogists. The nodules were extracted from a series of 102 CT images without a prior diagno-
sis of malignancy, and were classified into different shape categories based on quantitative
measures of aspect ratio, circularity, and their second central moment. The results were
compared to a subjective classification by radiologists, and they found that the automated
system classified the nodules as accurately as the radiologists. Although no direct attempt
at automatic diagnosis was carried out, they concluded that system had the potential to aid
radiologists in classifying nodules as malignant or benign based on the correlation between
certain shape categories and underlying pathology. The same search group [336] extended
their work on 107 HRCT images and achieved a sensitivity of 76.9% and a specificity of
80% with their scheme based on LDA with 2 features (circularity and second moment) in
classification of total of 52 malignant and 55 benign nodules.

TABLE 8: Classification between malignant and benign nodules based on shape and ap-
pearance features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kawata et al. [172]</td>
<td>To characterize morphology of small pulmonary nodules</td>
<td>Using surface curvatures and ridge line.</td>
<td>Thin-section CT images for 56 cases including 42 malignant and 14 benign nodules</td>
<td>The distribution of the nodules characteristics in the feature space shows good evidence of separation between the two classes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henschke et al. [331]</td>
<td>To explore the usefulness of neural networks (NNs) to help in this differentia-</td>
<td>Statistical-multiple object detection and location system (S-MODALS) NN technique developed for automatic target recognition (ATR)</td>
<td>CT images of 28 pulmonary nodules, 14 benign and 14 malignant, each having a diameter less than 3 cm were selected.</td>
<td>Correctly identify all but three benign nodules, but did not misclassify any malignant nodules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawata et al. [195]</td>
<td>To characterize the internal structure of small pulmonary nodules</td>
<td>Using multi-scale curvature-based shape spectrum</td>
<td>Thin-section CT images of 27 pulmonary nodules (9 solid benign and 18 solid and infiltrative malignant cases).</td>
<td>The distribution of the nodules characteristics in the feature space shows good evidence of separation between the two classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNitt-Gray et al. [308]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignat</td>
<td>LDA with step-wise feature selection based on nodule’s shape, size, attenuation, distribution of attenuation, and texture</td>
<td>HRCT scans of 17 malignant and 14 benign nodules</td>
<td>Correct classification rate of 90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawata et al. [323]</td>
<td>To discriminate between benign and malignant nodules</td>
<td>LDA with step-wise feature selection based on nodule’s features (density and curvatures) and surrounding structure features.</td>
<td>CT images of 248 pulmonary nodules including 179 malignant and 69 benign nodules.</td>
<td>Nodule’s features (Az=0.88) were more effective than the surrounding structure features (Az=0.69) in classification. Combing both features achieves Az=0.94.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawata et al. [321]</td>
<td>To obtain nodule diagnosis information by image retrieval from a database of known diagnosis.</td>
<td>Retrieving the nodules with similar characteristics from a 3D Image database based on its CT density and curvature index.</td>
<td>CT images of 248 pulmonary nodules including 179 malignant and 69 benign nodules.</td>
<td>The resulted visual figures are sorted from more similar to less similar with malignant case and show a high similarity with the test nodule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuki et al. [330]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignat</td>
<td>ANN with 16 subjective features determined by radiologists and 7 clinical data</td>
<td>155 HRCT scans of 99 malignant and 56 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC value of 0.951 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lo et al. [332]</td>
<td>To quantify lung nodules in thoracic CT</td>
<td>A NN based on geometrical features, intensity and texture features.</td>
<td>CT images of 48 cases of lung nodules (24 benign, 24 malignant)</td>
<td>Az is 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aoyama et al. [328]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>LDA with Wilks’ lambda stepwise feature selection</td>
<td>Thick-slice (10 mm) screening LDCT scans of 76 malignant and 413 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC of 0.846 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamura et al. [334]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>Two NNs: one trained with 8 subjective feature recorded by radiologist rating and the other with 12 matched computerized objective features</td>
<td>56 radiographs of 34 malignant and 22 benign nodules</td>
<td>Az=0.854 using subjective features and Az=0.761 using objective features. The reported radiologist accuracy was Az=0.752.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwano et al. [335]</td>
<td>To classify the shape of pulmonary nodules using computer analysis of HRCT</td>
<td>LDA with 2 features (circularity and second moment)</td>
<td>HRCT images from 102 patients with 102 nodules classified as: round or oval; lobulated; polygonal; tentacular; spiculated; ragged; and irregular.</td>
<td>For 95 of 102 cases, the shape classification by the two radiologists was the same. For the seven mismatched cases, pulmonary nodules with circularity ≤0.75 and second moment ≤0.18 were very likely to reveal lung cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shah et al. [326]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>Logistic regression or QDA with stepwise feature selection from 31 features</td>
<td>Thin-slice (≤ 3 mm) CE-CT scans of 19 malignant and 16 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC of 0.69 and 0.92 with logistic regression and QDA, respectively in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuoka et al. [337]</td>
<td>To analyze features of peripheral noncalcified solitary pulmonary nodules in patients with emphysema.</td>
<td>Analyze the fractal dimensions of the nodule interfaces, nodule circularity, and the percentage of the nodule surrounded by emphysema.</td>
<td>CT images of 41 nodules (21 malignant, 20 benign) in 41 patients with emphysema</td>
<td>In patients with emphysema, there were no significant differences in fractal dimension, circularity, or frequency of lobulation or spiculation between malignant and benign nodules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mori et al. [324]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>LDA using 3 features: Shape index, curvedness values, and attenuation.</td>
<td>Thin-slice (2 mm) CE-CT scans of 35 malignant and 27 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC of 0.91 and 1.0 with non-CE CT and CE-CT, respectively in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE 7 – continued from the previous page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suzuki et al. [139]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>Multiple MTANNs using pixel values in a 9x9 subregion</td>
<td>Thick-slice (10 mm) screening LDCT scans of 76 malignant and 413 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC of 0.88 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwano et al. [336]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>LDA based on nodule’s circularity and second moment features</td>
<td>HRCT (0.5-1 mm).</td>
<td>AUC of 0.857 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way et al. [327]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>LDA or SVM with stepwise feature selection</td>
<td>CT scans of 124 malignant and 132 benign nodules in 152 patients</td>
<td>AUC of 0.915 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [333]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>ANN ensemble</td>
<td>CT (slice thickness of 2.5 or 5 mm) scans of 19 malignant and 13 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC value of 0.889 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [338]</td>
<td>To classify nodules into benign or malignant</td>
<td>GA-based feature selection and a random subspace method</td>
<td>Thick-slice (5 mm) CT scans of 62 malignant and 63 benign nodules</td>
<td>AUC value of 0.889 in a leave-one-out test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matsukoa et al. [337] analyzed the differences in nodule appearance on HRCT images from emphysematous and non-emphysematous patients based on subjective and quantitative measures of nodule appearance. Using a series of 41 emphysematous patients (21 malignant nodules, 20 benign nodules) and 40 non-emphysematous patients (20 malignant nodules, 20 benign nodules), two radiologists, who were blinded to the diagnosis, independently evaluated the appearance of the nodules and classified nodules as being either malignant or benign. The fractal dimensions of the nodule interfaces and circularity of the nodule shape were calculated and the percentage of the nodule surrounded by emphysema was obtained. In patients with emphysema, there were no significant differences in fractal dimension, circularity, spiculation, or frequency of lobulation between malignant and benign nodules. Of all the nodules found in patients with emphysema, 63% were correctly diagnosed. Thirteen benign nodules (65%) were misdiagnosed as malignant in patients with emphysema. Of the nodules in non-emphysematous lungs, 93% were correctly diagnosed. The mean percentage of emphysematous tissue around the nodule was greater for
misdiagnosed nodules than for correctly diagnosed nodules ($p < 0.003$), indicating that its presence complicates the diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. Lee et al. [338] developed a two-step supervised learning scheme based on a set of image-based grey level, texture, and shape features combining a genetic algorithm with a random subspace method. They achieved an AUC value of 0.889 in classification between 62 malignant and 63 benign nodules.

Thus, various approaches have been proposed in CADx schemes. Database size varied in different studies; CT scans in the databases included screening LDCT, standard diagnostic CT, and HRCT. Studies on the development of CADx schemes for distinction between malignant and benign lung nodules in CT based on shape and appearance features are summarized in Table 8.

3. PET/CT Nodule Diagnosis

Since the combination of PET and CT information has shown an improvement in the delineation of lung nodule contours and estimation of their volumes (see section II.D.3), PET/CT fusion has been widely considered in lung cancer applications such as the tumor staging and pulmonary nodules diagnostics. In PET images, the malignant cells have un-regulated metabolism that results in having higher FDG uptake that permits malignancy to be detected. Reported studies [339–346] used this characteristic to detect malignant solitary pulmonary nodules (SPNs) in PET. Solitary pulmonary nodules (SPNs) are single, spherical, well-circumscribed, radiographic opacity that measures $\leq 3$ cm in diameter. Provided a visually validated diagnostics of the SPNs in PET images, these studies [339–346] have reported an SPN diagnostic accuracy with a sensitivity of 88-96% and a specificity of 70-90% for malignant cells (see Table 9 for more detail).

Using PET alone without incorporation of CT was reported to provide imprecise information on the exact location of focal abnormalities [347] and can result in false negative errors for lesions with low 18F-FDG uptake value [339, 348, 349] and false positive
TABLE 9: Evaluation of nodule malignancy in PET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>cases</th>
<th>ACC/PPV</th>
<th>sensitivity</th>
<th>specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dewan et al. [342]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>PPV = 90%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gupta et al. [340]</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>PPV = 92%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowe et al. [339]</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>ACC = 91%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [341]</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>PPV = 86%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herder et al. [343]</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>PPV = 72%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halley et al. [344]</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Acc denotes accuracy and PPV denotes positive productive value

errors in patients with active tuberculosis, histoplasmosis, and rheumatoid nodules. Annema [350] reported the false positive findings of PET to be up to 39%, despite the high negative predictive value of PET, suggesting that the PET positive mediastinal lymph nodes (MLN) were further biopsied in order to confirm or rule out metastasis.

To investigate the integration of PET and CT information on the accuracy of the malignancy detection, Nie et al. [351] developed an artificial neural networks (ANNs) based on CT alone, PET alone, and both CT and PET for distinguishing benign and malignant pulmonary nodules. Their results show that the accuracy of PET/CT (Az = 0.95) is higher than the CT (Az = 0.83) and PET (Az = 0.91). Nakamoto et al. [352] compared the diagnosis accuracy of CT, side-by-side PET/CT, and software fused PET/CT. They documented that the software fusion of PET/CT resulted in the highest accuracy on patients with lung cancer. Keidar et al. [353] compared the diagnosis performance of PET/CT and PET alone. Using PET-alone resulted in a higher false positive error rate. A higher specificity was achieved using PET/CT suggesting that the anatomical information on CT is an independent crucial variable in determining malignancy. Yi et al. [354] investigated the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for predicting malignant nodules on helical dynamic CT and PET/CT. They documented that all malignant nodules were interpreted correctly using dynamic helical
CT or PET/CT. Lardinois et al. [347] investigated tumor staging using PET/CT vs. PET or CT alone. Their results showed that the PET/CT fusion is a trustworthy means of nodule diagnosis that has improved the accuracy of the tumor staging.

Table 10 summarizes PET/CT results. The experiments involved in these studies [347, 351–354] have shown that using PET/CT achieved a higher diagnostic power than CT or PET alone, suggesting that the PET/CT fusion may present an advance in lung cancer applications.

### TABLE 10: Evaluation of nodule malignancy in fused PET/CT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>cases</th>
<th>ACC/PPV</th>
<th>sensitivity</th>
<th>specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keidar et al. [353]</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>PPV = 89%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi et al. [354]</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>ACC = 93%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nie et al. [351]</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>ACC = 95%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamoto et al. [352]</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>ACC = 87%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ACC denotes accuracy and PPV denotes positive productive value

### F. Summary and Discussion

Designing efficient CAD systems for lung cancer is very important since early diagnosis can improve the effectiveness of treatment and increase the patient’s survival rate. In this chapter, an overview of more than 360 articles that appeared in the field are presented to address the challenges and methodologies of the current CAD systems for lung cancer. This chapter addresses the current approaches and their strengths and limitations, which were developed for each stage of lung cancer CAD systems, that is, for lung segmentation, lung nodule detection and segmentation, and lung nodule diagnosis. The work presented in this chapter has been published in the International Journal of Biomedical Imaging (IJBI) [10]. In the final section, this work has been summarized by outlining the research challenges that face each stage in lung cancer CAD systems.
1. Research Challenges.

Several challenges and aspects have been facing CAD systems for lung cancer. These challenges can be summarized as follows:

- To efficiently reduce the search space for lung nodules, accurate segmentation of the lung fields should be provided. The segmentation of lungs is challenging due to inhomogeneities in the lung region and pulmonary structures and of similar densities such as arteries, veins, bronchi, and bronchioles. Technical issues of the lung segmentation techniques should be further investigated. These technical issues include the automation level of the technique, the sensitivity of the method to the scanning parameters, the efficiency of an algorithm to work with different image modalities (e.g., CT, LDCT, or CE-CT), and the ability of the algorithm to provide a proper lung segmentation in cases with severe pathologies that are associated with inhomogeneities in the pathological lungs.

- Designing an efficient CADe system for detecting lung nodules is still challenging. Important factors should be investigated including the automation level, the speed, the ability to detect nodules of different shapes, for example, irregularly shape nodules not only the spherical ones, and the ability of the CADe system to detect cavity nodules, nodules attached to the lung borders, and small nodules (e.g., less than 3 mm).

- Several challenges and aspects have been facing lung nodule segmentation techniques, such as the ability of a technique to segment the challenging types of nodules, and the automation level of the technique and its robustness.

- Volumetric measurements of growth rate should take into account the global motion of the patients due to their movements and the local motions of the whole lung tissues due to breathing and heart beating. The application of global and local registra-
tion directly to the segmented nodule leads to the inability to discriminate between the changes due to the true growth of the lung nodules and the changes in the nodule shape which come from breathing and heart beating. These challenging factors should be further investigated.

• Special types of lung nodules such as cavities and ground glass nodules can not be diagnosed using the current growth rate techniques, so further methods and nodule descriptors are needed for diagnosing these nodules.

• The existing set of shape and appearance features (e.g., curvature, and roundness) depend on the accuracy of the nodule segmentation algorithm. is makes a classification method, based on these features, difficult for clinical practitioners to use. So, there is a need for developing qualitative measures that have the ability to describe the whole shape and appearance of the detected nodules.

• Larger databases for efficient validation of the proposed approaches should be provided.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the International Journal of Biomedical Imaging [10].
CHAPTER III
SEGMENTATION OF PATHOLOGICAL LUNGS USING ADAPTIVE SHAPE GUIDED BY CT IMAGES APPEARANCE

This chapter introduces an automated framework for the segmentation of pathological lungs from computed tomography (CT) images. The proposed segmentation methodology is based on a novel 3D joint Markov-Gibbs random field (MGRF) image model of the chest CT images. The proposed model integrates three image features: (i) a novel adaptive shape model of the lung guided by the appearance of both chest and lung tissues from CT images; (ii) first-order appearance model to specify the intensity distribution of the lung and chest for both the original CT images (to specify the local features), and the Gaussian Scale Space (GSS) filtered data (to specify global features), which describes the empirical distribution of image signals using a linear combination of discrete Gaussians (LCDG) with positive and negative components; (iii) second-order appearance model specifies the spatial interaction between the CT image signals using a pairwise MGRF spatial model for both the original and GSS filtered data. The proposed lung segmentation framework has been tested on multiple CT data sets that were acquired using different scanners and acquisition protocols and contains different types of pathologies. Particularly, it has been tested on locally-acquired data (30 data sets) as well as on three publically available CT databases, namely 55 data sets from the LOLA11 MICCAI challenge, 60 data sets from the EMPIRE10 MICCAI challenge, and 20 data sets from the VESSEL12 ISBI challenge. Segmentation accuracy, for EMPIRE, VESSEL, and the locally-acquired data sets, has been evaluated using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), the 95-percentile bidirectional Hausdorff distance (BHD), and absolute lung volume difference (ALVD). The accuracy on the LOLA11 data sets has been blindly evaluated by the challenge organizers. The proposed
approach has been ranked first over all state-of-the-art techniques on the LOLA11 data sets with an average overlap of 98%, computed over all 55 scans. Quantitative assessment confirmed high accuracy of the proposed segmentation framework and documented the ability to extract pathological lung from CT images.

A. Introduction

Automated lung segmentation on chest CT scans is crucial for efficient computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) of pulmonary diseases, such as, lung cancer. Unfortunately, the large variety of images and diagnostic measurements for different lung pathologies make accurate, fast, and low-cost segmentation a challenge. For instance, pathology-related segmentation failures lose important data, being needed for studying radiation pneumonitis development [355]. As shown by Armato et al. [356] the accuracy of lung segmentation can affect lung nodules detection by 17%.

In the application to CT chest images, most of the earlier segmentation techniques [32, 35, 47, 52, 65–67] presume only the lungs are darker than the other chest tissues, which might result in failure to detect nodules in the case of severe lung pathologies. To avoid such failures, more recent lung segmentation methods, which will be briefly reviewed in this section, consider visual appearances [1, 357], shapes [55, 358–362], or hybrid techniques [60, 62, 363–365] to account for normal and pathological tissues. A more detailed survey of current lung segmentation techniques can be found in [10].

**Appearance-based segmentation** employs texture information to distinguish between objects where the edges are not defined by clear boundaries. Wang et al. [357] used classical Haralick’s texture descriptors to discriminate, on chest CT scans, between normal and pathological tissues with unclear boundaries for moderate or severe interstage lung disease (ILD). The descriptors, including energy, entropy, contrast, maximum probability, and inverse difference moment, characterize the local gray-level co-occurrence matrices. First, normal tissues and moderate ILD parenchyma were segmented by simple threshold-
FIGURE 7: The proposed framework for segmenting lungs from chest CT images.

ing of the voxel-wise signals. Then, the abnormal regions with severe ILD, which depict the local descriptors, were found on the appearance images, and combined with the initially segmented regions. This method demonstrated an average overlap of 96.7% with the “gold standard” manual method on a test database of 76 CT scans (31 normal and 45 abnormal lungs). In another study, Korfiatis et al. [363] segmented lung data, including cases with interstitial pneumonia, first by using voxel-wise gray levels only. Subsequently the initial segmentation was refined by classifying the voxels by a support vector machine classifier to account for statistics of both the gray levels and wavelet coefficients, whereas Lassen et al. [364] used a sequence of morphological operations to refine the initial threshold-based segmentation of the pulmonary airspaces. Kockelkorn et al. [60] segmented the lungs with a k-nearest-neighbor classifier, trained on available prior data; however, to account for severe abnormalities, the user had to interactively correct the initial classification.

**Shape-based segmentation** exploits specific lung shape priors with some variabil-
ity among the scans to yield more accurate segmentation. Sun et al. [55] matched a 3D active shape model to a CT chest scan to roughly define the initial lung borders and then refined the segmented lungs with a global surface optimization method developed by Li et al. [366]. Van Rikxoort et al. [361] segmented the lungs using region growing and morphological operations methods, then automatically performed a multi-atlas-based refinement if a pathology-related segmentation error was detected automatically due to a statistical deviation from a predefined range of lung volume and shape measurements. Sluimer et al. [360] used 15 chest CT scans to build a probabilistic atlas of normal lung fields and registered a pathological lung scan to the atlas in order to segment the lungs with severe pathologies. To segment pathological lungs, Sofka et al. [59] used a set of anatomical landmarks on the ribs and spine to initialize the shape model and then refined the model by iterative surface deformation. Similarly, an atlas-based segmentation model in combination with a deformable model was applied by Zhou et al. [359] to segment lungs with large tumors; whereas, Nakagomi et al. [362] implemented a graph-cut segmentation technique, that incorporated shape and other prior information about neighboring lung structures, on pathological lung images including pleural effusion.

**Hybrid segmentation** combines various segmentation techniques to reach higher accuracies. Birkbeck et al. [365] added statistical learning to anatomical constraints derived from neighboring anatomical structures (heart, liver, spleen, and ribs), to segment lungs. These structures were first detected by statistical classifiers and then used as geometrical constraints for deforming the lung mesh. Mansoor et al. [1] segmented pathological lungs with a wide range of abnormalities in two steps. Initially, the lung parenchyma was segmented on the basis of fuzzy connectedness [367], and the differences between the rib-cage and lung parenchyma volumes were analyzed to determine the pathology. Subsequently, the segmentation was refined, by applying texture descriptors, to identify the pathological tissues that might have been missed during the initial segmentation procedure. Kockelkorn et al. [358] divided the chest CT scan into 3D volumes-of-interest (VOIs) with voxels of
similar intensities and classified each VOI as either the lung or background. Then, the misclassified voxels were corrected either interactively or using a slice-wise supervised classification technique. Hua et al. [62] segmented the lungs by optimizing a graph-supported cost function of voxel-wise intensities and their spatial gradients, taking into account the boundary smoothness and rib constraints.

However, the above methods for automated or semi-automated segmentation of normal and pathological lungs from CT chest images have several drawbacks. Specifically, some of the methods rely on expensive and user-dependent interactions with a radiologist, or depend on anatomical landmarks, which are difficult to determine, especially when pathological tissues are present. Furthermore, when a pathology detector is employed, the overall accuracy considerably decreases after the detection fails. In addition, active appearance models make segmentation too sensitive to model initialization and number of control points. Moreover, most of the methods were designed for a specific type of lung pathology, e.g., nodules, and thus may fail on other types of pathological tissues. To partially overcome these drawbacks, a novel framework has been proposed, being capable to segment with a high level of accuracy both normal and pathological lungs from chest CT images acquired via various scanners and protocols. Due to integrating an adaptive shape prior with easy-to-learn first-order visual appearance models and a 2nd-order 3D MGRF-based model of spatial voxel interactions, the framework is applicable to a wide variety of pathologies, including tumors, pulmonary sarcoidosis, pleural effusion, consolidation, fibrosis, and cavities. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to introduce a probabilistic map accounting for not only region labels, but also intensities in neighboring spatial voxel locations as an adaptive shape prior. The framework, detailed in Section III.B, was extensively validated on three databases (Section III.D) and ranked first by the third-party evaluation of LOLA11 challenge.
B. Methods

All 3D CT chest scans are initially pre-processed to identify their background voxels, (air and bed), by region growing and analyzing connected components. Since detailed prior information about lung shapes significantly improves the segmentation accuracy, the proposed framework (Figure 7) builds a spatially-variant shape prior from a pre-selected training database of 3D CT scans of normal and pathological lungs. The training scans are accurately co-aligned using a B-spline-based nonrigid registration [368], detailed in Section III.B.1. Unlike more conventional alternatives, the proposed shape prior is adapted to a given input, or test CT scan. The latter is similarly aligned to the training database and a 3D deformation field of aligning voxel-to-voxel translations is stored in order to guide the process of building the shape prior.

The framework analyzes both the original input and its Gaussian scale-space (GSS) versions, being formed by convolving with 3D moving Gaussian kernels [369] (Section III.B.2). The GSS smoothing adds longer-range properties to original voxel-wise intensities and their pairwise co-occurrences in the nearest 26-neighborhoods of each voxel. For segmenting the input image, first- and second-order lungs-background models are learned and combined with the shape priors separately for the input image and each of its GSS versions. The first-order models are built by accurate LCDG-based approximations of empirical marginal probability distributions of intensities over the whole image and estimations of individual marginal distributions of the lung and background intensities [370] (Section III.B.3). The 2nd-order spatially uniform MGRF models with multiple pairwise interactions of the nearest-neighbor region labels [371] are learned to describe initial lungs-background region maps (Section III.B.4).

The input image, as well as each of its smoothed GSS versions, is separately segmented by combining their learned probabilistic first- and 2nd-order models together with the adaptive shape priors into a joint MGRF model of images and their region maps (Section III.B.5). Finally, a majority rule is used to merge the resulting separate segmentations
into a final lung-background region map (Section III.B.6).

**Basic notation:** Let \( Q = \{0, 1, \ldots, Q - 1\} \) and \( K = \{0, 1\} \) be a finite set of integer gray levels and region labels (background chest tissues – “0”, and lung tissues – “1”), respectively. Let \( r = (x, y, z) \) be a voxel in integer 3D \((x, y, z)\)-coordinates spanning from \((0, 0, 0)\) to \((X, Y, Z)\). Let a finite 3D arithmetic lattice \( R = \{r = (x, y, z) : 0 \leq x \leq X, 0 \leq y \leq Y, 0 \leq z \leq Z\} \) support the grayscale CT images, \( g = \{g_r : r \in R; g_r \in Q\} \), and their region, or segmentation maps, \( m = \{m_r : r \in R; m_r \in K\} \).

1. Adaptive probabilistic shape prior

The proposed appearance-guided adaptive shape prior is built from a pre-selected and manually segmented training database of 3D chest CT scans. To reduce variations and maximize overlaps between the lungs for estimating the prior, each source volume \( f \) (i.e., each of the database subjects) is aligned to the target volume, or reference template \( g \) on a domain \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^3 \) by using a non-rigid registration. Given a certain source \( f \), the registration estimates the deformation field \( T \) for all \( x \in \Omega \), by displacing a sparse grid, \( \Omega' \subset \Omega; (|\Omega'| \ll |\Omega|) \), of control points, \( \xi \):

\[
T(x) = x + \sum_{\xi \in \Omega'} \zeta(\|x - \xi\|) \Delta \xi
\]

where \( \Delta \xi \) is the displacement vector of the control point \( \xi \) and the weighting function \( \zeta(.) \) measures the contribution of any control point in \( \Omega' \) to the displacement of a point in \( \Omega \). The goal deformation field minimizes the point-wise dissimilarity between the target \( g \) and the deformed source \( f \):

\[
E(T) = \frac{1}{|\Omega'|} \sum_{\xi \in \Omega'} \int_{\Omega} \frac{\phi(g(x), f(T(x)))}{\zeta(\|x - \xi\|)} dx
\]

where \( \phi \) is the dissimilarity function (sum of absolute differences has been used). The objective function in Equation (3) is minimized using a Markov random field model of displacements of the control points \( \xi \) [372]. The dense displacement field is then determined
from the control point displacements through representing free form deformations (FFDs) via cubic B-splines. This method has been selected because it is fully automated (no manual initialization or hand-picked landmarks) and has low computational time. More details can be found in [368, 372, 373].

To handle both the normal and pathological lungs, the used database, contains 3D scans of different normal and pathological lungs, \( S = \{ s_i = (g_i, m_i) : i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \} \), having been chosen to represent typical inter-subject variations, and their true region maps. The database subjects are selected using the principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA calculates principal components (PCs) of the covariance matrix between all the available subjects from the database (50 subjects in this work). Then, instead of defining a new template domain for the top \( N \) PCs, the original \( N \) subjects with the highest-magnitude coefficients of each of the top \( N \) PCs are selected to approximate projections computed by the PCA [374] for each test image. In the experiments below, the \( N = 20 \) training images, having been selected from the locally acquired database of 50 subjects, had different sizes, data spacing, and slice thickness, which ranged from \( 512 \times 512 \times 270 \) to \( 512 \times 512 \times 450 \); \( 0.703 \) to \( 1.37 \) mm, and \( 0.703 \) to \( 2.50 \) mm, respectively. Co-aligning these images with the reference template overcomes their variations and makes their size and resolution identical. Seeing that every training image has its own deformation field that maps its voxels to the reference template, accurate mappings between the template and training images are guaranteed, shown in Figure 8.

A test 3D CT image \( t \) to be segmented is co-aligned with the training database using the same template and B-spline-based nonrigid registration [368]. Then its customized atlas is extracted by computing conventional normalized cross correlations (NCC) of Equation (4) between the chest region in the aligned test image \( t \) and the chest region in each database image, \( g_{i;i} \), to select the top \( J \) similar lungs.

\[
NCC_{t,g_i} = \frac{\sum_{r \in R} (t_r - \mu_t)(g_{i;r} - \mu_{g_{i;i}})}{\sqrt{\sum_{r \in R} (t_r - \mu_t)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{r \in R} (g_{i;r} - \mu_{g_{i;i}})^2}}
\] (4)
Algorithm 1 The Proposed Lung Segmentation Algorithm

◦ **Input:** Read the original 3D CT data

◦ **Appearance-based Adaptive Shape Creation:**

1. Register the test subject to the training database to get the deformation fields for each voxel.
2. Generate the GSS data.
3. Perform a cross correlation similarity between the test subject and each subject in the training database and select the most similar subjects.
4. Estimate the appearance-based shape model $P_{sh}(m)$ by calculating the value of the shape prior probability at each voxel using the following steps for the original and GSS data:
   
   (a) Transform each voxel in the test subject to the training database domain using the calculated deformation field.
   
   (b) Initialize an $N_1 \times N_2 \times N_3$ search space centered at the mapped voxel.
   
   (c) Find the voxels within the search space that is close to the voxel’s Hounsfield value within $\pm \tau$.
   
   (d) If no corresponding voxels are found, increase the search space size and repeat Step 4-(b, and c) until a correspondence is found or the predefined maximum search space size is reached.
   
   (e) If no correspondences are found, increase the tolerance with a predefined value $\Delta \tau$ and repeat Step 4-(b,c, and d) until a correspondence is found.
   
   (f) Calculate the label probabilities for each voxel based on the relative occurrence of each label in the found voxel’s correspondences search results.

◦ **Lung Segmentation for the original and GSS data:**

1. Find an initial map $m$ by voxelwise Bayesian MAP classification of a given CT image using the estimated appearance-based shape probabilities.
2. Estimate the conditional intensity model $P(g|m)$ by identifying the LCDG models of signals of each object class represented by one of the dominant modes.
3. Use the initial region map $m$ to identify the MGRF model $P_V(m)$ of region maps.
4. Perform the final Bayesian segmentation of the lung regions using the joint MGRF model in Equation (11).

◦ **Output:** Obtain the final segmentation of the lung regions using majority voting of individual segmentation of the original and GSS data.
where $\mu_t$ and $\mu_{g_i}$ are the average intensities for $t$ and $g_i$.

FIGURE 8: Test subject alignment and shape probability calculations.

Visual appearances of the test and training images guide the shape prior adaptation as follows (this process is also outlined in Algorithm 1 summarizing the proposed segmentation framework). Each voxel $r$ of the test image $t$ is mapped to the database lattice by the deformation field aligning $t$ to the database. A subject-specific atlas is built from the top $J; J \leq N$, training images $g_i$ selected in accord with their correlations $NCC_{t,g_i}$ of Equation (4) ($J = 15$ in the experiments below). To adapt the shape prior at each mapped location $r$, an initial search cube $C_r$ of size $n_{x;i} \times n_{y;i} \times n_{z;i}$ is centered at the mapped location $r$ for finding in the cube all the atlas voxels with signal deviations to within a predefined fixed range, $\tau$, from the mapped input signal, $t_r$. If such voxels are absent in the atlas, the cube size increases iteratively until the voxels within the predefined signal deviation range are found or the final cube size is reached ($n_{x;i} = n_{y;i} = n_{z;i} = 3; \tau$ from
50 to 125 with the step of $\Delta = 25$, and the final cube size of $n_{xf} = n_{yf} = n_{zf} = 11$ were used in the experiments). Then the voxel-wise probabilities, $P_{sh:r}(k); k \in K$, for the adaptive shape prior $P_{sh}(m) = \prod_{r \in R} P_{sh:r}(m_r)$ are estimated based on the found voxels of similar appearance and their labels. Let $\nu_{j:r} = \{\rho : \rho \in R; \rho \in C_r; |g_{j:}\rho - t_r| \leq \tau\}$ be a subset of similar voxels within the cube $C_r$ in the training image $g_j$. Let $\nu_{j:r} = \text{card}(\nu_{j:r})$ denote the cardinality (number of voxels) of this subset; $\nu_r = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \nu_{j:r}$, and $\delta(z)$ be the Kronecker’s delta-function: $\delta(0) = 1$ and 0 otherwise. Then, the calculated adapted shape probability $P_{sh:r}(k)$ for each voxel is calculated by Equation (5) as follow: 

$$P_{sh:r}(k) = \frac{1}{\nu_r} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{\rho \in \nu_{j:r}} \delta(k - m_{j:}\rho) \tag{5}$$

Figure 9 gives a 2D illustration of how the mapping from the test subject and the searching process occurs to calculate the adaptive shape probability for each voxel in an adaptive way. The search starts with a window centered at the original voxel location in the test subject and all of its mapped locations in the database (blue square), searching for intensity values within $\pm \tau$ in this window and increase both $\tau$ and the window size (dotted green square) till finds a contributing voxels. Consequently, the founded voxels’ labels contribute to that voxel probability calculations as given in Equation (5).

**FIGURE 9:** A typical 2D Illustration of how the shape probability for each voxel calculated in an adaptive way in terms of spatial locations based on varying window size and in terms of intensity value based on changing tolerance.
The complete algorithm for adaptive shape prior is illustrated in Algorithm 2 and illustrative output is shown in Figure 10.

**Algorithm 2 Adaptive shape prior**

```
Input: Test image \( t \); co-aligned training database \( B = \{ g_i : i = 1, \ldots, N \} \).
Output: 4D shape prior \( P_{sh} = ( P_{sh:r} : r \in R ) \)

begin
  // Align \( t \) to \( B \) and store the deformation field \( \psi \) that maps each test voxel to the database domain
  // Select top \( J \) database images by normalized cross correlation (NCC) with the co-aligned test image
  foreach image \( g_i \in B \) do
    \( NCC_{t,g_i} = \frac{\sum_{r \in R} (t_r - \mu_t)(g_i_r - \mu_{g_i})}{\sqrt{\sum_{r \in R} (t_r - \mu_t)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{r \in R} (g_i_r - \mu_{g_i})^2}} \)
  end
  // Form the atlas \( B_A \) from \( J \) closest, by the NCC, training images.
  foreach voxel \( r \in R \) do
    // Map the voxel \( r \) to the atlas \( B_A \) using the deformation field \( \psi \).
    while matches between the signal \( t_r \) and the atlas signals are not found do
      // Initialize the matching tolerance: \( \tau \leftarrow \tau_{init} \)
      // Loop until \( \tau \) reaches a predefined threshold \( \xi \)
      while \( \tau < \xi \) do
        // Find within the search cube \( C_r^\alpha \) a subset of all matching voxels \( \nu_j \) where \( \nu_j = \{ \rho : \rho \in C_r^\alpha, |t_r - g_j_r| \leq \tau \} \)
        if matching voxels are found in \( C_r^\alpha \) then
          // Compute the voxel-wise region label probability \( P_{sh:r}(k) : k \in \{0,1\} \),
          using the training labels and the numbers of voxels \( \nu_j \) in the subsets \( \nu_j \).
          \( \nu_j \leftarrow \sum_{j=1}^{J} \nu_j \)
          \( P_{sh:r}(k) \leftarrow \frac{1}{\nu_j} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{\rho \in \nu_j} \delta(k - m_{j,\rho}) ; \ k \in \{0,1\} \)
          // where \( \delta(w) \) is the Kronecker’s delta-function: \( \delta(0) = 1 \) and \( \delta(w) = 0 \) for \( w = 0 \).
        break
      else
        // increment the matching threshold
        \( \tau \leftarrow \tau + \Delta \)
      end
    end
    // increment the search cube size
    \( \alpha \leftarrow \alpha + \Delta_{size} \)
  end
return \( P_{sh} \)
end
```
2. Gaussian scale space (GSS) smoothing

This operation $g_{\sigma} = g * h_{\sigma}$ convolves a 3D CT image $g$ with a 3D Gaussian kernel $h_{\sigma,c} = (h_{\sigma,r-c} : (r, c) \in \mathbb{R}^3)$ [369]:

$$h_{\sigma,r-c} = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{1.5}\sigma^3} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} |r - c|^2 \right)$$

(6)

where $|r - c| = \sqrt{(x - x_c)^2 + (y - y_c)^2 + (z - z_c)^2}$ denotes the Cartesian voxel-to-voxel distance and $c = (x_c, y_c, z_c)$ is the kernel’s center. The GSS smoothing reduces signal noise affecting some chest CT scans, integrates longer-range properties of the scans in each voxel-wise signal, and excludes some distortions that may be caused by pathologies. Figure 11 show three different scales of 3D GKs and their convolution with the original CT images are demonstrated in Figure 12. Because it flattens the original image, i.e., decreases the maximal and increases the minimal intensities, only two versions smoothed with the kernels $9 \times 9 \times 5; \sigma^2 = 4.5$, and $17 \times 17 \times 5; \sigma^2 = 8.5$; were used in the experiments below to extend the overall description of the CT image without losing too many details and affecting the segmentation accuracy. The complete algorithm for the generation of
Gaussian scale space smoothing is illustrated in Algorithm 3 and an illustrative output is shown in Figure 13.

![Gaussian kernels](image)

**FIGURE 11:** Three different scales of the 3D Gaussian kernels (GK).

![CT images](image)

**FIGURE 12:** 2D projection of the original and GSS filtered CT images on the axial (A), sagittal (S), and coronal (C) planes using 3D GKs shown in Figure 11. Original CT images (a); and the smoothed CT images (b,c,d) using the 3D GKs in Figure 11(a), Figure 11(b); and Figure 11(c), respectively.
Algorithm 3 Gaussian scale space smoothing

**Input:** 3D-CT chest volume $g$
**Output:** GSS-smoothed volumes $g_{\sigma} = g \ast h_{\sigma}; \sigma^2 \in [4.5, 8.5]$

```
1 begin
2 forall $\sigma^2 \in [4.5, 8.5]$ do
  // Generate the Gaussian kernel
  $h_{\sigma} =$
  \[
  \left( h_{\sigma, \rho} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^3 \sigma^3}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2}(x_{\rho}^2 + y_{\rho}^2 + z_{\rho}^2) \right) : \rho = (x_{\rho}, y_{\rho}, z_{\rho}) \in \mathbb{R}_{\text{kernel}} \right)
  \]
  // Convolve the generated kernel with the input volume $g$
  $g_{\sigma} = g \ast h_{\sigma} =$
  \[
  \left( g_{\sigma, r} = \sum_{\rho \in \mathbb{R}_{\text{kernel}}} h_{\sigma, \rho} \cdot g_{r-\rho} : r \in \mathbb{R} \right)
  \]
  return $g_{\sigma}$
4 end
5 end
```

**FIGURE 13:** Axial planar sections of the original 3D CT image and its GSS-smoothed versions obtained with the $9 \times 9 \times 5$, $17 \times 17 \times 5$, and $33 \times 33 \times 5$ kernels.

3. First-order appearance (intensity) modeling

To accurately separate and approximate conditional marginal probability distributions of intensities (Hounsfield units) for the lungs and surrounding chest tissues, the CT image is modeled as a simple independent random field (IRF) with the same mixed distribution of intensities at each voxel. The mixed empirical distribution of the voxel-wise intensities over the whole image is approximated with an LCDG with two dominant posi-
tive DGs and multiple sign-alternate (positive and negative) subordinate DGs. The number of the subordinate DGs and parameters (means and variances) of all the DGs are estimated with the classical Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm and its modification accounting for the alternate signs of the DGs [375]. Then the obtained LCDG is separated into conditional lung and chest intensity models for defining the conditional IRF of image signals, given a region map:

\[ P(g|m) = \prod_{r \in R} p_{m_r}(g_r) \]  

Basic steps of estimating the conditional lung and chest LCDG models, \( P_k = (p_k(q) : q \in Q) \); \( k \in K = \{0, 1\} \), are illustrated in Figure 14, and Figure 15 shows a 3D CT image; its GSS-version for the \( 33 \times 33 \times 5 \) kernel, and the corresponding final estimated conditional LCDG models for chest and lung marginals. The complete algorithm for first-order appearance modeling is illustrated in Algorithm 4 and an illustrative output is shown in Figure 17.
FIGURE 14: Typical 3D CT chest data (a); and estimated density (b) using only two dominant Gaussian components (c), deviation between empirical and estimated densities (d), estimated density of absolute deviation (e) LCDG components (f), final estimated density (g), and final estimated marginal density for each class (h).
FIGURE 15: 3D CT image (a) and its GSS-filtered version (b) for the $33 \times 33 \times 5$ kernel, with the final estimated conditional LCDG models for chest and lung marginals (c,d).

FIGURE 16: The 3D neighborhood system for pairwise MGRF model.
Algorithm 1 1st-order intensity modeling with linear combinations of discrete Gau ssians

Input: 3D-CT chest volume g
Output: Initial segmentation map m

1 begin
2 Collect the empirical gray level distribution F = (F_q : q ∈ Q) for the input volume g.
3 Approximate F with a mixture P_2 = w_0D_0 + w_1D_1 of two DGs D_k; k ∈ {0, 1}; w_0 + w_1 = 1, for two dominant modes of F associated with background (k = 0) and lung (k = 1) voxels; P_2 = (P_{2q} : q ∈ Q).
4 Approximate deviations, Δ = (F_q − P_{2q} : q ∈ Q), between F and P_2 with sign-alternate subordinate DGs.
5 Separate positive, Δ_p = (max{Δ_q, 0} : q ∈ Q), and negative, Δ_n = (min{Δ_q, 0} : q ∈ Q), deviations.
6 Form two scaled-up “distributions” F_p = 1/sΔ_p and F_n = −1/sΔ_p; s = ∑_{q ∈ Q} Δ_{pq} = −∑_{q ∈ Q} Δ_{nq}.
7 Approximate F_p and F_n with subordinate DG mixtures of estimated sizes C_p and C_n, respectively:

\[ P_{pC_p} = \sum_{k=1}^{C_p} w_{pk}D_{n,k} \text{ and } P_{nC_n} = \sum_{l=1}^{C_n} w_{nl}D_{n,l}. \]

8 Add the scaled-down subordinate LCDG s(P_{pC_p} − P_{nC_n}) to the mixture P_2 to get the initial LCDG:

\[ P_C = w_0D_0 + w_1D_1 + s \sum_{k=1}^{C_p} w_{pk}D_{n,k} − s \sum_{l=1}^{C_n} w_{nl}D_{n,l} \text{ of size } C = 2 + C_p + C_n. \]

// The initial LCDG has 2 positive weights w_0 and w_1 of the dominant DGs and C_p + C_n weights of the subordinate sign alternate DGs, such that \( \sum_{k=1}^{C_p} w_{pk} − \sum_{l=1}^{C_n} w_{nl} = 0. \)

9 Allocate the subordinate DGs to the lung or background dominant DG to minimize overlaps between the final separate lung and background LCDG models.

end

FIGURE 17: Initial segmentation maps after voxel-wise classification by the LCDG modeling of original and GSS-smoothed images.

4. Modeling pairwise spatial interactions of lung labels

To account for lungs inhomogeneities that may affect the initial Bayesian segmentation, spatial dependencies between the lung voxels are modeled with a spatially invariant second-order MGRF [370, 371] with the nearest voxel 26-neighborhood (see Figure 16).
This modeling enhances the initial segmentation by calculating the likelihood of each voxel to be lung or non-lung on the basis of the initial labeling of the adjacent voxels. By symmetry considerations, the dependencies are uniform, i.e., independent of orientations in the lattice. Let \( V_a = \{ V_a(k, k') = V_{a,eq} \text{ if } k = k' \text{ and } V_a(k, k') = V_{a,ne} \text{ if } k \neq k' : k, k' \in \mathbb{K} \} \) denote bi-valued Gibbs potentials describing three types of symmetric pairwise dependencies between the labels: \( a \in A = \{ \text{hvdc, hvdu, hvdl} \} \) where hvdc, hvdu, and hvdl indicate the horizontal-vertical-diagonal dependencies between each voxel and its closest 26-neighbors in the current (c), upper (u), and lower (l) CT slices, respectively, specified by the subsets of inter-voxel coordinate offsets: \( \mathbf{N}_{\text{hvdc}} = \{ (\pm 1, 0, 0), (0, \pm 1, 0) \} \), \( \mathbf{N}_{\text{hvdu}} = \{ (0, 0, 1), (\pm 1, \pm 1, 1) \} \), and \( \mathbf{N}_{\text{hvdl}} = \{ (0, 0, -1), (\pm 1, \pm 1, -1) \} \). Then the Gibbs probability distribution of region maps is proportional to:

\[
P_V(m) \propto \exp \left( \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{a \in A} \sum_{\nu \in N_a} V_a(m_r, m_{r+\nu}) \right)
\]  

(8)

This MGRF is identified by using the approximate analytical maximum likelihood estimates of the potentials [370, 371]:

\[
V_{a,eq} = \frac{K^2}{K-1} \left( f_{eq:a}(m) - \frac{1}{K} \right) = 4f_{eq:a}(m) - 2
\]

(9)

\[
V_{a,ne} = \frac{K^2}{K-1} \left( f_{ne:a}(m) - 1 + \frac{1}{K} \right) = 4f_{ne:a}(m) - 2
\]

where \( f_{eq:a}(m) \) and \( f_{ne:a}(m) \) are empirical probabilities of the equal and non-equal labels pairs, respectively, in all the equivalent voxel pairs \( \{(r, r+\nu) : \nu \in N_a; r \in R \} \). The complete algorithm for modeling pairwise spatial interaction is illustrated in Algorithm 5 and an illustrative output is shown in Figure 18.
Algorithm 5: Learning the MGRF model of the input map.

Input: Initial segmentation 3D map $m$; numbers of neighbors $c_{hvdc} = 8$, $c_{hvdu} = c_{hvdl} = 9$.
Output: 4D array $P = (P_r[k] : r \in \mathbb{R}; k \in \{0, 1\})$.

begin
1   Read the initial 3D map $m$
   // Calculate Gibbs potentials $V_{eq}$ and $V_{ne}$; $a \in \{hvdc, hvdu, hvdl\}$ of Eq. (6) for the map $m$ by collecting frequencies $f_{eq:a}(m)$ and $f_{ne:a}(m) = 1 - f_{eq:a}(m)$ of equal and non-equal neighboring pairs of region labels.
2   foreach neighborhood $a \in \{hvdc, hvdu, hvdl\}$ do
3       $N_{eq:a} \leftarrow 0$; $N_a \leftarrow 0$
4   end
5   foreach voxel $r \in R$ do
6       foreach neighborhood $a \in \{hvdc, hvdu, hvdl\}$ do
7           // Find the number $\nu_{eq:a}$ of labels in the neighborhood $a$, which are equal to the label $m_r$
8           $N_{eq:a} \leftarrow N_{eq:a} + \nu_{eq:a}$; $N_a \leftarrow N_a + c_a$
9       end
10      // Calculate frequencies $f_{eq:a}$ and negated potentials $V_{eq:a}$ of equal labels.
11     foreach neighborhood $a \in \{hvdc, hvdu, hvdl\}$ do
12         $f_{eq:a} \leftarrow \frac{N_{eq:a}}{N_a}$; $V_{eq:a} \leftarrow 4f_{eq:a} - 2$; $V_{ne:a} = -V_{eq:a}$
13     end
14    // Compute transitional probabilities $P$ using voxel-wise Gibbs neg-energies $E[k]$
15 foreach voxel $r \in R$ do
16     foreach label $k$ do
17         // Compute the voxel-wise neg-energies $E_0$ and $E_1$.
18         $E_0 \leftarrow 0$
19         $E_1 \leftarrow 0$
20         foreach neighborhood $a \in \{hvdc, hvdu, hvdl\}$ do
21             // Find the number $\nu_{eq:a:k}$ of neighboring voxel labels equal to $k$.
22             $E_k \leftarrow E_k + \nu_{eq:a:k} \cdot V_{eq:a} + (c_a - \nu_{eq:a:k}) \cdot V_{ne:a}$
23         end
24     end
25     end
26 return $P$
27 end

FIGURE 18: MGRF-guided segmentation of original image and its GSS smoothed version.
5. Joint MGRF model of 3D chest CT images

To initially segment the lungs, the above unconditional adaptive shape prior, $P_{sh}(m)$, conditional first-order appearance model, $P(g|m)$, and unconditional second-order model, $P_V(m)$ of spatial dependencies between the lung labels in Equations (8) and (9) are integrated into a joint MGRF model of either original, or GSS-smoothed images, $g$, and their region maps, $m$:

$$P(g, m) = P(g|m) P_{sh}(m) P_V(m)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Both the images and region maps are co-aligned to the subject-specific atlas defining the shape prior. The Bayesian maximum a posteriori estimate, $m^* = \arg \max_m L(g, m)$, of the region map, given an image $g$, maximizes the log-likelihood

$$L(g, m) = \log P(g|m) + \log P_{sh}(m) + \log P_V(m)$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

6. Classification using majority voting

The majority voting, which is popular in fusing concurrent decisions, is a special case of the weighted voting. The final segmentation map, $\hat{m}$, combines by the majority voting the individual Bayesian region maps $m$ and $m_l$, having been built separately for the original image, $t$, and its $L$ GSS-transformed versions, $t_{l;\sigma_l}; l = 1, \ldots, L$:

$$\hat{m}_r = \arg \max_{k \in \{0,1\}} \left\{ \delta(k - m_r) + \sum_{l=1}^{L} \delta(k - m_{l;r}) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The two GSS kernels: $l = 1, 9 \times 9 \times 5; \sigma_1^2 = 4.5$, and $l = 2, 17 \times 17 \times 5, \sigma_2^2 = 8.5$ - were used in the experiments below.

C. Performance Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the proposed lung segmentation framework is evaluated using two types of metrics: area-based similarity metrics and a distance-based error. The area-based similarity indicates the overlap between the segmented area and the ground truth.
This type of metrics are important for studying area measurements, e.g., total lung volumes. The distance-based error measures how close edges of the segmented region are to the ground truth. Namely, it describes how accurate the shape of a segmented object is with respect to its ground truth. In this chapter, the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and the percentage volume difference (PVD) are used to describe the area-based similarity, while the 95-percentile bidirectional Hausdorff distance (BHD) is used to characterize the distance-based error metric. Both evaluation metrics are detailed below.

1. Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)

Let $G$ and $S$ denote sets of ground-truth and segmented lung voxels, respectively. The similarity volumetrics evaluates an overlap between these sets and account for cardinalities (i.e., voxel numbers) $c_i = |V_i|$ of true positive (tp), false positive (fp), and false negative (fn) subsets $V_i; i \in \{\text{tp}, \text{fp}, \text{fn}\}$. The subsets contain true lung voxels labeled the lungs, non-lung (background) voxels labeled the lungs, and true lung voxels labeled the background, respectively, (see Figure 19):

\[
V_{\text{tp}} = \{v : v \in G \ AND \ v \in S\}; \quad c_{\text{tp}} = |V_{\text{tp}}|
\]

\[
V_{\text{fp}} = \{v : v \notin G \ AND \ v \in S\}; \quad c_{\text{fp}} = |V_{\text{fp}}| \tag{13}
\]

\[
V_{\text{fn}} = \{v : v \in G \ AND \ v \notin S\}; \quad c_{\text{fn}} = |V_{\text{fn}}|
\]

Obviously, $G = V_{\text{tp}} \cup V_{\text{fn}}$; $S = V_{\text{tp}} \cup V_{\text{fp}}$; $V_{\text{tp}} = G \cap S$, and $V_{\text{tp}} \cup V_{\text{fp}} \cup V_{\text{fn}} = G \cup S$ where $\cup$ and $\cap$ denote the set union and intersection, respectively. Therefore, it holds that $|G| = c_{\text{tp}} + c_{\text{fn}}$; $|S| = c_{\text{tp}} + c_{\text{fp}}$, and $|G \cup S| = c_{\text{tp}} + c_{\text{fp}} + c_{\text{fn}}$. The Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [376] is defined as:

\[
DSC = \frac{2c_{\text{tp}}}{2c_{\text{tp}} + c_{\text{fp}} + c_{\text{fn}}} = \frac{2|G \cap S|}{|G| + |S|} \tag{14}
\]

The value of the DSC ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means that there is no similarity and 1 means that there is perfect similarity. To obtain the ground truth, the lung borders were delineated by a radiologist.
FIGURE 19: Coronal 2D schematic illustration of the determination of segmentation measures for calculating the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC).

2. overlap measure

The overlap between two binary segmentation volumes (e.g. left lung in ground-truth and segmented result) is defined as the volume of their intersection divided by the volume of their union.

\[
\text{overlap} = \frac{c_{tp}}{c_{tp} + c_{fp} + c_{fn}}
\]  

(15)

The value of the overlap ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means that there is no similarity and 1 means that there is perfect similarity. It is very similar to DSC measure as it has an indication of the overlapping value. The overlap has been included as it used for the blind evaluation through the third party; namely, the LOLA11 organizers.

3. percentage volume difference (PVD)

Another area-based metric that is used in this chapter for the evaluation of segmentation, in addition to the DSC, is the percentage volume difference (PVD). The PVD is the percentage volume difference between the segmentation, S, and the ground truth, G, as
seen in Figure 20:

\[
PVD = 100\frac{(c_{tp} + c_{fn}) - (c_{fp} + c_{fn})}{c_{tp} + c_{fn}} \equiv 100\frac{|G| - |S|}{|G|} \tag{16}
\]

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig20}
\caption{3D schematic illustration for the absolute lung volume difference (ALVD) estimation.}
\end{figure}

4. Bidirectional Hausdorff Distance (BHD)

In addition to the DSC and PVD, the distances between G and S borders are used as an additional metric to measure the accuracy of the proposed segmentation approach. The 95-percentile bidirectional Hausdorff distance (BHD) is used to measure dissimilarities between the G and S boundaries. The HD from G to S is the maximum distance from the points g from G to their closest points s in S [377]:

\[
\text{HD}_{G \rightarrow S} = \max_{g \in G} \left\{ \min_{s \in S} \left\{ d(g, s) \right\} \right\} \tag{17}
\]

where \(d(g, s)\) is the Cartesian distance between two 3D points. The HD is asymmetric, as generally \(\text{HD}_{G \rightarrow S} \neq \text{HD}_{S \rightarrow G}\). The symmetric BHD between these two sets is defined as

\[
\text{BHD}_{G \leftrightarrow S} = \max \left\{ \text{HD}_{G \rightarrow S}, \text{HD}_{S \rightarrow G} \right\} \tag{18}
\]
To decrease the sensitivity to outliers, the 95th-percentile BHD is used in this chapter to measure the segmentation accuracy.

![Schematic illustration for the Haussdorf distance (HD) calculation.](image)

The BHD between the segmented region $S$ and its ground truth $G$ is defined as:

$$BHD(G, S) = \max\{HD(G, S), HD(S, G)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

### D. Experimental Results

The segmentation accuracy and robustness of the presented framework were evaluated on the local collection of 3D CT chest images for 30 subjects, abbreviated UoLDB below, and two publicly available sets from the ISBI 2012 VESsel SEgmentation in the Lung (VESSEL) challenge [2, 378] (20 subjects) and MICCAI 2011 LObe and Lung Analysis (LOLA11) challenge [3] (55 subjects). The images have been acquired with different scanners and data collection protocols and presented both normal lungs and various lung pathologies.

1. Evaluation using UoLDB.

The 50 (20 training and 30 test) UoLDB images of size from $512 \times 512 \times 270$ to $512 \times 512 \times 450$ have been collected with a multi-detector GE Light Speed Plus scanner.
FIGURE 22: 3D lung segmentation (the UoLDB): 2D axial (first column), coronal (second column) and sagittal (third column) cross-sections of an original image (first row); its segmentation (second row); segmentation of the GSS-filtered images with $9 \times 9 \times 5$ (third row) and $17 \times 17 \times 5$ (forth row) kernels; and final segmentation (fifth row) with color-coded ground truth edges, false positive errors, and false negative errors (red, yellow, and pink points, respectively). Only these two kernels were used in the experiments, because after the second smoothing the overall segmentation accuracy improves insignificantly.
FIGURE 23: Impacts of elements of the proposed segmentation for 3 UoLDB subjects: original 2D chest sections (first row) and lung regions found for the original intensities and spatial interactions (second row); combined original/GSS-filtered intensities and spatial interactions (third row); and combined original/GSS-filtered intensities and spatial interactions, together with the adaptive shape model (fourth row). Same color ground truth and error coding as in Figure 22.

(General Electric, Milwaukee, USA) with the imaging protocols of 140 kV; 100 mA; slice thickness from 0.703 to 2.50 mm; scanning pitch 1.5, and field-of-view 36 cm. Figure 22 details the 3D lung segmentation results for one subject from the UoLDB. The proposed segmentation employs only two GSS filtering stages because its overall accuracy improved insignificantly beyond the second stage in a few pilot experiments.

In order to highlight advantages of the integration of visual appearance descriptors
FIGURE 24: Other 4 subjects from the UoLDB: original CT chest images with different pathologies: (left: from top to bottom) lung mass; consolidation; lung cancer, and cavitation + consolidation pathologies, and the proposed segmentation (right: the same color ground truth and error coding as in Figure 22).

with the adaptive shape descriptor, the test UoLDB images were also segmented by combining only the visual appearance descriptors, characterizing the original and GSS-filtered intensities and their pairwise co-occurrences. The resulting accuracy for three UoLDB subjects in Figure 23 was low – due to similar original voxel intensities, the pathological lung
tissues were included into the segmented chest, rather than lungs. The segmentation error decreased after adding the GSS-filtered appearance descriptors and improved even further after integrating all the appearance descriptors with the adaptive shape prior. More results for subjects with different types of pathologies are shown in Figure 24.

FIGURE 25: Comparative segmentation of the UoLDB: First column—original CT sections with, from top to bottom, plural effusion and lung nodules; consolidation; pulmonary sarcoidosis, and fibrosis; second column—the proposed segmentation, and third column—the FC segmentation [1] (the same color ground truth and error coding as in Figure 22).
TABLE 11: DSC, BHD, and PVD accuracy (mean ± standard deviation) of different components (feature groups FG) of the proposed framework on the UoLDB in terms of the: FG1 (intensities and spatial interactions), FG2 (combined original / GSS-filtered intensities and spatial interactions), FG3 (FG2 + adaptive shape priors).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoLDB (30 test images)</th>
<th>DSC, %</th>
<th>BHD, mm</th>
<th>PVD,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FG1</td>
<td>0.932±0.032</td>
<td>13.2±4.6</td>
<td>9.90±7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG2</td>
<td>0.966±0.017</td>
<td>9.53±2.92</td>
<td>2.90±0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG3</td>
<td>0.984±0.010</td>
<td>2.20±1.00</td>
<td>0.42±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UoLDB (30 test images)</th>
<th>DSC, %</th>
<th>BHD, mm</th>
<th>PVD,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prop. segm.</td>
<td>0.984±0.010</td>
<td>2.20±1.00</td>
<td>0.42±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC [1]</td>
<td>0.906±0.098</td>
<td>19.0±9.9</td>
<td>15.4±15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL [2] (20 test images)</th>
<th>DSC, %</th>
<th>BHD, mm</th>
<th>PVD,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prop. segm.</td>
<td>0.990±0.005</td>
<td>2.10±1.60</td>
<td>0.39±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC [1]</td>
<td>0.967±0.013</td>
<td>11.5±5.1</td>
<td>2.40±1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segmentation accuracy was evaluated for each test 3D CT image with the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [376], bidirectional Hausdorff distance (BHD), and percentage volume difference (PVD) [377], which characterize spatial overlaps, maximum surface-to-surface distances, and volume differences, respectively, between the segmented and
“ground-truth” lung regions. Table 11 summarizes the DSC, BHD, and PVD statistics for all the test UoLDB data to show the effect of different feature groups (FG) of the proposed framework. The ground-truth lung borders were outlined manually by a radiologist.

The accuracy of the proposed pathological lungs segmentation method is also highlighted by comparing its performance against the traditional fuzzy connectedness (FC)-based lung segmentation [1], having a publicly available open-source software Lung Segmentation Tool (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/nihlungseg/). These experiments used the best performing manual seeding mode, recommended in its video tutorial default settings for refining segmented region maps: filling holes with a 3 mm-diameter binary filter and checking fuzzy connectedness. Figure 25 compares the proposed and FC segmentation qualitatively on a representative set of four pathological lungs from the UoLDB. The DSC, BHD, and PVD statistics for the UoLDB in Table 12 show that the proposed segmentation, accounting for both short/long-range local and global lung properties, is more accurate. Differences between the metrics means for the proposed and FC segmentation are statistically significant by the paired $t$-test (corresponding $p$-values are below 0.0001).

2. Evaluation using VESSEL12 database.

To evaluate the proposed segmentation robustness to a chosen CT scanner and scanning protocol, the segmentation framework was tested against the FC framework on the VESSEL database [2] containing the CT chest images of mostly normal and pathological lungs. The VESSEL data sets were collected with different scanners and protocols. The CT scans were collected and anonymized from three different hospitals: the University Clinic of Navarra (Pamplona, Spain), University Medical Center Utrecht (Utrecht, The Netherlands), and Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre (Nijmegen, The Netherlands). The data included both clinical exams taken for a variety of diagnosis, and CT scans for two lung cancer screening trials: the Dutch-Belgian randomized controlled lung cancer CT
screening trial, (NELSON), and the International Early Lung Cancer Action program, (I-ELCAP) [378]. The ground truth for this database was provided by the ISBI 2012 VESSEL challenge organizers. More details can be found in [378]. Figure 26 qualitatively compares the proposed frameworks with the (FC)-based lung segmentation [1], and the DSC, BHD, and PVD statistics for segmenting the whole VESSEL database are presented in Table 12. It is clear from both the quantitative and qualitative assessment that the proposed framework achieves a higher accuracy, even if the majority of the data is healthy subjects.

Figure 26: Comparative segmentation of the VESSEL [2] database: original CT sections (first row); The proposed segmentation (second row); and the FC segmentation (third row) [1] (the same color ground truth and error coding as in Figure 22).


To provide a blind and fair comparison, a third party evaluation has been used through the participation in the LOLA11 challenge. The segmentation framework has been tested on the LOLA11 database [3], acquired by different scanners and protocols for 55
subjects with diverse lung pathologies.

The LOLA11 organizers evaluate the lung segmentations for left and right lungs in terms of the overall overlap measure. The results has been reported in terms of mean, standard deviation, minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum overlap over the 55 scans for each object separately. The overall score for the lung segmentation is the mean of the means. To follow the LOLA11 challenge regulations, the trachea and main bronchi have been removed from the LOLA11 image by customized region growing, which terminates after the trachea starts to split into four components. Then, if necessary, the lungs were separated with the optimal path finder [379] searching for intensity differences. The search is conducted on a 2D axial slice after finding a single connected component with a lung volume being nearly equal to the volume of the lung components in the previous slice. The finder connects two automatically initialized points in the chest region that separates the left and right lungs, as described in [379]. Figure 27 shows an example slice together with its calculated pixel-wise energies to search for the optimum path between the two automatically initialized points and the separation path found. The

FIGURE 27: Lung separation process; (a) an original slice; (b) generated energies of pixels traversed until finding the optimum path, and (c) the original image with the overlaid separating path.

LOLA11 challenge organizers blindly evaluated the proposed segmentation framework, re-
results are detailed in Table 13, and compared the results, exemplified in Figure 28, to the ground truth and reported the mean right and left lungs overlaps over all the 55 scans. Table 14 and Figure 29 compare the top-rank LOLA11 methods, the proposed segmentation results having the first rank out of the 16 competitors.

TABLE 13: Right and left lung overlap scores for each subject in LOLA11 challenge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>Left Lung</th>
<th>Right Lung</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lola11-01</td>
<td>0.9963</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-02</td>
<td>0.9909</td>
<td>0.8890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-03</td>
<td>0.9890</td>
<td>0.9922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-04</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-05</td>
<td>0.9918</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-06</td>
<td>0.9603</td>
<td>0.9954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-07</td>
<td>0.9927</td>
<td>0.9944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-08</td>
<td>0.9970</td>
<td>0.9961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-09</td>
<td>0.9913</td>
<td>0.9981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-10</td>
<td>0.9937</td>
<td>0.9951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-11</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
<td>0.9941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-12</td>
<td>0.9970</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-13</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-14</td>
<td>0.9934</td>
<td>0.9945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-15</td>
<td>0.9904</td>
<td>0.9929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-16</td>
<td>0.9956</td>
<td>0.9976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-17</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.9966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-18</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued next page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>Left Lung</th>
<th>Right Lung</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lola11-19</td>
<td>0.9857</td>
<td>0.9968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-20</td>
<td>0.9029</td>
<td>0.9902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-21</td>
<td>0.9790</td>
<td>0.9876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-22</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-23</td>
<td>0.9913</td>
<td>0.9928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-24</td>
<td>0.9909</td>
<td>0.9900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-25</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
<td>0.9965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-26</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
<td>0.9948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-27</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
<td>0.9894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-28</td>
<td>0.9945</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-29</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.9949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-30</td>
<td>0.9933</td>
<td>0.9861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-31</td>
<td>0.9231</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-32</td>
<td>0.9893</td>
<td>0.9957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-33</td>
<td>0.9915</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-34</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
<td>0.9955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-35</td>
<td>0.9874</td>
<td>0.9789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-36</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.9951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-37</td>
<td>0.9859</td>
<td>0.9882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-38</td>
<td>0.9934</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-39</td>
<td>0.9892</td>
<td>0.9957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-40</td>
<td>0.9945</td>
<td>0.9976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-41</td>
<td>0.9874</td>
<td>0.9926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-42</td>
<td>0.9853</td>
<td>0.9961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan</td>
<td>Left Lung</td>
<td>Right Lung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-43</td>
<td>0.9939</td>
<td>0.9969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-44</td>
<td>0.9889</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-45</td>
<td>0.8735</td>
<td>0.9911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-46</td>
<td>0.9844</td>
<td>0.9876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-47</td>
<td>0.9931</td>
<td>0.9969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-48</td>
<td>0.9782</td>
<td>0.9870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-49</td>
<td>0.9984</td>
<td>0.9957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-50</td>
<td>0.9908</td>
<td>0.9761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-51</td>
<td>0.9903</td>
<td>0.9946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-52</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.9765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-53</td>
<td>0.9956</td>
<td>0.9940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-54</td>
<td>0.9862</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola11-55</td>
<td>0.9915</td>
<td>0.9921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 28: Segmenting pathological lungs from the LOLA11 database. *First row*—Original CT sections with, *from left to right*, fibrosis, lung mass (tumor), consolidation, cavitation + fibrosis, and fibrosis, and the proposed segmentation is in the *second row* (its accuracy has been evaluated by the LOLA11 organizers [3]).

TABLE 14: Mean overlap of the proposed segmentation method with the ground truth for the entire LOLA11 database of 55 chest CT images vs. the 2nd–5th-rank LOLA11 competitors (these accuracies were provided by the LOLA11 organizers [3]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>obj</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prop. segm.</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[380]</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[381]</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[382]</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject #22</td>
<td>Segmented lungs</td>
<td>Our segmentation</td>
<td>Lassen et al. [40]</td>
<td>Weinheimer et al. [41]</td>
<td>Malmberg et al. [42]</td>
<td>Mansoor et al. [10]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject #25</td>
<td>Segmented lungs</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Our segmentation</td>
<td>Lassen et al. [40]</td>
<td>Weinheimer et al. [41]</td>
<td>Malmberg et al. [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject #37</td>
<td>Segmented lungs</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Our segmentation</td>
<td>Lassen et al. [40]</td>
<td>Weinheimer et al. [41]</td>
<td>Malmberg et al. [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 29:** Proposed segmentation result for 3 subjects from the LOLA11 database vs. the 2\textsuperscript{nd}- to 5\textsuperscript{th}-rank LOLA11 competitors (the LOLA11 organizers [3] compared the extracted lungs with their ground truth and accounted for differences, being orange/pink-coded in the above region maps, to evaluate the overall accuracy).
E. Summary and Discussion

Accurate segmentation of lung images, especially in the case of pathological lungs with, e.g., lung nodules, is essential for reliable CAD of pulmonary and lung diseases. Most segmentation errors are due to missing pathological tissues; however, these errors negligibly affect the overall segmentation accuracy because the pathological tissue volume is often very small compared to the whole lung volume, as in Figure 30 (left column). Nonetheless, segmentation inaccuracies of these types of tumors are a serious problem, because the undetected and non-localized tumor candidates will compromise the further analysis, e.g., detection and diagnostics, in any CAD system and preclude the early cancer diagnosis of a patient. Even though missing the tumor in Figure 30 (left column) reduces the overall DSC by only 0.1%, it may explain the small difference (0.7%) between the mean overlap scores for the proposed segmentation and the closest competitor on the LOLA11 challenge database of pathological lungs. Moreover, if a severe lung pathology affects a larger portion of the total lung volume, the inaccurate segmentation of these tissues will considerably reduce the overall accuracy, such as in Figure 30 (right column) where the overall DSC has decreased by 30.4%. Therefore, accurate lung segmentation for various pathologies is a must for choosing a proper region of interest for subsequent CAD steps.

The methodology proposed in this chapter can accurately segment a wide range of pathological lungs from the 3D chest CT scans due to the combining first- and second-order probabilistic descriptors of the original and GSS-smoothed images with the proposed appearance-guided adaptive shape prior. The latter requires a reasonably large training set of healthy and pathological lungs. To be accurately aligned, both the right and left lungs in each input CT image should have some healthy tissues to be used as guiding landmarks for alignment. Therefore, too small healthy sections in either the left or right lung will affect the proposed segmentation performance, as demonstrated in Figure 31. To extend the scope of the proposed segmentation technique in the future, other chest landmarks will be appended to be used with the healthy tissue.
FIGURE 30: Total accuracy reduction due to erroneous segmentation of pathological tissues (first row) between ground truth (second row) and pathological-missing segmentation (third row): only 0.1% for missing the lung mass for a tumor (left column), but about 30% for a severe pathology (right column).

The high DSC, MHD, and PVD accuracy of the proposed lung segmentation framework has been confirmed experimentally on multiple in-vivo 3D CT image datasets. What is most importantly, the blind comparison with the publicly-available LOLA11 database has validated the superior performance of the proposed framework over many existing methods in segmenting various pathological lung images, ranging from mild to severe cases, such as pulmonary fibrosis, pleural effusion, consolidation, and cavities. These wider capabilities stem from using the adaptive prior shape model of the lungs to derive more accurate visual
FIGURE 31: Impacts of severe right and left lung pathologies on the proposed segmentation accuracy: the ground-truth-to-left-lung overlaps of 87.4% (left) and 5.2% (right), the true lung maps being available to only the LOLA11 organizers.

appearance descriptions of the chest CT images. The resulting higher accuracy can be beneficial for any current CAD system that uses lung segmentation as a critical initial step for measuring or estimating various biomarkers, such as a whole lung volume, left and right lungs volumes, and so forth [383]. These biomarkers assist in diagnosing many restrictive / obstructive lung diseases, such as interstitial lung disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, extrinsic disorders, and asthma. Finally, the proposed framework can enhance the accuracy of any lung CAD system, e.g., the one for early detection of lung nodules because the correctly extracted lung fields constrain and accurately identify nodules’ search space.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging [384], the International Symposium on Computational Models for Life Sciences (CMLS) [385], the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) [386], and the International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) [387, 388].
CHAPTER IV
AN ISO-SURFACES BASED LOCAL DEFORMATION HANDLING FRAMEWORK OF LUNG TISSUES

Handling the deformations of the lung tissues in successive chest computed tomography (CT) scans of a patient is a vital step in any computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) system for lung cancer diagnosis. In this chapter, a new nonrigid registration methodology for the segmented lung region from CT data is proposed and involves two steps. The first step globally aligns the target-to-reference CT scans using an affine transformation based on ascent maximization of the estimated mutual information of the calculated distance map using the fast marching level sets method inside the segmented lung for both the target and reference objects. The second step is the local alignment of the target lung object in order to correct for intricate relative deformations due to breathing and heart beats. The local deformations are handled based on displacing each voxel of the target over evolving closed equi-spaced surfaces (iso-surfaces) to closely match the reference object. In order to displace the voxel on the iso-surfaces of the target lung object, the initial voxel-to-voxel match between target and reference lung objects is estimated by solving the 3D Laplace equation between each two corresponding iso-surfaces on the reference and target objects. Finally, the estimation of voxel-to-voxel match is refined through iterative energy minimization using a generalized Gauss-Markov random field (GGMRF) model. Qualitative and quantitative results on both in-vivo and simulated data demonstrate the promise of the proposed nonrigid registration framework.

A. Introduction

Lung registration is one of the most vital steps in developing any computer-aided
diagnostic (CAD) system for the diagnosis of lung cancer, e.g., a CAD system for accurate estimation of lung nodules’ growth rate. Lung CT registration is a challenging task due to large deformations resulted from breathing and heart beats, sliding motion between organs, and changes of image intensities as a result of compression. In the literature, different registration techniques have been proposed to handle lung deformations between successive CT scans. Most of the existing approaches exploit corresponding local structural elements (features) in the images. In particular, Castillo et al. [389] developed an optical flow deformable image registration method based on recovering parameterized voxel trajectories of the 4D thoracic CT scans. In order to reduce noise effects and image artifacts, the image intensity values are approximated on a variable grid by 3D cubic-splines. Then, the parameterized trajectory of each voxel is calculated by utilizing a cubic path assumption using a nonlinear least-squares fit to a local compressible flow equation. [390]. A simultaneous registration and segmentation of the lung from serial CT data was proposed by Zheng et al. [391]. Their joint framework is based on a 3D cubic B-Splines based nonrigid transformation for lung deformation and rigid structure for the lung tumors to preserve the volume and the shape of the tumor during the registration. Their method employed the sum of squared differences (SSD) as the similarity measure. Metz et al. [392] handled the motion estimation in dynamic medical imaging through the use of Lagrangian nD + t transformation model parameterized by B-splines. Their registration framework employed a cost function to eliminate a bias towards a chosen reference frame, and used a global optimization routine as an optimization function. A smoothness constraint that depends on the expected motion of the organ and motion distortion due to pathology is applied to account for image noise and artifacts. Mattias et al. [393] proposed a Markov random field (MRF)-based deformable registration approach for lung CT using a symmetric diffeomorphic B-spline transformation model with diffusion regularization and introduced a stochastic sampling approach as a cost function between images to overcome the problems of continuous ones. A non-linear image gradient-based registration through the analysis
of mathematical structure of the intensity independent normalized gradient field (NGF) distance was proposed by Konig et al. [394]. The NGF measures the angle between reference and template image intensity gradients at each point with the aim of image gradients alignment. The lower the values, the more parallel the gradients, and maximum values are obtained by orthogonal gradients.

In total, the above brief overview shows the following limitations of the existing techniques: (i) most of them depend on intensity (grey scale) for registration, which can vary widely between successive scans due to different scanner types and image acquisition protocols; (ii) all existing techniques do not take into account the lung geometry or the anatomy; (iii) some of these approaches do not handle the global alignment; and (iv) none of the them guarantee a voxel-on-voxel match of the co-aligned lung data, which is an essential step in some clinical applications, such as the study of lung tissue perfusion using dynamic contrast-enhanced CT. To overcome these limitations, a topology preserving deformation handling framework has been proposed that exploits geometrical lung features by deforming it over a set of evolving iso-surfaces, rather than using only image intensities. Details of the proposed framework are outlined below.

B. Methods

The proposed framework for successive CT data registration is schematized in Figure 32. In this chapter, there is a focus on the accurate co-alignment of segmented lung objects for intra- and inter-patients data. The segmented lungs are obtained using the developed lung segmentation framework in Chapter III

1. Global Alignment

In order to reduce the variability of the segmented lung objects and maximize their overlap, successive CT scans are globally co-registered using a 3D affine transformation
model [395]. In order to perform global registration, the distance maps inside the reference and target lung objects are generated by finding the minimum Euclidean distance for every inner voxel to the object boundary using the fast marching level set [396].

Then, a 3D affine transformation with 12 degrees of freedom (3 for 3D translation, 3 for 3D rotation, 3 for 3D scaling, and 3 for 3D shearing); Equation (20) is applied to align the target object to the reference by maximizing the mutual information (MI) of the generated distance maps [395]. Consider a point \( x = (x, y, z) \).

\[
x' = (RHS)T x = M x
\]  

(20)

Where \( T \) is the translation in the \( x, y, \) and \( z \) directions that is given by:-

\[
T = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & t_x \\
0 & 1 & 0 & t_y \\
0 & 0 & 1 & t_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]
and $R$ is the rotation about $x$, $y$, and $z$ axis given by:

$$R_x = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 \\ 0 & \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad R_y = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & 0 & \sin \theta & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ -\sin \theta & 0 & \cos \theta & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad R_z = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 & 0 \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

$H$ is the shear components and given by:

$$H = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & h_{xy} & h_{xz} & 0 \\ h_{yx} & 1 & h_{yz} & 0 \\ h_{zx} & h_{zy} & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

$S$ is the scale components and given by:

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} s_x & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & s_y & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & s_z & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

2. Local Alignment

After the 3D affine registration, a local registration technique has been proposed to compensate for local lung motion and deformations between successive CT scans. In order to avoid problems associated with intensity variations between the scans, the proposed approach exploits geometric features, rather than using only image intensities, to deform each voxel in the source image to its matching or correspondence in the target image. These geometric features are estimated from the calculated field vectors by solving the 3D Laplace equation between each corresponding iso-surfaces in the segmented lung objects:
\[ \nabla^2 \gamma = \frac{\partial^2 \gamma}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \gamma}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \gamma}{\partial z^2} = 0 \]  

where \( \gamma(x, y, z) \) is the calculated potential between the reference and target surfaces, which results in intermediate equipotential surfaces and streamlines, being everywhere orthogonal to all equipotential surfaces and establishes natural voxel correspondences between the surfaces. In medical imaging, Laplace-equation based approaches have been previously used for colon surface flattening, centerline extraction [397], and thickness measurements [398, 399]. To the best of our knowledge, the integration between Laplace and GGMRF is the first of its kind to be introduced in 2D/3D local registration.

The proposed Laplace-based registration is based on deforming each voxel of segmented lung objects over a set of nested iso-surfaces, which is generated for both the target and reference objects. To find the iso-surfaces, a distance map is generated inside the seg-
mented lungs (Figure 33 (a,b)) using the fast marching level set [396]. Then, a collection of iso-surfaces within the lungs is formed, which is generated at equal distances from the lung borders (Figure 33 (c,d)). The spacing between the iso-surfaces within each segmented lung is adjusted such that the final number of iso-surfaces for both the reference and target lungs is the same. Subsequently, the Laplace equation is applied to the intersection between corresponding reference and target iso-surfaces to co-locate their corresponding voxels. In order to estimate $\gamma(x, y, z)$, a second-order central difference method and the iterative Jacobi approach has been used with the high potential being applied for the target iso-surface while the low potential for the reference iso-surfaces:

FIGURE 34: Schematic illustration of the N-nearest voxels.
\[
\gamma^{i+1}(x, y, z) = \frac{1}{6} \left\{ \gamma^{i}(x+\Delta x, y, z) + \gamma^{i}(x-\Delta x, y, z) + \gamma^{i}(x, y+\Delta y, z) + \gamma^{i}(x, y-\Delta y, z) + \gamma^{i}(x, y, z+\Delta z) + \gamma^{i}(x, y, z-\Delta z) \right\}
\] (22)

where \(\gamma^{i}(x, y, z)\) is the estimated potential at \((x, y, z)\) during the \(i^{th}\) iteration; and \(\Delta x\), \(\Delta y\), and \(\Delta z\) are the step length or resolution in \(x\), \(y\) and \(z\) directions, respectively. Algorithm 6 summarizes basic steps for the co-allocation of voxel-wise correspondences using the Laplace equation.

**Algorithm 6** Solution of the Laplace Equation Between two Surfaces

1. **Step:1** Find the surface of both target and reference objects.
2. **Step:2** Initial condition: Set the maximum and minimum potential \(\gamma\) at the target surface and the corresponding reference surface, respectively.
3. **Step:3** Estimate \(\gamma\) between both iso-surfaces using Equation (22).
4. **Step:5** Iterate Step 3 until convergence is achieved (i.e., there is no change in the estimated \(\gamma\) values between iterations).

3. Correspondences Refinement

In order to avoid any anatomical distortions that result from solving the Laplace equation, another smoothness constraint (regularization) is employed to preserve the lung anatomy. The proposed constraint preserves the relative position between the neighboring voxels on the target image before and after displacements through iterative energy minimization using a 3D GGMRF model [400] on the initial reference–target iso-surfaces voxel-wise correspondences. Also, this constraint preserves the visual appearance matching between the reference and the target neighboring voxels. For each voxel on the target iso-surfaces, its correspondence on the reference iso-surfaces is iteratively refined by
a GGMRF model [400] using the voxels neighborhood system (N-nearest neighbors, Figure 34) using their maximum A posteriori (MAP) estimates [400] and voxel-wise stochastic relaxation (iterative conditional mode (ICM)) that jointly optimize \(x, y, \text{ and } z\) spatial coordinates using the model in [401]). Each voxel correspondence is refined using the 3D GGMRF model given in Equation (23) as follow:

\[
\hat{p}_s = \arg \min_{\vec{p}_s = (\tilde{x}_s^{\text{ref}}, \tilde{y}_s^{\text{ref}}, \tilde{z}_s^{\text{ref}})} \left\{ \left[ |x_s^{\text{ref}} - \tilde{x}_s^{\text{ref}}|^{\alpha} + |y_s^{\text{ref}} - \tilde{y}_s^{\text{ref}}|^{\alpha} + |z_s^{\text{ref}} - \tilde{z}_s^{\text{ref}}|^{\alpha} \right] \right. 
+ \left. \rho^{\alpha} \lambda^{\beta} \sum_{r \in N} \eta_{s,r} \left[ |s_r^{\text{ref}} - \tilde{s}_r^{\text{ref}}|^{\beta} + |y_s^{\text{ref}} - y_r^{\text{ref}}|^{\beta} + |z_s^{\text{ref}} - z_r^{\text{ref}}|^{\beta} \right] \right. 
+ \left. \left| q_s^{\text{tar}} - \tilde{q}_s^{\text{ref}} \right|^{\alpha} + \rho^{\alpha} \lambda^{\beta} \sum_{r \in N} \eta_{s,r} \left| \tilde{q}_s^{\text{tar}} - q_r^{\text{ref}} \right|^{\beta} \right\} 
\]

where \(p_s = (x_s^{\text{ref}}, y_s^{\text{ref}}, z_s^{\text{ref}})\) and \(\vec{p}_s = (\tilde{x}_s^{\text{ref}}, \tilde{y}_s^{\text{ref}}, \tilde{z}_s^{\text{ref}})\) denote the initial 3D locations of the target voxels’ correspondences and their expected estimates on the reference; \(q_s^{\text{tar}}\) and \(\tilde{q}_s^{\text{ref}}\) are the target voxel intensity and its estimate correspondences on the reference, respectively; \(N\) is the number of the nearest neighbor voxels (Figure 34); \(\eta_{s,r}\) is the GGMRF potential, and \(\rho\) and \(\lambda\) are scaling factors. The parameter \(\beta \in [1.01, 2.0]\) controls the level of smoothing (e.g., \(\beta = 2\) for smooth vs. \(\beta = 1.01\) for relatively abrupt edges). The parameter \(\alpha \in \{1, 2\}\) determines the Gaussian, \(\alpha = 2\), or Laplace, \(\alpha = 1\), prior distribution of the estimator. The experiments below were conducted with \(\rho = 1, \lambda = 5, \beta = 1.01, \alpha = 2,\) and \(\eta_{s,r} = \sqrt{2}\) for all directions. The final deformation field that maps each voxel on the target to its corresponding voxel in the reference is calculated based on both global alignment and local (non-rigid) alignment using laplace-based solution with GGMRF regularization. A typical example for finding the voxel-to-voxel correspondences between the reference and target iso-surfaces, before and after GGMRF refinement is shown in Figure 35, obtained using basic steps of the proposed registration methodology in Algorithm 7. It is clear in
Figure 35 that the voxels’ correspondences before applying the GGMRF regularization have some intersections, specially in the concavity regions, that contradicts the anatomy preservation. These distortions are solved by applying GGMRF, Equation (23), as it ensures that each voxel is deformed to the target’s voxel that minimizes the transition energy between correspondences’ intensity values.

**FIGURE 35:** GGMRF spatial refinement effect on the voxel-wise correspondences between two iso-surfaces.
Algorithm 7 Proposed Registration Methodology

- **Global Alignment**
  1. **Step:1b** Generate the 3D distance maps inside the segmented lungs (Figure 33(a,b)) using fast marching level sets [396].
  2. **Step:2b** Globally align the generated distance maps using a 3D affine registration and MI [395] as a similarity measure.

- **Local Alignment**
  1. **Step:3b** Generate the nested iso-surfaces for the target and reference maps (Figure 33(c,d)).
  2. **Step:4b** Use Algorithm 6 to solve Laplace equation between corresponding iso-surfaces.
  3. **Step:5b** Compute components of the gradient vectors in X-, Y-, and Z-directions for the estimated potential in Step 4b.
  4. **Step:6b** Form the streamlines using the gradient vectors in Step 5b, then find the voxel-wise correspondences between the iso-surfaces matched by forming the streamlines.
  5. Repeat Steps 4b – 6b for the next set of the corresponding iso-surfaces.

- **Step:8b Refinement**: Use the 3D GGMRF model, Equation (23), to refine the correspondences.

---

**C. Experimental Results and Validation**

The proposed registration methodology has been tested on the clinical datasets that were collected from 25 patients at the end-expiration breath hold (EE-BH). Each patient has two low dose CT (LDCT) scans, with a three-month period between each two successive scans. This clinical database was collected by the LDCT scan protocol using a multidetector GE Light Speed Plus scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, USA) with the following scanning parameters: the slice thickness of 2.5 mm reconstructed every 1.5 mm; scanning pitch 1.5 mm; 140 KV; 100 MA; and the field-of-view 36 cm.
FIGURE 36: 3D global and local registration results projected into axial, coronal, and sagittal planes: (a) reference objects with overlaid target edges (green); and the superimposed checkerboard visualization (b) before global alignment (SSD = 0.032), (c) after global alignment (SSD = 0.024), (d) after FFD alignment (SSD = 0.020), and (d) after the iso-surfaces-alignment (SSD = 0.015).
FIGURE 37: 3D registration results: superimposed reference and target CT data before global alignment (a), after global alignment (c), after the iso-surfaces-alignment (e), and their respective superimposed checkerboard visualization (b), (d), and (f). Note that the reference and target objects are shown in grey and orange colors, respectively.
1. Qualitative Evaluation

To qualitatively assess the accuracy of the approach, 3D registration results for one subject from a locally-acquired data is shown in Figure 36. For visual assessment of the goodness of registration, the checkerboard displays has been used, which use the net contour as a metric of the agreement between the two registered objects. As readily seen, the global alignment in Figure 36 (f, second row) increases the area of overlap between the lung objects. However, there is still misalignment between the surfaces, which is effectively reduced after applying the proposed Laplace-based nonrigid registration with the GGMRF smoothness constraints (see Figure 36 (f, third row)). To highlight the advantage of the proposed approach, it has been compared with the 3D free-form-deformations (FFD) registration approach [402] using SSD as shown in Figure 36 caption.

2. Quantitative Evaluation

For quantitative assessment of the proposed local registration method, it has been tested on both in-vivo and simulated data using the target registration error (TRE) for tracked bifurcation points before and after the registration. TRE is calculated as the Euclidean distance between landmarks as defined by Equation (24).

\[
TRE(i) = \sqrt{(x_{i,1} - x_{i,2})^2 + (y_{i,1} - y_{i,2})^2 + (z_{i,1} - z_{i,2})^2}
\]  

(24)

Where \((x_{i,1}, y_{i,1}, z_{i,1})\) and \((x_{i,2}, y_{i,2}, z_{i,2})\) represent the Euclidean 3D coordinates for the ith pair of matching landmarks.

a. In-vivo Data Validation To validate the proposed approach, two different databases has been used: a locally-acquired database and a publicly available database with expert-annotated landmark correspondences between scan pairs [403]. First, a control study has been performed in which two scans has acquired from the same patient at the EE-BH using the scanning protocol described above. Thus, the only differ-
ence between the two scans was that the patient was asked to make a global rotation and translation after the first scan. Scan #1 before the patient’s movement has been used as a reference image to register scan #2 after the patient’s movement. The average co-alignment errors are 11.60 ± 5.30 mm, and 1.40 ± 0.7 mm before and after registration respectively, based on calculating the Euclidean distance between 250 landmark points manually selected by a radiologist on the reference and the registered target data.

Secondly, evaluation of the proposed local registration method was also performed on a publically available database, DIR database [403]. This database provides 4D-CT respiratory sequences with manually selected landmarks. Each 4D-CT subject consists of ten different breathing phase with a typical size of $256 \times 256 \times 100$ voxels and an average resolution of $1 \times 1 \times 1 \text{mm}^3$. The average TRE is calculated, for each subject of this database, for 300 (distributed through the lungs) manually selected landmarks between the images of the extreme inhale and extreme exhale phases. More details about the datasets can be found in [403]. Displacement error before and after registration for the proposed approach compared with Heinrich et al. approach [393] are summarized in Table 15. This results demonstrate the ability of the proposed approach to accurately register the lung tissues and reduce the displacement error compared to one of the state-of-the-art techniques.

\subsection*{b. Simulated Data Validation}
Due to the inter-observer variability and hand-shaking errors in selecting matched points, the proposed approach has been validated using simulated local deformations that have been applied for real CT data. Namely, local deformations has been simulated on the real LDCT dataset by using a frequently employed method [404] to apply a known local transformation to the test dataset and register the original scan with the result. Three different types of the deformation fields has been generated; small, moderate, and large deformations; indicated in Table 16. The proposed registration model has been applied to each type of deformation, and the accuracy has been assessed quantitatively by comparison of the simulated and recovered voxel displacements. Figure 38 shows typical results of such comparisons for a set of 1,309 randomly selected
TABLE 15: Comparison of registration accuracy for the 4D-CT DIR-lab data (All units are in mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subj</th>
<th>Displacement Before Registration</th>
<th>Proposed approach</th>
<th>Heinrich et al. [393]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± std</td>
<td>Mean ± std</td>
<td>Mean ± std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.89±2.78</td>
<td>0.96±0.60</td>
<td>0.97±0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.34±3.90</td>
<td>0.89±0.60</td>
<td>0.96±0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.94±4.05</td>
<td>1.63±0.96</td>
<td>1.21±0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.83±4.86</td>
<td>1.92±1.56</td>
<td>1.39±1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.48±5.51</td>
<td>1.47±1.07</td>
<td>1.72±1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.89±6.97</td>
<td>1.82±1.29</td>
<td>1.49±1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11.28±7.33</td>
<td>1.29±0.78</td>
<td>1.58±1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.99±9.01</td>
<td>1.57±1.12</td>
<td>2.11±2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.91±3.98</td>
<td>1.07±0.54</td>
<td>1.36±0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.30±6.35</td>
<td>1.05±0.75</td>
<td>1.55±1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>1.37±1.03</td>
<td>1.44±0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P–value</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...voxel positions from the lung vascular system.

**D. Summary**

This chapter introduced a novel registration methodology to co-align successive 3D CT scans of a segmented lung object with a given prototype. The proposed approach involves both global (based on 3D affine registration) and local (based on the solution of
FIGURE 38: Comparing the 1,309 randomly selected voxel positions from the lung vascular system for a large deformation field: The ground truth is in blue, and the corresponding positions found with the proposed method are in red. Note that all units are in mm in all directions.

TABLE 16: Registration accuracy for simulated displacements (All units are in mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulated Displacement</th>
<th>Alignment Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the Laplace equation) alignment steps. the proposed local alignment step possesses the ability to accurately co-allocate voxel-on-voxel matches between the target and reference lung objects, which is followed by a smoothness constraint that preserves lung anatomy.
(both lung geometry and its visual appearance). In-vivo and simulated data validation results confirm that lung registration based on the proposed methodology is more robust and accurate than popular conventional algorithms. The work presented in this chapter has been published in the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) conference [405].
CHAPTER V
COMPUTER AIDED DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM FOR ACCURATE DETECTION OF
RADIATION-INDUCED LUNG INJURY

A novel framework for identifying radiation-induced lung injury (RILI) after radiation therapy (RT) using 4D computed tomography (CT) scans is introduced in this chapter. After deformable image registration, the framework segments lung fields, extracts functional and textural features, and classifies lung tissues. The deformable registration locally aligns consecutive phases of the respiratory cycle using gradient descent minimization of the conventional dissimilarity metric (the sum of squared signal differences). Then an adaptive shape prior, a first-order intensity model, and a second-order lung tissues homogeneity descriptor are integrated to segment the lung fields. In addition to common lung functionality features, such as ventilation and elasticity, specific regional textural features are estimated by modeling the segmented images as samples of a novel 7th-order contrast-offset-invariant Markov-Gibbs random field (MGRF). Finally, a random forest (RF) classifier is applied to distinguish between the injured and normal lung tissues. The proposed framework has been tested on CT data sets from 13 patients who had undergone the RT treatment. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed framework shows promise for building a CAD system for early RILI detection.

A. Introduction

Radiation-induced lung injury (RILI) is the main side effect of radiation therapy (RT) for lung cancer patients. Although higher radiation doses increase the RT effectiveness for tumor control, this can lead to lung injury because a greater quantity of normal lung tissue is included in treated areas. From almost 13% to 37% of patients who under-
went the RT developed lung injuries following treatment [406]. The RILI severity ranges from ground-glass opacities and consolidation at the early phase to fibrosis and traction bronchiectasis in the late phase. Early detection of lung injury will help to improve man-

FIGURE 39: Effect of radiation on normal lung tissues; three axial slices from Pre- 

(a) (b) (c) 

treatment scan (a), 3 months follow-up scan (b), and 6 months follow-up scan (c). Note 

that they are cropped from the same center coordinate to show the effect of global and local 

misalignment.

agement of the treatment. Relying on only the CT appearance, i.e., Hounsfield units (HU), 

leads to a late RILI detection that will make the treatment more difficult. As an alterna-

tive, detecting the early RILI development through monitoring lung functionality and lung 

texture changes may substantially improve the disease management. Although global pul-

monary function tests (PFT), such as spirometry, measure an airflow obstruction/restriction, 

no regional lung function information is obtained. Alternatively, the lung functionality can 

be locally evaluated using nuclear imaging, e.g., SPECT ventilation and perfusion (V/Q) 

images. However, SPECT image acquisition is highly expensive and relatively slow ma-

chines, and the images have too low spatial resolution.

Recently, four-dimensional computed tomography (4D-CT) scans have gained at-

tention for assessing lung functionality due to their high spatial resolution, faster acquisi-

tion, and low cost. Moreover, in addition to texture, many functional features can be 

derived from the 4D-CT scans. The lung ventilation can be derived from the 4D-CT scans 

and either these results are correlated with the SPECT (V/Q) scans, or the ventilation maps
are correlated directly with certain clinical findings [407]. Latifi et al. [407] showed that the lung ventilation maps based on the 4D-CT correlate with 3D radiation dose distributions and suggested that these maps can be used in treatment planning to spare functional lung volumes. Yamamoto et al. [408] explored physiological validation, where the 4D-CT ventilation and V/Q SPECT images were compared by using HU changes and Jacobian determinant metrics. This comparison resulted in a much higher correlation between the 4D-CT ventilation and SPECT perfusion, leading to a conclusion that 4D-CT ventilation imaging has the potential to achieve high physiological accuracy. Reinhardt et al. [409] estimated local lung expansion from multiple respiratory CT images and showed that the Jacobian of the registration displacement field, directly relates to a specific volume change. Vinogradskiy et al. [410] correlated the lung dose and 4D-CT ventilation-based function to thoracic toxicity after the RT and assessed the ability of the dose volume and ventilation-based dose function metrics to predict for severe (grade 3+) radiation pneumonitis (RP). In order to detect RILI, Zhang et al. [411] assessed early changes in the lung perfusion SPECT scans and PFT before and after intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) for patients having locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer. The lung perfusion index (LPI) was calculated after quantification of the SPECT scans. A quantitative study by Cunliffe et al. [355] measured lung reactions to the RT and assessed the RP development by extracting intensity-based information to distinguish between the RP and non-RP patients. Sharifi et al [412] presented a prediction model for radiation-induced lung damage (RILD) by measuring only the lung tissue density changes per voxel. They found a correlation between the RT dose delivered to lung parts and the density changes over the time. Negahdar et al. [413] proposed the use of the strain to measure the regional deformation in the lung. They computed the lung deformation using their developed 3-D optical flow technique [414–416]. They compared the calculated strain with Jacobian of the deformation fields using seven subjects with non-small cell lung cancer [417], in which they statistically correlated the voxel-wise values of the Jacobian and the maximal principal strain to the ventilation and perfusion
SPECT images. The results showed that a higher correlation between the strain and the SPECT images than the Jacobian one. However, accurate estimation of these well known metrics depends mainly of the accuracy of the calculated deformation fields that should ensure accurate mapping.

In summary, the known methods for detecting the RT effects have several limitations. The global PFTs measure the total airflow and provide no information about regional functionality. Nuclear imaging based detection of defects in local pulmonary functions suffers from low spatial resolution. Conventional voxel-wise descriptors of lungs appearance are too sensitive to noise and take no account of dependences between adjacent voxels to suppress noise impacts. Common computational models for aligning the 4D-CT images do not guarantee proper voxel-to-voxel matches, and this may lead to inaccurate estimates of lung functionality parameters.

This chapter proposes a new and efficient computational framework to accurately align and segment lung regions from the 4D-CT images; extract discriminative features for the early RILI detection, and perform the detection.

**B. Methods**

The presented framework, Figure 40, takes the 4D-CT scans for the patient as an input, then process these input scans to extract physiological biomarkers that used for the identification of the RILI as an output. The processing pipeline for the biomarkers extraction and RILI detection is shown in Figure 41. The pipeline performs sequentially a non-rigid registration of the input 4D lung CT data; segments the lung fields with a newly developed image models and methodology; extracts functional and textural features, and detects the RILI by using a trainable random forest (RF) classifier of lungs tissues. The proposed framework is detailed below.
1. Deformable Image Registration

Accurate estimation of regional functional features essentially requires accurate spatial mapping between successive pairs of 3D CT volumes of the respiratory cycle. Traditional 4D-CT registration tries to establish direct spatial correspondences between the peak exhale and peak inhale images. However, such a registration leads to sizeable potential errors in the displacement field due to large changes in lung volumes between the two peak phases. Therefore, any registration errors will greatly affect the estimated functionality features that depends on the deformation field to be calculated. To reduce these errors that might greatly affect the estimated features, a sequential deformable image registration has been performed between successive 3D-CT volumes of the respiratory cycle, see Figure 42. The registration establishes the voxel-wise displacement vector field

\[ U = \left\{ \mathbf{u}(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \mathbf{u}_i(r) : r \in \mathbb{R} \right\}, \]

which integrates displacements between successive
FIGURE 41: Processing pipeline framework for detecting the radiation-induced lung injuries (RILI).

3D-CT volumes from the peak exhale phase to the peak inhale phase. The total field, \( U \), and its successive components, \( U_i = \{ u_i(r) : r ∈ \mathbb{R} \} \), defined on the initial 3D-CT volume \( \mathbb{R} \), determine gradual changes of image geometry and signals or features along the cycle.

The individual displacement fields are estimated by numerical minimization of a regularized registration error measured by the sum of squared differences. The regularization term, ensuring smoothness of the registration, accounts for physically elastic nature of lung tissue deformations over the respiratory cycle. This chapter uses the non-rigid registration approach proposed in Chapter IV that is based on global alignment using mutual information as a similarity measure to maximize the overlap between the 3D distance map for both the efference and target lung volumes followed by local alignment using the Laplace equation for correspondence allocation and GGMRF for regularization.
Successive 4D-CT data registration to obtain the final deformation field $u(p) = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} u_i(p)$ between the peak inhale and peak exhale phases.

2. 4D-CT Lung Segmentation

Segmented lungs’ masks are a crucial component that will be used in all subsequent steps, either image analysis or classification. The lung fields are segmented in order to guide their analysis and ensure that all potentially injured areas will be examined. The segmentation reduces also inter-subject variations of estimated features due to normalizing these features inside the lung fields in each data set by averaging over its chest region (i.e., the chest acts as a normalizing volume). Moreover, the segmented lungs at different respiratory phases will be used in the non-rigid registration in the next step. In the final step, it will be used as an ROI for the classification using RF classifier. So accurate segmentation is a must for accurate results at each step. To segment the 4D-CT scans, some modifications has been added to the 3D accurate lungs segmentation framework, that has been introduced in Chapter III which has the ability to segment lungs with wide range of pathologies, to be able to segment the 4D-CT scans. After segmenting the Exhale phase, using the 3D segmentation [384], the segmentation labels is propagated to the subsequent phases using the modified adaptive shape prior component only without the need to any other components which leads to a an accurate and faster segmentation. Visual appearances of different respiratory phases images and the exhale images guide the shape prior adaptation as follows (outlined in Algorithm 8). Each voxel $r$ of the different phase image $t$ is mapped to the same location at the exhale lattice. To adapt the shape prior at each mapped location $r$,
Algorithm 8 4D-CT segmentation using adaptive shape prior.

Input: Exhale image $t$; 4D-CT scan $B$.

Output: 4D Segmentation for all phases $4D - CT_{sh} = \{ P_{sh,r} : r \in R \}$

1 begin

// Segment each phase image, $g_i$, through exhale label propagation.
2 foreach image $g_i \in B$ do

foreach voxel $r \in R$ do

// Map the voxel $r$ to the same location at $t$ lattice.
3 while matches between $t_r$ and Exhale signals not found do

// Initialize the matching tolerance: $\lambda \leftarrow \lambda_{init}$

// Loop until $\lambda$ reaches a predefined threshold $\sigma$
4 while $\lambda < \sigma$ do

// Find within the search cube $C_{t,\alpha}$ a subset of all matching voxels $R_{t} = \{ \varphi : \varphi \in C_{t} ; |t_r - g_j,\varphi| \leq \lambda \}$.
5 if matching voxels are found in $C_{t}$ then

// Compute the voxel-wise region label probability $P_{sh,r}(k); k \in \{0,1\}$, using the exhale labels

and the numbers of voxels $R_{t}$ in the subsets $R_{t}$.
6 $R_{t} \leftarrow \text{card}(R_{t}) \; P_{sh,r}(k) \leftarrow \frac{1}{\text{card}(R_{t})} \sum_{\varphi \in R_{t}} \delta(k - m_{\varphi}); \; k \in \{0,1\}$

// where $\delta(\psi)$ is the Kronecker's delta-function: $\delta(0) = 1$ and $\delta(\psi) = 0$ for $\psi \neq 0$.
7 break

else

// increment the matching threshold
8 $\lambda \leftarrow \lambda + \Delta_{\lambda}$

end

else

// increment the search cube size
9 $\alpha \leftarrow \alpha + \Delta_{size}$

end

// increment the search cube size
10 $m_r = \max(P_{sh,r}(k)); k \in \{0,1\}$

end

return $4D - CT_{sh}$

end
an initial search cube $\mathbf{C}_r$ of size $n_{x;i} \times n_{y;i} \times n_{z;i}$ is centered at the mapped location $\mathbf{r}$ for finding in the cube all the exhale voxels with signal deviations to within a predefined fixed range, $\lambda$, from the mapped input signal, $t_r$. If such voxels are absent in the exhale, the cube size increases iteratively until the voxels within the predefined signal deviation range are found or the final cube size is reached ($n_{x;i} = n_{y;i} = n_{z;i} = 3; \lambda$ from 50 to 125 with the step of $\Delta \lambda = 25$, and the final cube size of $n_{x:f} = n_{y:f} = n_{z:f} = 11$ were used in the experiments). Then the voxel-wise probabilities, $P_{\text{sh},r}(k); k \in \mathbf{K}$, for the adaptive shape prior are estimated based on the found voxels of similar appearance and their labels. Let $\mathbf{R}_r = \{\varphi : \varphi \in \mathbf{R}; \varphi \in \mathbf{C}_r; |g_\varphi - t_r| \leq \lambda\}$ be a subset of similar voxels within the cube $\mathbf{C}_r$ in the exhale image. Let $\mathbf{R}_r = \text{card}(\mathbf{R}_r)$ denote the cardinality (number of voxels) of this subset; and $\delta(z)$ be the Kronecker’s delta-function: $\delta(0) = 1$ and 0 otherwise. The final probability for each voxel calculated as:

$$P_{\text{sh},r}(k) = \frac{1}{\mathbf{R}_r} \sum_{\varphi \in \mathbf{R}_r} \delta(k - m_\varphi)$$

3. RILI detection Using Texture and Functionality Features

After segmenting the lung fields from the co-aligned 4D-CT data, the discriminative tissue features are extracted from the segmented lungs region and classified for detecting and identifying the injured regions. Two categories of features that describe lung alteration as a result of the RT are used in this chapter: (i) features in terms of Gibbs energy for the novel $7^{th}$-order contrast-offset-invariant MGRF image model and functional features, such as density ventilation, describing the air flow in the lung, and (ii) functional strain that describes elasticity of the lung tissue. Both the categories are detailed below.

a. The $7^{th}$-order textural feature: Since the RT is concentrated around the diseased part of the lung, observed texture of the affected tissue changes after the RT.

Let $\mathbf{Q} = \{0, \ldots, Q - 1\}$ denote a finite set of signals (Hounsfield unit values), in the CT scan, $g : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbf{Q}$, with image signals $g = (g(\mathbf{r}) : \mathbf{r} \in \mathbb{R})$ Probabilistic signal
dependencies in the images are quantified with an interaction graph, \( \Upsilon = (\mathbb{R}, A) \), with nodes at the lattice sites (voxels), \((x, y, z) \in \mathbb{R}\), and edges, or arcs \(((x, y, z), (x', y', z')) \in A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^3\) connecting interdependent, or interacting pairs of the nodes, called neighbours.

An MGRF of images is defined by a Gibbs probability distribution (GPD)

\[
\mathbf{P} = \left[ P(\mathbf{g}) : \mathbf{g} \in \mathbb{Q}^{[\mathbb{R}]}; \sum_{\mathbf{g} \in \mathbb{Q}^{[\mathbb{R}]}} P(\mathbf{g}) = 1 \right],
\]

factored over a set \( \mathbb{C} \) of cliques in \( \Upsilon \) supporting non-constant factors, logarithms of which are Gibbs potentials (functions of clique-wise signals) [418]. The 7th-order MGRF models the voxel’s partial ordinal interaction within a radius \( r \) to give an efficient description of the visual appearance of injured tissues in the CT scans.

Let a translation-invariant \( K \)-order interaction structure on \( \mathbb{R} \) be represented by \( A, A \geq 1 \), families, \( \mathbb{C}_a; a = 1, \ldots, A \), of \( K \)-order cliques, \( \mathbf{c}_{a:x,y,z} \in \mathbb{C}_a \), of the same shape and size, for the 7th-order MGRF \( K = A = 7 \). Every clique is associated with a certain voxel (origin), \((x, y, z) \in \mathbb{R}\), and supports the same \((K)\)-variate scalar potential function, \( V_a : \mathbb{Q}^K \to (-\infty, \infty) \). The GPD for this translation- and contrast/offset-invariant MGRF is specified as a general-case \( K \)-order exponential family distribution:

\[
P_7(\mathbf{g}) = \frac{1}{Z} \psi(\mathbf{g}) \exp \left( -E_7(\mathbf{g}) \right)
\]

where \( \psi(\mathbf{g}) \) is a core distribution, \( Z \) is a normalization factor, \( E_7(\mathbf{g}) = \sum_{a=1}^{\mathbb{A}} E_{K:a}(\mathbf{g}) \) is the total Gibbs energy of all the clique families, and

\[
E_{K:a}(\mathbf{g}) = \sum_{\mathbf{c}_{a:x,y,z} \in \mathbb{C}_a} V_{K:a} \left( g(x', y', z') : (x', y', z') \in \mathbf{c}_{a:x,y,z} \right)
\]

denotes the Gibbs energy for each individual family. It describes an image texture in terms of signal dependencies (interactions) between each voxel and its neighbors depending on how the training lungs have been affected. This model accounts for partial ordinal interactions between voxel-wise signals in each particular voxel and within a radius \( \rho \) from it.
for describing visual appearance of the RILI in the CT scans. The calculated Gibbs energy, $E_K(g)$, will be used to discriminate between the signals of injured tissues. While the higher energy indicates an injured tissues, the lower energy indicates a healthy tissues. To calculate $E_K(g)$, the potentials $V_{K:a}(\beta)$ are estimated for a given a training image $g^o$ using the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) for the generic $K$-order MGRF model, which generalizes the analytical approximation in [419] of the MLEs of potentials for a generic 2\textsuperscript{nd}-order MGRF:

$$v_{7,\rho}(\beta) = \frac{F_{7,\rho;\text{core}}(\beta) - F_{7,\rho}(\beta|g^o)}{F_{7,\rho;\text{core}}(\beta) (1 - F_{7,\rho;\text{core}}(\beta))}; \beta \in \mathcal{B}_7$$

where $\beta$ denotes a numerical code of a particular contrast-offset invariant relation between seven signals; $\mathcal{B}_7$ is a set of these codes for all these 7-signal co-occurrences; $F_{7,\rho}(g^o)$ is an empirical marginal probability of the code $\beta; \beta \in \mathcal{B}_7$, over all the 7-voxel configurations with the radius $\rho$ in the image $g^o$, and $F_{7,\rho;\text{core}}(\beta)$ is the like probability for the core distribution. The computed energy monitors changes in the tissue signals over the time and indicates the RILI development. While the higher energy suggests a severe radiation effect, the lower the Gibbs energy, the lower the injury, see Figure 43.

![FIGURE 43: Processing steps of the proposed framework for one subject: peak inhale (a); and voxel-wise 7\textsuperscript{th}-order Gibbs energies (b).](image)

The RILI and normal regions appearances are quantified below by the voxel-wise Gibbs energies for the three 7\textsuperscript{th}-order translation- and contrast/offset-invariant MGRFs, each with a single family of fixed-shape central-symmetric voxel configurations $\nu(r =
\((x, y, z)\) = \{(x, y, z); (x±ρ, y, z), (x, y±ρ, z), (x, y, z±ρ)\}, shown in Figure 44. Their potentials and radial distances, \(ρ\), between the peripheral and central voxels are learned from \(g^o\) by modifying the learning scenario in [420]. Algorithm 9 outlines learning the appear-

**Algorithm 9 Learning the 7th-order MGRF appearance models.**

1. Given a training CT \(g^o\), find the empirical radiation injured lung tissue \((l = 1)\) and other normal tissue \((l = 0)\) probability distributions, \(F_{l:T;ρ}(g^o) = \{F_{l:T;ρ}(\beta|g^o) : \beta \in \mathbb{B}\}\) of the local tinary pattern (LTP)-based descriptors for different clique sizes \(ρ \in \{1, \ldots, ρ_{max}\}\) where the top size \(ρ_{max} = 10\) in the experiments below.

2. Find the empirical distributions \(F_{7:ρ:core} = \{F_{7:ρ:core}(\beta) : \beta \in \mathbb{B}\}\) of the same descriptors for the core IRF \(ψ(g)\), e.g., for an image, sampled from the core.

3. Find the approximate potentials’ MLE \(v_{7:ρ}(\beta) = \frac{F_{7:ρ:core}(\beta|g) - F_{7:ρ:core}(\beta|g^o)}{F_{7:ρ:core}(\beta|g) - F_{7:ρ:core}(\beta|g^o)}; \beta \in \mathbb{B}_7.\)

4. Compute partial Gibbs energies of the descriptors for equal and all other clique-wise signals over the training image for the clique sizes \(ρ = 1, 2, \ldots, 10\) to choose the size \(ρ_l\), making both the energies the closest one to another.

\(b.\) Appearance differences in follow-up scans The exhale phase of the follow-up scan \(I_f\) is co-aligned with the exhale phase of the baseline scan \(I_b\), then subtracted to generate an intensity difference scan \(I_d\) (see Figure 45).

\[I_d = I_f(x) - I_b(T(x)).\] (29)
FIGURE 44: The $7^{\text{th}}$-order clique (a): signals $q_0, q_1, \ldots, q_6$ are at the central pixel and its six central-symmetric neighbours at the radial distance $r$, respectively.

The $I_d$ scan gives an initial indication of sever lung injury if there is any changes in the appearance after treatment, where positive regions indicates the progression of lung injury. The difference scan $I_d$ were smoothed using $3 \times 3 \times 3$ average filter to reduce the noise effects and any little changes in the inspiration capability of patients in addition to intensity changes around vessels boundaries. The difference scan gives an indication about apparent temporal changes with the lung tissues in addition to give an information about any initial injury or infection that present in the baseline scan.

c. Functionality features

The second group of features, Functionality features, are extracted from the calculated voxel-wise deformation fields obtained after registering successive respiratory phases, as described in Section V.B.1.

*Functional Strain* is an important regional measure that describes the elasticity of the lung tissues; namely, it characterizes the deformation of lung structures. As the characteristics of the injured lung tissue change after RT, functional strain can be used for the identification of the injured lung regions. In this chapter, the Lagrangian strain has been used, which can be estimated mathematically from the gradient of the displacement vector, $u(r)$, mapping the voxel at location $r$ of the peak-exhale image to the corresponding location of the peak-
FIGURE 45: (a) baseline image $I_b$, (b) 3 months follow-up image $I_f$, (c) deformed image $I_b(T(x))$, and (d) the difference image $I_d(d)$

inhale as follow:-

$$\nabla \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{r}) = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial z} \\ \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial z} \\ \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial z} \end{bmatrix}$$

(30)

where the linear strain along $x$, $y$, and $z$ are defined as the main diagonal components, $\frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x}$, $\frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y}$, and $\frac{\partial u_z}{\partial z}$ respectively. The off-diagonal components are used to calculate the shear strain components associated with the parallel motion to the object borders as ($\gamma_{ij} = \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial i} = \gamma_{ji}$, $i \neq j$, $i, j \in \{x, y, z\}$). From the linear and shear strain notations, the
strain can be expressed as symmetric strain tensor:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon_x & \gamma_{xy}/2 & \gamma_{xz}/2 \\
\gamma_{yx}/2 & \epsilon_y & \gamma_{yz}/2 \\
\gamma_{zx}/2 & \gamma_{zy}/2 & \epsilon_z
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2}[\nabla \mathbf{u} + (\nabla \mathbf{u})^T]
\] (31)

**Jacobian ventilation**, measuring the partial volume change resulting from airflow during inspiration, has been documented as a good indicator to estimate regional ventilation [409]. The voxel-wise volume at the inhale phase is estimated as \(V_{in}^r = V_{ex}^r J_r\) and the exhale-to-inhale volume change is \(\Delta V_J = V_{in}^r - V_{ex}^r = V_{ex}^r (J_r - 1)\), where \(J_r\) is the voxel-wise Jacobian determinant that measures the differential expansion at voxel \(r\). Considering a small volume at the exhaled lung at point \(r\) and its corresponding inhaled lung, the specific volume change is \((\Delta V_J/V_{ex}^r) = (V_{ex}^r (J_r - 1)/V_{ex}^r) = J_r - 1\).

If \(J_r = 1\), there is no expansion or contraction in the function \(u\) at location \(r\). If \(J_r > 1\), there is a local tissue expansion; if \(J_r < 1\), there is a local tissue contraction. \(J_r\) is also estimated from the gradient of the displacement fields as \(J_r = |\nabla \mathbf{u}(r) + I|\), where \(\nabla \mathbf{u}(r)\) is the gradient of \(u(r)\) for each voxel in Equation (30), and \(I\) is the identity matrix.

**Maximum shear stretch** extracted from the eigendecomposition of the Jacobian matrix \(J[x]\) [421] of the local transformation (deformation fields).

\[
\gamma[x] = \sqrt{\lambda_N(J_x^2 J_k) - \sqrt{\lambda_1(J_x^2 J_k)}}
\] (32)

The maximum shear strain adds another functionality value for the lung tissue to be used in the discrimination process.

### 4. Tissue Classification

The introduced RILI detection framework, shown in Figure 41, is based on RF classification and incorporates regional discriminative features for better separation of data classes. RF is a machine learning technique that is increasingly being used for image
classification and data clustering due to its powerful ability to learn the characteristics of
complex data classes [422]. The main advantages of RF are its less sensitivity to data
outliers, the ability to overcomes overfitting of the training set, and the ability to handle
high dimensional spaces as well as large number of training examples. RF is an ensemble
learning classifier that consists of many random decision trees [423] and combines two
concepts: random selection of features and “bagging” [424]. The latter employs that each
decision tree is typically trained with a different subset of the training samples.

FIGURE 46: Graphical illustration of the random forest (RF) classification.

For the training phase, each decision tree uses a randomly selected subset of the
training samples and features that are recursively processed along a path starting from the
tree’s root node using binary classification tests (see Figure 46). Those tests are performed
by comparing the features’ values at each internal tree node with a certain threshold, which
is selected using a certain criterion. A leaf node of the tree is reached when (i) the number
of data samples falls below a pre-defined threshold, (ii) a predefined maximum tree depth
is reached, or (iii) all data samples belong to a single class [422]. Once occurred, the label
at this node is stored for the testing phase and is represented by the most frequent class of
the training data at the node. In the testing phase, a new sample is processed by applying
respective tests according to the path from the root node to the leaf it traverses. When a leaf node is reached, the tree casts a vote corresponding to the class assigned to this node in the training stage. Finally, test samples are class-labeled using majority voting over all trees’ decisions and the fraction of votes for that class by all trees is used to estimate their respective class probabilities.

To classify the tissue, all the estimated features are first normalized as described in Section V.B.2 and sent to the RF classifier which learns statistical characteristics of the extracted features by using the training database containing both injured and normal lungs.

C. Experimental Results and Conclusions

The framework presented in this chapter uses data from a longitudinal study at the university of Louisville. Baseline scans were performed before RT treatment. The patients rescanned three, and six months after the completion of treatment course. The presented framework has been tested on clinical data sets collected for 13 patients in a study that has been approved by the University of Louisville Institutional Review Board (IRB). Patients with non-small cell lung cancer who were scheduled to receive the RT were enrolled to this study. The 4D-CT data was collected using the Philips Brilliance Big Bore CT scanner. To record the patient respiratory traces, the Varian real-time position management (RPM) system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) was used. The in-plane voxel spacing ranges from $1.17 \times 1.17$ to $1.37 \times 1.37$, while the slice thickness ranges from 2 mm to 3 mm.

1. Training

To obtain functionality and appearance features for training the proposed model, the CT data from all subjects were delineated by a radiologist. The evaluation is performed in 5-fold cross validation across the whole lungs’ voxels. The voxels are split into five subsets
where the number of injured voxels in each subset are maintained the same. For each fold, four folds are used for training, and one fold for validation.

2. Data Augmentation

Medical datasets usually suffer from the fact that pathological observations are significantly less frequent compared to healthy observations. As the pathological observations in medical datasets are much less frequent compared to the healthy ones, which is also holds for this study. Therefore, a serious problems may happen if simple uniform sampling is used for the learning process, as a high accuracy would be achieved if the classifier labels all of the samples as normal tissues. So, The use of imbalanced datasets for training optimization can mislead the learning technique to local optima. In this case, the predictions will be towards the dominant samples with the occupance of overfitting. To overcome this problem, the data augmentation is used to add invariance to the training data to prevent overfitting. For the training phase, as the number of injured tissues is much smaller than the healthy or unaffected tissues, The augmentation is applied only on injured tissues. Each voxel value is changed by increasing and decreasing its HU value by 1, 2, and 3 standard deviation std of the $3 \times 3 \times 3$ cube values centered at this voxel. Then the dataset is balanced by random upsampling the injured voxels.

3. Scale Generation

For each voxel neighborhood, two different size patches are extracted with size: $3 \times 3 \times 3$, and $5 \times 5 \times 5$. This resulting in two additional scales $Sc_1$, and $Sc_2$. The mean value for each feature inside the two patches scales is used as a new feature input for the RF classifier.
4. Results

The classification accuracy for each fold is listed in Table 17, the accuracy for using only each of the texture features (FG1) and the functional features (FG2) in addition to both (FG3) are listed. It is clear that combining the features achieve the highest accuracy and this is because both of these features complement each other in both early and late phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-fold Cross Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fold−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the classification accuracy has been evaluated by using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC), which tests the sensitivity of the proposed framework against the selected operating points (classification thresholds).

Figure 47 demonstrates the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for different feature groups. The AUC for using the FG1 only equals 0.94, while for the FG2 equals 0.96. When combining all the features in the classification process, the AUC has increased to 0.99. This enhancement highlights the advantages of integrating both the texture and functionality features as a discriminatory ones for the detection of RILI.

For regional assessment of the injured parts, The the RF classifier was applied to the voxels within a region-of-interest (ROI) determined by the radiation dose mask for all other data sets. The voxels were classified as either injured or normal tissue, and post-processing morphological operations were used for refinement, hole filling, and removal of...
scattered voxels.

Figure 48 details the results of the processing steps for one subject to show that the proposed framework correctly identifies the injured lung region and demonstrates strong correlation between the estimated textural and ventilation features. Since the RILI affects the lung regions, the accuracy of the proposed framework has been evaluated with the area-based Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [376], which characterizes agreement between the identified and true regions [376]. To obtain the ground truth in these experiments, the injured regions were delineated by a radiologist.

More identified injured regions from different subjects, projected onto different planes for visualization, are presented in Figures 49 and 50. The mean ± standard deviation of the DSC for all the test subjects is 0.87 ± 0.08.
FIGURE 48: Processing steps of the proposed framework for one subject: peak inhale (a) and peak exhale (b) images; the deformed inhale image (c); lung segmentation (d); voxel-wise 7th-order Gibbs energies (e); color-coded estimated Jacobian ventilation (f) and maximal strain component (g); and identified by classification injured region (h) with respect to the ground truth (false negative errors are pink-coded).
FIGURE 49: More injured lung regions from different subjects (the regions were identified with the proposed framework and projected onto the axial plane; the ground truth was obtained by a radiologist). False positive and false negative errors are yellow- and pink-coded, respectively.

D. Summary

In summary, this chapter introduced a novel framework for the RILI detection from 4D-CT lung data by deformable image registration, lung fields segmentation, feature extraction, and lung tissue classification. The detection results on a cohort of 13 patients who underwent the RT confirm that the proposed framework holds the promise for early detection for lung injury. The future work plans is to test the on more data sets to more carefully assess its accuracy. In addition, more patient data will be collected with a shorter follow-up 4D-CT scans to be after the RT and before the development of RILI, which will help to assess the ability of the estimated functionality features to predict the RILI before any radiographic evidence development. The work presented in this chapter has been published in the Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) conference [425], the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) conference [426], and the International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) [427].
FIGURE 50: More injured lung regions from different subjects identified using the proposed framework (coronal planar projections; the ground truth by a radiologist, false positive (yellow-coded) and negative (pink-coded) errors).
The work presented in this dissertation highlighted the ability of four dimensional computed tomography (4D-CT) chest images to provide a regional functionality evaluation for the lung. The effectiveness of 4D-CT images has been successfully tested on images collected from lung cancer patients who underwent radiation therapy (RT) treatment.

The key main advantage of the proposed computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) system for the evaluation of lung functionality is the ability of the developed models to accurately segment, handle the tissue motion, and extract discriminatory features to detect the injured tissues. These capabilities are of great importance for the medical communities to help investigate, in the case of acute pneumonitis, which local regions need attention and follow-up with appropriate treatment. Comparison results with other lung segmentation, motion handling using synthetic and in-vivo data showed the higher accuracy of the proposed models. In addition, summary of the main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

- A novel adaptive appearance-Guided shape modeling for segmenting lungs from CT chest scans. Unlike traditional shape prior modeling, the newly developed model accounts for the database voxel locations in addition to their Hounsfield (HU) values in an adaptive way. The adaptation process is for every voxel of the chest volume, meaning that only the voxels within a predefined adapted range in adaptable search space are accountable in the shape probability calculations. This adaptive shape prior feature accurately accounts for pathological parts within the lung in addition to easy normal and healthy tissues. The shape feature is further combined in a 3D joint
Markov Gibbs random field (3D MGRF) model that additionally combines the first-order visual appearance of the lung voxels, and the second-order spatial-interaction between the neighboring lung voxels.

• A new nonrigid registration framework to accurately align temporal CT lung scans in addition to its ability to compensate for local lung deformations caused by respiratory, heart beats, and sliding motion effects is proposed. The proposed nonrigid registration deforms each voxel of the source object over a set of nested, equi-spaced surfaces (i.e., iso-surfaces) to closely match the target object, by exploiting the geometric features in addition to image intensities to avoid problems associated with nonlinear intensity variations in medical images.

• A novel 7th-order Markov Gibbs random field (MGRF) model that has the ability to accurately models the texture of healthy and injured lung tissues through simultaneously accounting for both vertical and horizontal (e.g., coronal, sagittal, and traverse) relative dependencies between voxel-wise signals. The chosen dependencies allow for variations of local 3D image contrasts and help to discriminate a particular texture of lung injury represented by a single training or query sample from other types of textures. This 7th-order MGRF model provides a balance between the speed and accuracy as the higher the order of the MGRF model, the broader its ability to learn non-homogeneous features, but the lower robustness to signal to noise and more complex learning and decision-making.

• A set of functionality features descriptors that measures the ventilation of the lung using the Jacobian of the deformations in addition to tissue elasticity using the strain components calculated from the gradient of the deformation field.
Several possibilities for the future work of this dissertation include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Extending the presented segmentation technique to deal with segmenting different structures (multi-class labeling) of the brain [375, 428–462]. This process will be of a great importance to extract and quantify the brain structures (e.g., white matter, gray matter, CSF, etc) to be used in different CAD systems for the brain.

- Extending the functionality features to be suitable to be applied for the heart [463–486] to be able to diagnosis heart patients (e.g., after stem cells therapy).

- Extending the 7th-order MGRF model to be applied in the diagnosis of prostate cancer [487–500].

- Study the feasibility of applying the motion correction registration technique to the kidney [398, 501–529] to study kidney behavior after renal transplant.

- Testing the proposed mathematical models and learning techniques in other clinical studies, such as detection of different radiation induced injuries in different parts of the human body.

- The focus of this dissertation was on using the 4D-CT scans for the detection of lung injury as a surrogate of using nuclear imaging such as SPECT and PET. The future work will investigate the extraction of new discriminative features and the fusion of these descriptors with the clinical reports, pulmonary function tests (PFTs), and any other available imaging modality.
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